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Abstract
In general, the task of Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an information extraction 
subtask which seeks to identify and classify proper nouns in a document as being a 
person, organisation, place, date, time, monetary value, or percentage. In this thesis 
the recognition of the most open types of named entities - person and organisation 
names - is investigated. This task has proved to be significant to information retrieval, 
machine translation, document indexing, and a necessary prerequisite to more complex 
information extraction and question-answering tasks.
Two of the most difficult problems encountered by the developers of NER systems are 
those of portability and system performance: a practical NER system is expected to 
have the ability to correctly recognise named entities in new domains of texts or new 
languages at a minimal cost. The main contributor to such problems is the manual 
effort that has always been needed to develop symbolic or statistical recognition rules 
for these systems from large tagged text corpora.
In this research we introduce a prototype called LG-Finder to automatically acquire 
linguistic recognition rules (local grammars) for person and organisation names from 
untagged text corpora through the use of techniques in corpus linguistics, including 
frequency, collocation and concordance analyses. So far, LG-Finder has been success­
fully tested on English news texts, but it can be applied straightforwardly to other 
European languages. In addition, we present a local grammar-based NER prototype 
(NExtract) which incorporates finite state transducers implementing local grammars 
acquired by LG-Finder. The success rates scored by NExtract when evaluated against 
data sets from Reuters and Wall Street Journal are promising and comparable with 
those achieved in the DARPA-sponsored MUG-7 named entity evaluation.
Finally, we present a question-answering prototype, which makes use of the local gram­
mars to answer a small set of questions seeking information on people and organisations 
in the financial domain. The evaluation results of this prototype are encouraging and 
motivate further investigations using the local grammar approach in this domain.
Keywords: Local Grammar, NLP, Named Entity Recognition, Information Extraction, 
Question-Answering
Email: h.traboulsi@surrey.ac.uk
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Named entities are what are referred to in linguistics as proper nouns. They differ from 
common nouns in that they have unique referents and do not by themselves indicate the 
semantic properties of these referents. Common nouns only refer to concrete and ab­
stracted things. Concerning grammatical properties, proper nouns and their derivatives 
are substantives (i.e. function as nouns) and in English and many other languages are 
always capitalised even when they are made up of ordinary common nouns. Examples 
of proper and common nouns are given in Table 1.1 below.
Table 1.1: Examples of proper and common nouns.
Proper N oun  Tony Blair House of Commons Britain Monday
Com m on N oun_____man______________ building place date
The computational linguistic task of recognising proper nouns in free texts is called 
Named Entity Recognition (NER). This task seeks to recognise proper nouns belonging 
to one of the following six categories: person, organisation, location, date, time, and 
monetary value (Chinchor 1997). In the taxonomy of computational linguistic tasks, 
it falls under the domain of Information Extraction (IE), which in turn falls under the 
domain of Text Understanding (TU). The difference between IE and TU lies in the 
type and specificity of the information to be extracted: while TU is to locate all the 
information in a document, IE seeks only the extraction of a specific type of information 
from a document.
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1.1 Inform ation E xtraction
There are three main tasks that one can attempt in information extraction: Template 
Element (TE), Template Relation (TR) and Scenario Template (ST). The most ambi­
tious task that has been widely attempted is the ST task. This task seeks the extraction 
of events with various entities playing roles and/or being in certain relationships from a 
document. For example, in the Seventh Message Understanding Conference (MUC-7)
held in 1997, the ST task was to identify missile and rocket launch events in news
1
articles from the New York Times. Participants in this task were asked to fill in slots 
about the place of the launch event, the owner of the rocket and the owner and nature 
of the rocket payload.
The TE and TR tasks are much simpler than the ST task. These tasks are to extract 
entity attributes (e.g. the name and title of a person) and identify the relationship 
between pairs of entities (e.g. the relation between a person and an organisation) 
respectively. For example, from the phrase “said Karmen Korbun, a trader at Credi- 
tanstalty an IE system, designed for the TR task, should report that Karmen Korbun 
is a person, Creditanstalt is an organisation, and that Karmen Korbun is a trader at 
Creditanstalt.
The NER task, which is the scope of this thesis, is much easier than each of the IE 
tasks, but it is a necessary prerequisite to them all. This necessity is based on the fact 
that before an IE system can determine the relationship between two entities it first 
has to correctly recognise their categories. Thus, Karmen Korbun must be recognised 
as a person and Creditanstalt as an organisation before they are reported to have the 
trader relationship by an IE system. The diagram below shows the position of the NER 
task in a simplified taxonomy of computational linguistic tasks.
1.2. Named Entity Recognition Applications
The scope 
'  of the 
thesis
TRTE ST
TU
NER
Figure 1.1: A simplified taxonomy of computational linguistic tasks
1.2 N am ed E ntity  R ecognition  A pplications
Apart from being a necessary prerequisite to most IE tasks, the NER task is crucial 
to other applications in the domain of natural language processing. For example, the 
recognition of proper nouns dramatically simplifies the tasks of information retrieval, 
text categorisation and indexing: one could retrieve references to the Blair corporation 
in Pennsylvania - US, without the need to go through pages of information about the 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair-, a news agency can categorise and index news articles 
according to their content of proper nouns. In addition, the NER task proves helpful to 
both machine translation and question-answering tasks. A machine translation system 
should be able to recognise proper nouns that are made up of common words such as 
Mrs. Candy Hill and skip translating them into the target language. Similarly, proper 
nouns are, in many cases, the answers, or are associated with descriptive information 
that can be used as answers for different types of questions. For example, an answer 
for the question who is Tony Blair? can be the job title ''British Prime Minister'', 
which frequently associates the person name “Tony Blair” .
1.3 E xisting A pproaches to  N am ed E ntity  R ecognition
There are over thirty NER systems for a variety of languages apart from English, 
including French, Spanish, Korean, Chinese, Japanese and Thai. Machine learning 
(probabilistic) and rule-based (symbolic) approaches have been adopted in their de­
velopment. While systems based on the probabilistic approach use language models
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trained on large manually pre-tagged corpora to learn identification patterns, the sym­
bolic approach is based on rules, describing syntactic and lexical preferences of named 
entities, manually compiled from pre-tagged text corpora.
Despite the fact that NER systems based on either approach achieved a high success rate 
(in the range of 90%)^ on English news texts in MUC-7, there are still a large number of 
cases which can complicate the identification and classification process of named entities 
(Wacholder, Ravin & Choi 1997). For example, NER systems have to properly recognise 
places named after people (e.g. Washington after Ceorge Washington), organisations 
named after their founders (e.g. Austin Reed), person names containing unlisted, or 
foreign first names (e.g. Karmen or Junichiro), or organisations names made up of 
single common words (e.g. Arsenal, or Yes). In addition, NER systems have to deal 
with the problems of structural and semantic ambiguities frequently exhibited by proper 
nouns. The problem of structural ambiguity covers cases where there is a possessive 
pronoun, a preposition, or a conjunction appearing in a sequence of capitalised words. 
The real challenge for a successful NER system in such cases is to determine when 
to tag the whole sequence as one proper noun and when to split it. For example, a 
successful NER system has to avoid tagging the sequence England's Tony Blair as one 
proper noun. In fact, it has to split this sequence into two different proper nouns: a 
place (i.e. England) and person (i.e. Tony Blair) names. Similarly, the organisation 
name Victoria and Albert Museum should be left intact while the sequence IBM  and 
Bell Laboratories has to be split and tagged as two different organisation names. The 
problem of semantic ambiguity, on the other hand, is mainly caused by the metonymic 
use of some kinds of names. For example, place names sometimes are used to refer to 
governments like Washington for the government of the United States or London for 
the British government.
More importantly, the symbolic rules and statistical models being used to recognise 
named entities in news texts still need a lot of manual effort to be compiled/built 
and converted into a format useful for computational programs. For example, Nymble 
(Bikel, Miller, Schwartz & Weischedel 1997), which uses a statistical model to recognise 
named entities, achieved a 90% success rate after manually tagging a corpus of half a
 ^http: /  /  www-nlpir.nist.gov /  related.projects /  muc/proceedings/ne_english_score_report .html
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million words. Similarly, the process of compiling symbolic rules for rule-based lE /N ER 
systems has been described as a costly and very tedious process (Yangarber & Grishman 
1998, Friburger & Maurel 2004).
These types of difficulties, therefore, pose more general questions of robustness and 
portability, which this research has tried to address, such as:
1. Does a NER system have to be reengineered whenever news texts in different 
domains and languages are to be analysed?
2. W hat would be needed if new named entity categories are set to be recognised?
3. Is there an automatic method one can follow to acquire rules for a rule-based 
NER system?
4. How can a NER system properly classify unconventional person names?
5. How can a NER system properly tokenise organisation names?
6. Can we use rules developed for a NER system in other related applications without 
major changes?
This thesis reports on the research approach which we adopted to address these ques­
tions and on the results of the study. The research approach is summarised below.
1.4 The Approach
Our approach to the recognition of named entities, mainly people and organisations, is 
based on observations made on their behaviours in news texts. In this type of texts, 
people and organisation names frequently occur in phrases of reporting verbs (RV) such 
as said, told and added and more specifically in slots interspersed by a set of linguis­
tic items including punctuation marks {comma or dot), job titles (TITLE), locative 
prepositions (AT) like at, and modifiers (MOD) defining an organisation activity (e.g. 
bookmaker, broker or private client stockbroker). For us these items act as cues that 
can be used in the recognition process of people and organisation names in news texts.
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Examples of these phrases with cues tagged are shown below. The italic and bold 
strings in these examples refer to person and organisation names respectively.
[said]_RV Julia Jess op , [economist] .TITLE [at]_A.T N ikko E urope .
[said]_RV D resdner B ank  [spokesman] .TITLE Eberhard Seitz .
[said] JIV Robin Bah , [analyst] .TITLE [at] JVT [broker] JVIOD B illiton  .
[said] JIV  [campaign spokesman] .TITLE Jim Reynolds .
As shown above, these phrases have slots restricted to only one type of words (i.e. 
person, organisation, title, or locative preposition) and positioned in a way that striclty 
prevents any kind of permutation. For instance, the slot of person name in the first 
example can only be replaced by another person name, but cannot be interchanged with 
any of the other slots under any circumstances. We regard these syntactic restrictions 
as a local gram m ar  that governs the use of people and organisation names in news 
texts. The term local grammar is used to suggest that the local one extends the general 
grammar when one is required to articulate information related to a specific class of 
named entities.
In this thesis we describe a corpus-based method for acquiring such a local grammar. 
We examine the manner in which: (1) a small number of reporting verbs in a domain 
are distributed throughout the corpus and (2) a local grammar that is specific to a class 
of named entities (person and organisation names) in the domain, reflects the usage 
of these verbs. We illustrate the development and efficacy of our method on financial 
news articles, which constitutes a specific domain.
1.5 O utline o f the Thesis
In Chapter 2 we review proper nouns from a number of perspectives. One perspective 
roots proper nouns in the local culture and often shows the quirks of the language of the 
culture. The onomastic approach of person and place names is also discussed, followed 
by a linguistic study of proper nouns including syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
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aspects. As will be shown later, the study of these aspects is key to our local grammar 
approach to named entity recognition. Apart from providing relevant literature within 
the field of proper noun analysis, a review of various proper noun extraction systems 
is also provided. These systems had high values of precision and recall only after 
the manual tagging of very large number of words. In this chapter we identify our 
background research into related work in the specific fields of local grammar extraction, 
named entity recognition and restricted domain question-answering systems; however, 
we reserve more detailed review and discussion of the most closely related methods and 
systems in these fields for the relevant chapters in this thesis. This structure has been 
chosen with the specific intention of highlighting the comparison of particular features 
in our system with those of existing systems. In other words, we wish to draw the 
reader’s attention to the context of the work described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 in order 
to emphasise the advantages of our method and prototype systems.
In Chapter 3 we detail issues related to the local grammar approach, including its 
principle, construction, formalism, and applications which already have covered a wide 
range of natural language areas, including named entity recognition. The revision of 
these issues provides insights for dealing with some of the challenges raised by questions 
(1) and (2) in our list of general questions of robustness and portability of NER systems 
given previously in Section 1.3 above. For example, we learn that local grammars can be 
implemented into different cascades of finite state transducers through a local grammar 
graph editor and then plugged in the NER system. This "plug-in” strategy dramatically 
reduces the need for reengineering such a system whenever texts in a new domain are 
to be analysed and additional or new categories of proper nouns are to be extracted.
In Chapter 4 we present our method to automatically acquire the local grammar of 
person and organisation names. We start with a review of similar systems, DIPRE 
and SNOWBALL, and then compare these with the method we developed for the local 
grammar aspect of our system. We discuss the results obtained from its application 
to a large (69 million tokens) corpus of Reuters financial news articles and draw at­
tention to the advantages gained when using our method. We see this method as a 
way to address question (3). The local grammars acquired by this method have the 
ability to properly recognise person and organisation names having unconventional or
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complicated structures and thus address issues brought by questions (4) and (5).
In order to support this claim, in Chapter 5 we introduce a local grammar-based named 
entity recognition prototype (NExtract). We discuss and review the leading existing 
systems in this field; for example, FACILE (UMIST), NetOwl (Isoquest), LOLITA 
(Durham), LASIE-II (Sheffield), and compare their functionality directly with that of 
our prototype NER system. We discuss the performance of our system, NExtract, 
gainst news texts from both Reuters and Wall Street Journal.
In Chapter 6 we try to address question (6) by showing how our local grammar of person 
and organisation names can be used in a small-scale question-answering application. 
We consider recent approaches in the field of question-answering systems which have 
largely been dominated by the work of TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) which is 
sponsored in the U.S. by the Department of Defense and NIST (National Institute 
of Standards and Technology). We demonstrate the use of our question-answering 
prototype with financial news texts. Finally, in Chapter 7 we discuss our conclusions, 
contributions and future work.
Chapter 2
Proper Nouns
We begin our study of named entity recognition by reviewing aspects of proper nouns 
which help bring valuable insights to the analysis of proper nouns for text understand­
ing. Here we study the nature and linguistic aspects of proper nouns together with 
state of the art computational work on their recognition in natural language texts.
2.1 The N ature of Proper N ouns
Proper nouns are language expressions that denote unique entities, typically including 
people, organisations, locations, commodities and so forth. They are rooted in the local 
culture and sometimes show idiosyncrasies of the language of the culture. This fact 
explains the difference in naming systems from one culture to another. The discipline 
that studies the origins and forms of all kind of names is known as onomastics. The 
subject of this discipline is broad because almost everything can have a name and be­
cause the study of names theoretically encompasses all languages, all geographical and 
cultural regions, and all historical periods of history. The subdivision of onomastics 
that are dedicated to the study of names in close relation to our research has been 
in the areas of personal and place names. These areas of onomastics are historically 
known as Anthroponymy and Toponomy respectively. The following gives some details 
on these areas of onomastics.
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2.1.1 A nthroponym y
Anthroponymy is the subdivision of onomastics that is only concerned with the study 
of the nature of personal names^. The word is derived from the Greek words anthro- 
pos and onoma. Anthropos means “man” , “mankind” or “person” and onoma means 
“name”. In general, naming systems differ in the way they use the following types of 
Anthroponyms:
First names: they are the first two underlined names in each of the following name 
examples: Mary Alice Smith, Johannes Jakobus Venter, Nomusa Philomena Dlamini, 
Jacques Pierre de Robillard. In most European languages, these are often called “Chris­
tian names”, “first names” or “given names” . However, both nominations can be con­
fusing if we are talking of the personal names of societies who do have different first 
names like Muslim, Jewish and Buddhist or who put the surname first like the Hun­
garians, Chinese and Japanese.
Surnames: these names are shared by members of a nuclear family in patrilineal so­
cieties where the surname passes on from father to son. Euro-Western surnames are 
often based on occupation {Cook, Cardiner, Wainwright, De Jager, Schumacher)', on 
the name of the father {Johnson, Jackson, Mattieson, O’Neill, MacDonald)-, on lo­
cation {Van der Berg, Van der Westhuizen, Van der Walt, Du Bois); or on physical 
characteristics {Swart, Van Rooyen, De Lange, Armstrong).
Clan names: a clan is a traditional social unit consisting of a number of families claim­
ing a common ancestor, following the same hereditary chieftain, sharing identifying 
marks or slogans, associated with a particular natural phenomena (e.g. sky, heaven, or 
island) and usually do not intermarry. The Scots among the British peoples and the 
Zulus among the South African peoples are divided into clans. Graham and uZulu are 
examples of the Scottish and Zulus clan names.
Patronyms: a patronym is a name used to address or identify someone by referring to 
him or her as son of so-and-so or daughter of so-and-so. Many of Euro-Western and 
African surnames are originally taken from the father’s names. This naming practice
^http;//www.osu.unp.ac.za/lDEFINITIONS.htm - Last visited on 01/11/05
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is common in Russia and Iceland too. For example in Russian, Ivan's son would be 
called Ivanovich.
Teknonyms: a teknonym is a name used to call parents (father or mother) in most 
parts of Africa and the Arab World. It is made up by adding the string 'the father o f  
or 'the mother o f  in front of the name of the family’s eldest child. For example, Abu 
Ali suggests that the named person is the father of Ali in most Arab countries.
Nicknames: a nickname is an informal name given to people. This name is usually not 
mentioned in formal documents of the named person. This type of names is almost 
always used in all cultures to pamper children. However, Palestinian leaders among 
Arabs are always given nicknames. For example, Abu Ammar is the nickname (nom 
de guerre) given to Yasser Arafat (The former Palestinian president).
Ethnonyms: an ethnonym is a name used to refer to an ethnic group such as Jew, 
Boer, Englishman, Arab, Indian, Russian, Slav, Zulu, and Sotho. It is usually seen as 
an offensive nickname. For example. Wop is used as a disparaging term for a person of 
Italian birth or descent.
2.1 .2  T oponom y
Toponomy is the subdivision of onomastics that mostly tries to trace the nature of place 
names. The word is originally derived from the Greek words topos meaning “place” and 
onoma meaning “name”. The topology of place names includes geographical entities 
like seas, mountains, rivers, and lakes as well as institutional entities such as streets, 
roads, houses and bridges. Similar to personal names, place names often reflect the his­
tory, beliefs, and values of one culture. American place names for example, are taken 
from the cultures of America’s early explorers or native peoples i.e. Spanish, French, 
Dutch, English, and native Americans. Similarly Celtic, Roman, Anglo-Saxon, Scan­
dinavian and Norman names provide great insights into British history. The naming 
process of places is a very creative process. Places can be named after persons who have 
a religious or historical significance. For instance, all place names starting with St. or 
Santa are named after saints e.g. St Neots in the UK and Santa Cruz in California, the 
USA. Other place names are named after Royal family members (e.g. Victoria) or after
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their discoverer or conqueror (e.g. Alexandria in Egypt and Vancouver in Canada). 
There are also place names indicating well-known events; a town near Hastings is called 
Battle after the famous battle of Hastings.
The review of these subdivisions of onomastics helped us not only understand naming 
systems, but also grasp knowledge on ways different types of personal and place names 
are used in various cultures and societies. The understanding of these issues of personal 
and place names reduces the effort required to compile large gazetteers of these types 
of names and thus facilitate the development of named entity recognition systems that 
use such gazetteers of names to accurately classify proper nouns. There are other 
knowledge sources that are incorporated in named entity recognition systems. These 
sources contain rules drawn from studies on the linguistic aspects of proper nouns. 
These are detailed in the next sections.
2.2 Linguistic A spects of Proper N ouns
Proper nouns of course name people, organisations, places or dates; common nouns 
refer to things either concrete articles or abstract concepts. In the course of this study 
we are concerned with proper nouns and computational linguistics applications can 
benefit from studies in theoretical linguistics. Therefore, a linguistic review of proper 
nouns is of great importance to a computational system seeking the analysis of this 
class of nouns. Early linguistic studies of proper nouns were only concerned with their 
meaning, the way they refer to entities and how they differ from common nouns. On 
the other hand, modern linguists concentrate more on the semantic categories and syn­
tactic aspects of proper nouns. We believe that we can learn much more from a modern 
linguistic analysis of proper nouns to serve our aim of building a computational model. 
This section will first consider the syntactic structure of proper nouns and then advance 
to their semantic aspects.
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2.2 .1  S yn tactic  Features o f  P rop er N ouns
Linguists define two essential syntactic features of proper nouns. These involve their 
internal and external syntactic structures.
2.2.1.1 T he In te rn a l S tru c tu re  of P ro p e r  N ouns
Quirk et al. (1985) define two syntactic categories of proper nouns: names with articles 
and names without articles. The latter includes personal names (e.g. George W. 
Bush), temporal names (e.g. Christmas, Easter etc.) and place names (e.g. London). 
The former category, names with articles, is divided into three sub categories. This 
division is entirely based on the internal structure of these names. Thus, we may 
see names without modifications like The Thames., names with pre-modifications such 
as the English Channel and finally names with post-modifications like the House of 
Commons. F igure 2.1 below illustrates Quirk’s taxonomy of syntactic categories of 
proper nouns.
Proper nouns
Proper nouns without articles Proper nouns with articles
Personal
names
Temporal
names
Geographical
names
Proper nouns 
Without 
modifications
Proper nouns 
With 
pre-modifications
Proper nouns 
With 
post-modlflcatlons
Figure 2.1: Quirk’s taxonomy of syntactic categories of proper nouns (Quirk et ah, 
1985)
Allerton (1987) looked at the delimitation issues of proper noun classes and the sub­
categories, and suggested four syntactic categories of proper nouns. These syntactic 
categories were further expanded into other subclasses as shown in Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1: Syntactic categories of proper nouns (Allerton, 1987). PN, RA and CN
stand for Proper Noun, Common Noun, and Restrictive Adjective respectively.
Syntactic Category Syntactic Subcategory Example
Simple PN London
Pure Proper Nouns The +  Simple PN The Hague
Title 4- Simple PN Mr. George Bush
PNs +  CNs Hyde Park
The -f PN 4- CN The Suez Canal
Mixed Proper Nouns RA +  PN Northern Ireland
PN 4- The 4- RA or CN Henry the Eighth
The 4- (adjective) 4- CN 4- of 4- PN The University of Surrey
The 4- adjective 4- head noun The Red Sea
Common-Based PN
The 4- modifier noun 4- head noun 
Adjective 4- noun
The Labour Party 
Central Park
Modifier 4- noun 4- head noun Salt Lake City
Coded Proper Nouns
With the definite article the 
Without any article
The FBI, The UN, The BBC 
NASA, UNESCO, NATO
The set of coded proper nouns represents abbreviations of organisation and artefacts 
names such FBI for “Federal Bureau of Investigation” and M25 for the circular highway 
surrounding London.
Proper nouns can occur in variant forms and their forms are commonly observed in 
real texts. Carroll (1985) discusses this special feature of proper nouns in great depth. 
His investigation focused on the relationship between an established place name and 
its variant forms. Interestingly, he observed that most place names have a category 
word and namestem. By category word he means the associated word that classifies 
the name into a particular category (Carroll 1985). Thus, the word circus in Piccadilly 
Circus is the element, which determines its category, in this case a place name. The 
namestem is the part of the place name that distinguishes it from its counterparts in the 
same category, e.g. Piccadilly in Piccadilly Circus. He also observed that namestems 
sometimes are used to refer to the same place e.g. New York instead of New York 
City. In this case they are called nameheads. However, not all place names can have 
nameheads. Carroll suggests that a namestem becomes a namehead only if it points 
to a unique and unambiguous referent. For example, the namestem Piccadilly in the 
above example cannot become a namehead because it does not stand for the whole
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name on its own.
Proper nouns also show syntactic polymorphy - the same name can have many forms. 
This is mainly caused due to transliteration across languages. For example, Beirut and 
London are Beyrouth and Londres in French respectively. However, proper nouns seem 
to be more stable than other parts of speech across languages. Allerton proposed that 
the more language specific a name is, the more prone it is to translation. This justifies 
the reason why most temporal and organisation names are always translated and not, 
for example, personal names which are often transliterated (Allerton 1987).
2.2.1.2 The External Structure of Proper Nouns
Proper nouns normally function as single and rigid units with respect to grammar. This 
characteristic makes this class of nouns behave very differently from common nouns. 
Quirk et al. (1985) make the observations that personal, geographical, and temporal 
names normally lack article and number contrast. Hence, a geographical name like 
Beirut cannot be a Beirut, the Beirut or have any plural forms i.e. Beiruts. The 
insertion of modifiers is not allowed under any circumstances. Proper nouns can only 
be modified through relative clause and apposition non-restrictive modifiers. Consider 
for example:
Dr Brown, who lives next door, came from Canada yesterday
Tony Blair, the British Prime Minister, arrived in Damascus Airport yesterday
However, Quirk et al. (1985, p. 288-289) observe some behavioural similarity between 
proper and common nouns. Thus, they report the following:
Plural forms may be applied to proper nouns under metaphoric cases e.g. Shakespeares 
to refer to authors like Shakespeare.
Surnames in English take plural forms when occurring after the article the in order to 
refer to the family or all the members of the family e.g. the Clintons. Note that Corbett 
(2000, p. 101-110) calls this phenomenon ^^associative pluraF and demonstrates its use 
in other languages, including Hungarian where Jânos-ék denotes John and his group.
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Articles, determiners and possessive pronouns, when added to a proper noun, vary its 
meaning. For example, the possessive pronoun his in a phrase like Shakespeare in his 
new Shakespeare varies the meaning of the word Shakespeare appearing after it into a 
copy of his book. When a proper noun occurs after the indefinite article a, it denotes 
an entity called by this name. For example “a Honda cor” means a car called Honda.
Proper nouns can be used as common nouns as well. Consider the following examples:
I  know another John who went to Oxford
I  spoke to the younger Mr. Hamilton, not Mr. Hamilton the manager
Finally, the use of the determiner the and a post-modifier before and after a proper 
noun could alter the aspect of its referent. For example, the referent of geographical 
name England in the England of Queen Elizabeth is not England the place but rather 
England during Queen Elizabeths era.
2.2 .2  Sem antic Features o f P rop er N ouns
The investigation of the semantic features of proper nouns has always been of interest 
to linguists, psychologists and philosophers as well as researchers working in the field 
of Text Understanding. Quirk et al. (1985) only define semantic categories for names 
referring to people (e.g. Shakespeare), places (e.g. London), and dates (e.g. Sunday, 
December, Easter). In Quirk’s topology shown earlier in F igure 2.1 that means names 
without articles. They remark that proper nouns are more likely to be given to count­
able nouns (e.g. man, city or date) rather than uncountable nouns (e.g. sugar, bread 
or water).
Allerton is also concerned with the semantics of proper nouns. He argues that proper 
nouns have individualistic meanings (Allerton 1987). That is, their meanings are sep­
arate and not integrated with other lexical meanings, and have their own categories, 
which are defined according to the referents proper nouns point to. He observed that 
knowing names increases one’s language ability and enhances general knowledge. Con­
sequently, this means that proper nouns are very informative and helpful for text un­
derstanding. Table 2.2 illustrates Allerton’s semantic categories of proper nouns.
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Table 2.2: The semantic categories of proper nouns (Allerton, 1987).
C a te g o r y E x a m p le
Human Beings Aristotle, Socrates
Vessels, Vehicles and Machines The Orient Express
Geographical Locations Lebanon
Social Organisations British Computer Society
Publications and Works of Art The Times
Languages and Dialects English
The linguistic work on proper nouns proves helpful to their computational analysis. 
For example, the fact that some names cannot be preceded by any type of articles 
helps have an initial judgement on what could be a person, temporal, or geographical 
name and what could be not. In particular, one can benefit fom the set of syntactic 
features of proper nouns to classify proper nouns into different semantic categories. 
For example, the occurrence of a title (e.g. Mr.) word before a sequence of initially 
capitalised words can be used to calssify this sequence as a person name. As we will see 
later, most proper noun recognition systems have been built around observations made 
on the syntactic features of proper nouns made by linguists or drawn from linguistic 
texts.
2.2 .3  P ragm atics o f  P rop er N oun s
Pragmatics is the term used to refer to the ''study of language from the point of view of 
the users, especially of the choices they make, the constraints they encounter in using 
language in social interaction, and the effects their use of language has on the other 
participants in an act of communication^ (Crystal 1997, p. 240).
Marmaridou (1989) conducted an analysis of proper nouns from a pragmatic point of 
view. She claims that proper nouns are mainly exploited in two ways: the referential 
and connotative uses. The referential use of proper nouns is the function of identifying 
referents. As examples, she suggests Judas in "Judas was Jesus Christ’s disciple who 
betrayed him’’ is used to refer to the person who betrayed Jesus Christ. In contrast, 
in the connotative use, proper nouns are metaphors used to offer shortcuts for ideas 
and thoughts, which are expressed implicitly. For instance, Judas in "Every great man
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nowadays has his disciples, but it is always Judas who writes the biography” does not 
specifically refer to anyone. It only refers to a kind of person who is likely to betray 
their masters.
Ideas drawn from the study of pragmatics of proper nouns, especially their referen­
tial use, have been mainly incorporated in information extraction tasks which are to 
extract information on proper nouns and their relationships. The extraction of such 
information, however, requires a computational analysis of proper nouns to be con­
ducted prior to the extraction stage. The computational analysis of proper nouns and 
its applications are fully discussed in the following section.
2.3 C om putational A nalysis o f Proper N ouns
The computational analysis of proper nouns is important for much of Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). This analysis increases the performance of information retrieval 
systems (Paik, Liddy, Yu & McKenna 1993). It can be used to extract descriptions 
for entities such as people, places and organisations, which can be then used in a 
summary support system (Radev & McKeown 1997). The automatic recognition of 
proper nouns is essential to machine translation and question-answering tasks (Virga 
& Khudanpur 2003, Abuleil 2004).
The two main areas where the computational analysis of proper nouns has been of 
great relevance are lexical knowledge acquisition and information extraction. First, we 
discuss the work carried out to help Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications, 
aiming at text understanding rather than information extraction, overcome the prob­
lem of lexical gaps mainly caused by the poor coverage of proper nouns in conventional 
dictionaries needed for such applications. Then we look at the task of proper noun 
analysis from the information extraction point of view, detail the task definition, and 
discuss approaches and systems already developed to fulfill this task.
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2.3 .1  P roper N ou n s and L exical K now ledge A cq u isition
The analysis of proper nouns has become an essential area of computational linguistics 
in recent years. We account for this by the fact that, nowadays, NLP systems have 
to be designed to process large samples of unrestricted texts, especially news articles, 
where proper nouns become noticeable, both in terms of ubiquity and complexity.
An accurate semantic and syntactic analysis of unrestricted texts requires a large lexi­
con. A simple approach to providing an NLP-style lexicon is to use Machine Readable 
Dictionaries (MRDs). However, the fact that a great number of new words consis­
tently arise from slang expressions, new coinages and especially from proper nouns 
makes it harder if not impossible for any lexicon aimed at naturally-occurring text to 
be completed (Coates-Stephens 1992). Moreover, computational lexicographers do not 
consider entries for proper nouns in MRDs. They believe that such dictionaries should 
not include encyclopedic entries (entries for proper nouns) because they are not related 
to computational lexicography. Many researchers confirm the poor coverage of proper 
nouns in MRDs^. Therefore, robust NLP systems have to cope with unknown words 
like proper nouns.
Coates-Stephens (1992) advocates the use of what he named as Within Text Descrip­
tions (WTDs) to tackle the poor lexical coverage of proper nouns. These WTDs include 
two kinds of syntactic patterns in which proper nouns are usually introduced in news 
articles. These patterns comprise:
• A proper noun followed by an apposition, which offers description for it (e.g. 
Tony Blair, The UK Prime Minister).
• A descriptive word, which is either preceded or followed by a proper noun (e.g. 
The American President George W. Bush, The Nile River).
This approach was incorporated into an NLP system called FUNES. In this system, 
Coates-Stephens used a set of syntactic rules, which were manually induced by inves­
tigating the context of proper nouns in news stories. These rules help identify and 
^See for example (Seitz, Gupta, Lennig, Kenny, Deng, G’Shaughnessy &: Mermelstein 1990)
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classify different classes of proper nouns including person, place, corporation and legis­
lation names. Table 2.3 gives examples of these rules, which were written for personal 
and organisation names. The X  symbol in these rules is used to refer to proper nouns. 
As we will see in Chapter 4, we use the same symbol to replace an unknown sequence 
of initially capitalised words. Such a replacement is crucial to our approach to the 
acquisition of the local grammar of proper nouns.
Table 2.3: Examples of proper noun syntactic rules (Coates-Stephens, 1992).
Name Type Rule
(1) X <and> X <comma> plural-KW -NP (PP) <comma> 
e.g. [MorceZ P r o u s t ] - X  and [James  Joyce]_X  , [arguably the m ost  
significant au f/iors]_plu ra l_K W _N P  [of the 20th c e n tu ry ] -P P  ,
(2) X <comma> KW -NP (PP) <comma>
e.g. [Boris Y e l ts in ] -X  , [president]_K W _N P [of the Russian F edera t ion]-P P  ,
Person
(3) X <comma> K W -NP 1 (PPl) <and> KW -NP2 (PP2) <comma> 
e.g. [Pierre V a l l in ] -X  , [the town’s m a y o r ]-K W -N P l and 
[a company  d irec to r ]-K W -N P 2  ,
(4) K W -N Pl (PPl) <and> KW -NP2 (PP2) <comma> X <comma> 
e.g. [C /ia ir m a n ]-K W -N P l and [chief e x e c u t i v e ] - K W - X P 2  ,
[Steve S c o t t ] - X  ,
(5) X <and> X plural-KW -NP  
e.g. the [Abbey N a t io n a l ] -X  and [Halifax]-X  
[building societies] -p lu r a l-K W -N P
(6) Pnoun* <and> Pnoun* KW -NP
e.g. [Brod/ord]_Pnoun and [Bingley]-Pnoun [building s o c i e t y ] - K W - N P
Organisation
(7) (Det) (Adj*) Noun (PP*)
e.g. [T /ie ]-D et [Societies]-N oun [for Abolition of  Vivisection 
and Legislation on Medical E xperim en ta t ion]-PP
(8) KW -NP PPl* <and> (Det) (Adj*) Noun (PP2*) 
e.g. [The A s so c ia t io n ]-K W -N P  [of Futures B ro k ers]-P P l 
and  [D ealers]-N oun
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These rules^ comprise slots that accept words or phrases having specific syntactic cat­
egories such as noun (Noun), determiner (Det), adjective (Adj), noun phrase (NP), 
prepositional phrase (PP), and known proper noun (Pnoun). Amongst these slots, 
only NP and Pnoun are restricted to certain types of words or phrases: NP only ac­
cepts noun phrases containing one or many keywords (KW). A KW is a common noun 
that serves to place a PN within one of the categories described in the FUNES taxon­
omy. Each category of proper nouns has a corresponding KW of the same category. 
For personal and organisation names this reflects a job position (e.g. director, mayor, 
president) or an organisation marker (e.g. brokers, societies, society)] Pnoun accepts 
only proper nouns that belong to a predefined list. In contrast, there are no restrictions 
imposed on other syntactic slots. These slots might be filled in with any element of its 
category. For example, any determiner (a, an, the, etc.) might be used to fill in the Det 
slot; any prepositional phrase might be used in the place of PP; and so forth. More 
importantly, the use of these rules needs a full syntactic analysis which, despite the set 
of restrictions applied to the NP and Pnoun slots, may lead to some errors. Consider, 
for example, the following constructions:
(a) Austin Reed and Ted Baker, arguably the best selling companies for ladies clothes,
(b) Saudi Arabia and Azerbaijan State Oil Company
(c) The company of usual friends and relatives
(d) The Association of Rural Banks and the Bank of Ghana
After being subjected to FUNES syntactic analysis, these constructions should be 
tagged as shown below.
(a) [Austin Reed]-X. and [Ted Baker]-X , [arguably the best selling compomes]_plural_KW_NP
[for ladies clothes]-PP ,
(b) [Saudi Arabia]-Pnoun and [Azerbaijan]-Pnoun [State Oil Company]-KW -NP
< >  represents obligatory constituents. () represents optional constituents. The * represents arbi­
trary repetition of a constituent. The number attached to some of these categories (i.e. PP and NP) 
is to distinguish their multiple variants.
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(c) [r/ie]_Det [company]-Noun [of usual friends]]-PP
(d) [The Association]-KW-NP [of Rural B anks-P P l and [The]-Det [Sanfc]_Noun
[of Ghana]-PP2
Therefore, these tagged constructions should be recognised by rule (1), (6), (7), and (8), 
which will produce wrong semantic tags for their proper noun constituents. Rule (1) will 
classify the organisation names Austin Reed and Ted Baker in (a) as personal names, 
rule (6) will classify the place names Saudi Arabia and Azerbaijan in (b) as organisation 
names, rule (7) will classify the whole string "The company of usual friends” of (c) as 
an organisation name, and finally rule (8) will recognise the two organisation names 
"The Association of Rural Banks” and "Bank of Chana” in (d) as one organisation 
name. Such examples show some of the problems that could be encountered when 
recognition rules for proper nouns are inspired from their syntactic features.
Paik et al. (1993) analysed proper nouns for the benefit of information retrieval. This 
work uses a categorisation and standardisation module to classify and convert variant 
forms of proper nouns into their canonical forms in order that different names for the 
same referent can be treated as one name. The categorisation module relies on sev­
eral methods. These include the use of lists of known prefixes, infixes and suffixes for 
each category of proper noun, an alias database consisting of alternate names for some 
proper nouns (e.g. IBM  for International Business Machine), a knowledge-base of 
proper nouns and their categories extracted from online lexical resources (e.g.. World 
Factbase, Gazetteer), and context-based heuristics developed from corpus analysis of 
the contexts, which suggest certain categories of proper nouns. The proper noun se­
mantic categories used in this module are shown in F igure 2.2 below.
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G eographic Entity Affiliation O rganisation Human D ocument Equipm ent Scientific Temporal Misc.
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City Religion C om pany D ocument Software D isease Date Misc.
Port Nationality C om pany Type Title hardw are Drugs Time
Airport G overnm ent M achine Chem icals
Island Us Gov.
Country O rganization
Continent 
Region 
w ater 
G eo. Misc.
Figure 2.2: The semantic categories of proper nouns as defined by Paik et al. (1993).
Note that Paik’s semantic categories cover classes of proper nouns, which were excluded 
in Quirk et al. (1985) and Allerton (1987): Equipment, Scientific, Document, and 
Affiliation. It also refiects the fact of the incompleteness of the semantic topology of 
proper nouns through the Misc. class, which allows the addition of miscellaneous proper 
noun types. The addition of such types largely depends on the nature of the NLP task 
in hand (Sekine, Sudo & Nobata 2002). For example, the developers of information 
extraction systems had to add the type “az77?/ane” when information about '^‘airplane 
crashes '^' was required to be extracted in the seventh Message Understanding Conference 
(MUG).
Mani, MacMillan, Luperfoy, Lusher & Laskowski (1993), like (Coates-Stephens 1992), 
introduces a context-based approach to recognising proper nouns in news texts. This 
approach, however, relies more on '''‘knowledge sources'''' than syntactic rules. It involves 
tokenizing the text into sentences and words, then generating candidate name mentions, 
and finally allowing various knowledge sources to vote on and propose hypotheses about 
a given mention.
In addition to a knowledge source based on finding contiguous capitalised words in­
terspersed by lower-case function words {of, and, de, etc.), the mention generator uses 
different sets of grammars, which rely on part-of-speech, some specific key lexical items 
from a semantic lexicon, and punctuation to help recognise the internal syntax and 
semantics of geographical and person names, and also various context boundaries - for 
example, appositive constructions.
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The knowledge sources are based on simple heuristics. For example, Organization is a 
knowledge source which helps determine organisation names from the presence of cer­
tain company markers (e.g. Inc., Ltd., etc.). Honorifics looks up the text occurrence of 
honorifics {Mr., His Holiness, L t,  Col.) in a small semantic lexicon to make inferences 
about person names, as well as gender and job occupation. The Person-Name is a 
knowledge source which segments potential person-names without being able to deter­
mine their personhood with any confidence. Name-Element upgrades the confidence 
of names which match learned name elements. Agent-of-Human-Action looks for verbs 
like lead, head, say, explain, think, admit in the syntactic context to estimate whether a 
given mention could be a person name or not. A Short-Name knowledge source reflects a 
newspaper honorific convention of not using single-word titleless names in introductory 
people mentions as in {Yesterday [Kennedy] said). The Location knowledge source 
uses patterns involving locational category nouns from a semantic lexicon like town, 
sea, gulf, north to flag location mentions like Town of Cary. The Job-Title and Age 
knowledge sources extract their data from appositive constructions and pre-modifying 
adjective phrases and compound nouns.
As will be explained later (in Chapter 4), we take advantage of the linguistic hypothesis 
that assumes higher occurrence of high animacy nouns, especially person names, in the 
proximity of reporting verbs (e.g. say, tell, add, explain, etc.) in order to acquire rules 
useful for proper noun recognition.
McDonald (1996) believes that the grammar of proper nouns is more lexical and less 
syntactic and thus avoids the use of any kind of syntactic analysis to recognise proper 
nouns. Consequently, he invented two terms, internal and external evidence to point 
out that this grammar ''must he context sensitive, and that it should incorporate a rich 
semantic model of names and their relationships to individuals^^ (McDonald 1996).
The internal evidence is a marker word that belongs to the sequence of words compris­
ing the name. This can be one of the known company (organisation) word markers (e.g. 
Ltd., Co., G.m.b.H., Inc., P .T., Church, Bank, Association, etc.) that indicate com­
panies (organisations); abbreviations (e.g. IBM, UN)-, known first names (e.g. John, 
George, etc.) often indicating people; punctuation (e.g. & in Ernst & Young); or the
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relatively closed class of stylized modifiers used with people (Jr., Sr., Mr., Dr., etc.).
The external evidence, on the other hand, is the classification criterion provided by the 
context hosting the name. The idea of external evidence is based on the observation that 
names are just used as references to individuals of specific types (people, organisations, 
places, etc.), and that these types have characteristic properties and participate in 
characteristic events. McDonald encodes these properties/ events into rules that provide 
confirming or criterial evidence for a name’s category. Consider, for example, the 
following rules'^:
(1) name = >  location:----office
(2) name => person: ti tle ,----
(3) name = >  person:----- in-company
These rules can be used to classify San Francisco as a location name (1), Robert B. 
Morris III as a person name (2), and Goldman as a company name (3) in the sentence 
below. The name Sachs & Go. is recognised as a company name using either the 
punctuation mark & or Go. as internal evidence.
"An industry analyst, Robert B. Morris III in Goldman, Sachs & Go. ’ s San
Francisco office, said'''
Although MacDonald (1996) stresses the need of a repertoire of such context-sensitive 
rules or their equivalent if a proper noun classification facility is expected to work well 
with the open-ended set of name words found in natural language texts, he does not 
provide any algorithm for their acquisition.
2 .3 .2  P ro p e r  N o u n s  a n d  In fo rm a tio n  E x tra c tio n
Nowadays, the Internet has made various sources of information available to the public, 
particularly textual documents. These documents are electronically accessible in differ­
ent ways, for example, news wire, electronic journals, dictionaries and encyclopedias. 
^The empty slot represented by a straight line indicates a sequence of initially capitalised words.
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This developing fact has called for a serions change in the aims and strategies of NLP 
applications. Naturally occurring texts, including news articles, academic and scientific 
materials, become the key aim of most new NLP generations. These kinds of texts hold 
a significant amount of proper nouns.
IE is an NLP application, which often takes short naturally occurring text as input, 
finds useful information in the text and converts it into structured format (Cowie 8z 
Lehnert 1996). IE systems are mostly concerned with factual and event-oriented texts 
(journalistic texts), which describe relationships between named entities. This specialty 
makes the extraction and understanding of proper nouns very important for IE.
The task of named entity extraction was first introduced and evaluated as text un­
derstanding task in the sixth and seventh MUCs sponsored by DARPA, the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency, in 1995 and 1997 respectively. This task con­
sists of three subtasks (entity names, temporal expressions, number expressions). The 
expressions to be annotated are “unique identifiers” of entities (organizations, persons, 
locations), times (dates, times), and quantities (monetary values, percentages). The 
subtask of finding only names is called name tagging. A very detailed definition of the 
named entity extraction task has been developed in the framework of these programs 
(Chinchor 1997).
We would like to first give the flavour of the named entity extraction task, and then 
discuss this task with some details, and mention some problems and difficulties of 
finding and tagging names in naturally occurring texts.
The name tagging task is limited to proper nouns, acronyms, and other unique identi­
fiers, which are categorised by their types as follows:
• ORGANISATION: named corporate, governmental, or other organisational entity
• PERSON: named person or family
• LOCATION: name of politically or geographically defined location (e.g. cities, 
provinces, countries, mountains, etc.)
In other words, the task of name tagging focuses on types of proper nouns that are cat­
egorised in Allerton (1987) and Paik et al. (1993) as Human Beings/ Human, Geograph-
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ical Locations/Geographic Entity , and Social Organisation/ Organisation respectively. 
Moreover, it requires the recognised proper nouns to be marked up with SGML tags. 
F igure  2.3 shows a piece of a Reuters news article with its content of people names 
surrounded by such tags.
The world's second-largest hotels group, which runs 
<E N A M E X TTY P E = "O R G A N IS A TIO N ”>lnter-Continental</ENAMEX>, 
<E N A M EX TTY P E  ="O RG ANISATIO N">Crowne Plaza</EN AM EX> and 
<E N A M EX T T Y P E  ="O R G A N IS A TIO N ”>Holiday lnn</ENAM EX> hotels, said on 
Tuesday it plans to demerge Its 2,000 British pubs and restaurants, which Include 
bars such as
<E N A M EX TTY PE ="O RG AN ISATIO N”>AII Bar O ne</EN AM EX> and 
<E N A M EX T TY P E  = ‘’0R G A N IS A T I0N ">0 'N e ill's< /E N A M E X > as well as 
restaurant chains
<E N A M EX T TY P E  ="ORGANISATION">Harvester</ENAIVIEX> and 
<E N A M EX T T Y P E  ="O RG ANISATIO N">Browns</ENAM EX>, to create two 
separately listed companies.
Current Chairman < ENAM EX TTY PE ="P E R S O N ”>lan Prosser</ENAMEX>, 59, 
will stay as head of the hotels company until December 2003, while 
present Finance Director
<E N A M EX T TY P E  ="P E R S O N ”>Richard North</ENAM EX> will become chief 
executive.
Figure 2.3: An example a news articles, whose proper nouns are marked in SGML tags.
In the spirit of this work, we are mostly concerned with the task of the recognition of 
proper nouns that belong to the first two categories: person and organisation names.
As shown above (F igure 2.3), the name tagging task requires such names to be marked 
up with ENAMEX. The official guideline of this task is detailed below.
2.3.2.1 Task D efinition
For all types of names, multi-word strings that contain name sub-strings should be 
tagged intact. Examples of the correct and wrong ways of tagging names are given 
below.
"James Ross Consulting"
Correct: <ENAMEX TYP E = “ORGANISATION”> James Ross Consulting</ENAMEX>
[no markup for James Ross alone]
"U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service"
Correct: <ENAMEX TYP E = ‘‘ORGANISATION"> U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service</ENAMEX>
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[no markup for U.S. alone]
"North and South Britain"
Correct: <ENAMEX T YP E = ‘‘LOCATION">North and South Britain</ENAMEX>
[no markup for Britain alone]
In a genitive-possessive noun phrase, the possessor and possessed names should have 
separate tags.
“  University of Chicago’s Graduate School o f Business"
Correct: <ENAMEX T YP E = ‘‘ORGANISATION"> University of Ghicago</ENAMEX>’s 
<ENAMEX T YP E = “ORGANISATION"> Graduate School of Business</ENAMEX>
Aliases, or what is referred to as " Coded Proper Nouns^^ in Allerton (1987), such as 
acronyms, nicknames, truncated names, and metonyms should be tagged according to 
the category of the proper noun that they originally refer to. Consider, for example, the 
tagging of “ISM ” (acronym), "Big Blue" (nickname for ISM), “Mr. Fix-It" (nickname 
for candidate for head of the GIA) and "Pentagon" (metonym for the headquarters of 
the US Department of Defense):
Correct: <ENAMEX TYPE="ORGANISATION’’>IBM</ENAMEX>
Correct: <ENAMEX TYPE="O RGANISATION’>Big Blue</ENAMEX>
Correct: Mr. <ENAMEX T Y P E = “PERSON">Fix-It</ENAMEX>
Correct: The <ENAMEX T YP E = “ORGANISATION">Pentagon</ENAMEX> announced
However, aliases referring to broad industrial sectors, political power centres, etc. rather 
than to specific organisations should be left without tagging. For example, "Wall 
Street" , should not be tagged as an alias for “ U.S. Stock Market" ; "Japan Incorporated" 
as an alias "Japan Industries"; "Uncle Sam" and "Washington" as aliases for the "U.S. 
Government" since these do not refer to specific organisations. The name "Ivy League" 
refers strictly to the original eight universities, but does not seem to be an organisation 
in its own right.
Similarly, metonyms referring to political, military, athletic, and organisations named 
after cities, countries, or other associated locations should not be tagged as organisa­
tions, but as locations. Examples of such metonyms follow.
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"Germany invaded Poland in 1939."
Correct: <ENAMEX TYPE= "LOGATION">Germany</ENAMEX> invaded...
"Liverpool defeated Man United 1-0."
Correct: <ENAMEX T YP E = “LOCATION">Liverpool</ENAMEX> defeated 
<ENAMEX T YP E = “ORGANISATION”>Man United</ENAMEX> 1-0.
Other types of proper nouns that are not to be tagged as ENAMEX include artefact 
names, and plural names that do not specify a single unique entity like "Dow Jones 
Industrial Average" and "Taurus" in a string name like "Ford Taurus". Nevertheless, 
these types of names are identified as proper nouns in Paik (1993) and categorised as 
either Misc. (the case of Dow Jones Industrial Average) or Equipment (the case of 
Taurus).
On the other hand, proper nouns to be tagged as ORGANISATION include stock ex­
changes, multi-national organisations, political parties, orchestras, unions, embassies, 
factories, hospitals, hotels, museums, universities, non-generic governmental entity 
names like “Congress” , “House of Commons”, sports teams and armies (unless desig­
nated only by country names, which are tagged as LOCATION). Generic entity names 
such as “the police”, “the government” are not to be tagged at all. Those to be tagged 
as PERSON are all named people and families. Similar to other types, the longest 
name is to be tagged.
"Hillary and Bill Clinton"
Correct: <ENAMEX T YP E = “PERSON”>Hillary and Bill Clinton</ENAMEX>
[no markup for Hillary or Bill Glinton alone]
Names that should be tagged as LOCATION include named heavenly bodies, con­
tinents, countries, provinces, counties, cities, regions, districts, town, villages, neigh­
bourhoods, airports, highways, street names, street addresses, oceans, seas, straits, 
bays, channels, rivers, islands, lakes, national parks, mountains, fictional or mythical 
locations, and monumental structures such as the "Eiffel Tower" and "Washington 
Monument". In Allerton (1987) and Paik et al. (1993), these types of name are known 
as Geographical Locations and Geographic Entity respectively.
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“  Thames River"
Correct: <ENAMEX TYPE= "LOGATION”> Thames River</ENAMEX>
[no markup for Thames alone]
2.3.2.2 Existing Approaches and Systems
There is a multitude of named entity extraction systems developed for a variety of 
languages including English, French, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Thai. 
Machine learning (probabilistic), rule-based (symbolic) and hybrid approaches have 
been adopted in their development.
The probabilistic approach uses a language model trained on large manually pre-tagged 
corpora to learn patterns of identification. This approach results in good performance if 
trained with a rather large corpus. For example, Nymble of BBN achieved a high success 
rate (90.6%) in MUC-7 after manually tagging around half a million words (Bikel et al. 
1997). Other statistical systems (Borthwick, Sterling, Agichtein &: Crishman 1998, Yu, 
Bai & Wu 1998) that participated in MUC-7 achieved a lower success rate.
The symbolic approach is based on rules describing the syntactic and lexical structure 
of language expressions containing proper nouns (Coates-Stephens 1992, McDonald 
1996, Mani et al. 1993). The exploitation of these rules most often requires linguistic 
resources like lists of markers (e.g. titles and marker words), gazetteers (i.e. large 
dictionaries of known proper nouns) and general language dictionaries. These rules 
are either intuitively developed or manually compiled from pre-tagged text samples. 
NetOwl, FACILE and CATE are examples of systems based on this approach (Krupka 
& Hausman 1998, Ciravegna, Lavelli, Mana, Matiasek, Cilardoni, Mazza, Black Sz 
Rinaldi 1999, Humphreys, Caizauskas, Cunningham & Azzam 1996). The rules used in 
such systems are more detailed in Chapter 5, where we also discuss our own rule-based 
named entity extraction system.
The hybrid approach is a combination of the probabilistic and symbolic approach. This 
approach has been implemented in named entity extraction systems developed at the 
University of Edinburgh (Mikheev, C. & Moens 1998), the University of Manitoba
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(Lin 1998), and by Cucchiarelli & Velardi (Cucchiarelli & Velardi 1999).
Table 2.4: MUC-7 name tagging scores for English.
System Approach F-Measure
A nnotatorl Human 99.03%
Annotator2 Human 98.34%
University of Edinburgh Hybrid 94.05%
IsoQuest Inc. Rule-based 91.32%
BBN Statistical 90.61%
New York University Statistical 88.66%
University of M anitoba Hybrid 86.07%
University of Sheffield Rule-based 85.21%
MITRE Statistical 83.75%
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd. Rule-based 81.13%
University of Manchester Rule-based 79.50%
Kent Ridge Digital Labs Statistical 76.65%
University of Durham Rule-based 74.53%
Named entity extraction systems evaluated in MUCs have achieved good results (see 
Table 2.4^ above) for English news texts. These highly promising results have always 
been obtained after tagging large corpora to train language models or compile symbolic 
rules. The manual compilation of symbolic rules for proper noun extraction is known 
to be a lengthy and tedious process, which requires a lot of human effort (Priburger & 
Maurel 2004). This thesis, using the notion of local grammar, tries to reduce the high 
cost associated with rule compilation required when proper nouns are to be extracted 
from different domains of news texts. In Chapter 4 we present a corpus-based method 
to automatically identify symbolic rules of proper nouns occurring in news texts. Once 
acquired, the patterns can be used as rules for automatic recognition of proper nouns.
2.3 .3  P rop er N oun s and Q uestion -A nsw ering
During the last decade, question-answering systems have been largely developed to ex­
tract answers for open domain factoid, list, and definition questions from large text
=F-Measure=
where, P  refers to Precision, R refers to Recall, and /5 =  1 is the relative weight of P  and R  . See 
Appendix D for more details on these parameters.
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collections (Voorhees 2004). The recognition of named entities is an important key for 
answering such kind of questions as their question types (answer semantic categories) 
most often belong to one of those defined for named entities: names, times, and quan­
tities. For example, the answers for the factoid questions Who discovered Ameriea? 
and When was Lyndon B. Johnson born? are a person name and a date respectively. 
The answer for the list question List the names of chewing gums is a list of brand 
names. Similarly, the answer for the definition question Who is Vlad the Impaler? is 
a phrase (sentence) describing Vlad the Impaler. Table 2.5 shows the question types 
and sub categories of these and other questions.
Table 2.5: Question types (TREC 2001).
Question Type Example
Name
Person
Location
Organisation
Others
Who discovered America? (Q1017)
Where is John Wayne airport? (Q922)
What is the name of the airport in Amsterdam? (Q1729) 
What is the Ohio state bird? (QlOOl)
Description PersonOthers
Who was Galileo? (Q896) 
What is an atom? (Q897)
Date
Quantity
When was Lyndon B. Johnson born? (Q1060) 
What are the speed Hummingbirds fly? (Q953)
Paraphrase
Abbreviation 
Full name 
Nickname
What is the abbreviation for Texas? (Q1172) 
What does I.V. stands for? (Q1176)
What is Shakespeare’s nickname? (Q1294)
To date, the design of open domain question-answering systems is based on two main 
approaches. One is the information retrieval approach, which assumes that the answers 
of questions are included in the most relevant passages. In a broad sense, this approach 
is robust and fast, but unable to determine the exact answer for a given question, that 
is, what part of the passage is really the answer. Another approach is the Information 
Extraction approach, where the system extracts candidate strings from documents 
and evaluates the validity of the candidates (Kazawa, Isozaki & Maeda 2001). The 
advantage of this approach lies in its ability to specify the locations of exact answers 
although it needs a fairly extensive list of surface patterns (Soubbotin 2001). The 
automatic acquisition of such patterns is a necessity and usually achieved at the high 
cost of the manual labour for tagging corpora (Ravichandran & Hovy 2002, Wu, Zheng, 
Duan, Liu & Strzalkowski 2003, Cui, Kan Sz Chua 2004).
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The best accuracy score achieved for open domain question-answering systems has 
been 70% (Light, Ittycheriah, Latto & McCracken 2003). While such a high score has 
had a positive impact on researchers in the field of open domain question-answering, 
it did not satisfy real world users who are more interested in a set of questions that 
can only be answered through restricted domain documents (Chung, Song, Han, Yoon, 
Lee, Rim & Kim 2004). In Chapter 6 we propose a question-answering prototype that 
helps users obtain specific information on people in the world of finance from financial 
news texts. More importantly, we show how the set of rules acquired and used for the 
recognition of person names can be exploited as answer extraction rules for such type of 
question-answering systems. These rules represent the local grammar of person names 
in financial news texts. Below, we include a definition for such a grammar and revise 
some of its applications in the domain of proper noun recognition.
2.3 .4  P rop er N oun s and L ocal G ram m ars
Harris (1991, p. 272) defines a local (special) grammar as a way to describe the syntactic 
restrictions of certain subsets of sentences of the language closed under some or all of 
the operations in the language. Hunston & Sinclair (2000, p. 2) see such sentences as 
"small (but significant) sub-languages". This explicit link between local grammars and 
sub-languages is based on the interpretation of Lehrberger’s sub-language identification 
criteria which suggest that a sub-language should have lexical, syntactic and semantic 
restrictions; "deviant" rules of grammar; high frequency of certain constructions; a 
textstructure; a limited subject matter and a use of special symbols (Pearson 1998, p. 
31).
Harris used this definition of local grammar to describe recursive phrases commonly 
used in the specialist literature of biochemistry. He analysed scientific articles on im­
munology and developed local grammars for sentence used consistently to describe 
immunology materials (e.g. antigen, antibody, body, cell, tissue, etc.). The major 
amongst these local grammars together with examples on each of them are shown in 
Table 2.6 below.
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Table 2.6: Patterns in immunology reported in Harris (1991). LG: Local Grammar. A: 
words for antibody. B: Bodies, body part, and animal names (e.g. rabbit, footpad). C: 
Gell names. G: words for antigen’s synonyms or names. J: for Inject, which was used 
between G and B. T: Tissue names. V: class of verbs that occur between A and G. W: 
words and adjectives occurring after T or G.
LG Example
GJB [Antigen\Jj [zs injected into\Ji [a body part (or animal)]JB
T W  and C W  [A tissue (or cell)]JT [has some property or undergoes a change]NV
AVC________ [Antibody]-A [appears in, is produced in, or is secreted from]SV [a cell]-C
Gross (1999, p. 229) adds to Harris and sees Hocal grammars as finite-state grammars
or finite-state automata that represent sets of utterances of a natural language’’. He de­
veloped local grammars for a wide variety of linguistic phenomena, ranging from words 
related by prefixation and suffixation to sentences having similar syntax and mean­
ing like those used to tell time (Gross 1993). F igure 2.4 shows finite-state automata 
representing this type of sentences.
E>— "'C
middle
Twenties
thirties
forties
fifties
sixties
seventies
eighties
nineties
20s
30s
40s50»
60s
70s
early
late
middle
mid
swingin
<happen>
during
Twentle
20sroaring
nineties
90s
Figure 2.4: Local grammar of rounded date expressions (Gross, 1993).
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These finite state automata will recognise, for example, the rounded date expressions 
in the following examples:
The turning point of the cold war happened in the early 90’s when the Berlin wall 
was knocked down.
... during the IT  developments that happened early in the 60’s 
when computers cost $10 million.
Local grammars as finite state local automata have been used to describe person names 
as well. Choi & Nam (1997, p. 275) considers three construction types to recognise 
person names in Korean texts describing features such as genitives, post-positions and 
family relations. Baptista (1998, p. 275) provides a detailed treatment of a local 
grammar of proper nouns in Portuguese. This grammar largely reflects the Portuguese 
naming rules and socio-professional conventions. Similarly, Priburger & Maurel (2004) 
describes local grammars of person names in French texts developed after the visual 
examination of the right and left contexts of person names in a corpus of Le Monde 
newspaper (about 165,000 words). These local grammars are very similar to those 
reported in Mani et al. (1993) and McDonald (1996) and can deal only with the ex­
traction of person names. Their compilation is very costly - the left and right contexts 
of person names are manually investigated. The use of finite-state automata to repre­
sent such rules is an advantage over other counterparts as it makes their application 
to input texts more efficient (Church 1980). More information on local grammars and 
their applications is provided in the next chapter.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have tried to understand proper nouns from onomastic and linguistic 
perspectives. While the onomastic perspective helped us know more about the nature 
(origins and forms) of proper nouns, the linguistic studies gave us some guidelines to 
improve our knowledge about their syntactic, semantic and pragmatic characteristics. 
More importantly, we have reviewed different approaches adopted for the automatic 
analysis of proper nouns, including the probabilistic and rule-based approaches. The 
latter is the focus of this thesis. It promotes the use of the syntactic and lexical
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features of the context of proper nouns to develop proper noun recognition rules. The 
local grammar approach can be seen as a more conservative rule-based approach. It is 
used to represent rules describing contexts of proper nouns from a pure lexical point 
of view (McDonald 1996, Choi & Nam 1997, Baptista 1998, Priburger & Maurel 2004, 
and others). Although systems based on this approach achieve a high success rate, 
their rules still need a lot of manual effort to be compiled and represented into a 
format useful for a computational program. The representation of these rules into local 
grammars (finite-state transducers) is an advantage at both the speed and accuracy 
levels. The following chapter continues this discussion and investigates issues relating 
to local grammar compilation and formalism.
Chapter 3
Local Grammars
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned earlier, the research into the automatic treatment of proper nouns follows 
two main approaches: the symbolic and statistical approaches.
The symbolic approaches are based on explicit natural language descriptions and mod­
els. They all resort to linguistic resources and use a wide range of hypotheses and 
methodologies.
The statistical approaches, on the other hand, do not use explicit linguistic information, 
but build their models through automatic learning from data contained in corpora. 
These are manually annotated (by linguists) and then used to train (in supervised or 
unsupervised manner) the systems to analyse proper nouns in natural language texts. 
With these approaches, the disambiguation of proper nouns is achieved by defining 
the most probable of the possible interpretations. These algorithms are claimed to be 
robust as they are supposed to operate over all types of texts.
In the spirit of this work, we follow a methodology that belongs to the symbolic ap­
proach and rely on a simple formalism that allows an accurate representation of some 
linguistic phenomena: the local grammar.
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3.2 Local Grammars
We remember that Harris (1991, p. 272) defines a local grammar as a way of describing 
syntactic restrictions of certain subsets of sentences, which are closed under some or all 
of the operations in the language. Frozen expressions may be considered as a subset of 
sentences that have such syntactic restrictions.
We now move to to discuss frozen expressions and the important role they play in the 
language. One can in fact observe restricted distributions over a number of words, 
consider for example:
Director of (company + thesis + conscience + * chocolate)
(financial + stock + E) market
The 20 March (next + 2006 + * bombastic)
Recall the definition of frozen expressions given in Gross (1996): polylexical units 
having a frozen characteristic defined through two types of constraints: syntactic and 
semantic. We can make in this respect some comments regarding our domain:
- Certain expressions are strictly frozen (e.g. stock market). We can in fact classify 
these as “compound words” without any loss of generality. On the other hand, others 
are only partially frozen: they do not accept any complement (one clearly sees semantic 
constraints), but offer a certain freedom: one could thus talk about the director of small 
company, the director of doctoral thesis and so forth. These are called as semi-frozen 
expressions.
- For certain expressions such as times, dates and other types of proper nouns, it 
appears impossible to individually identify the set of all possible constructions and 
much more effective a representation in the form of automata. This representation is 
very natural and can be read easily (if of course the graphs are well arranged). We 
give an example of the local grammar of some English time expressions in F igure 3.1 
below. It recognises expressions like five in the afternoon, 5 p.m., and half past one.
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a garter
hajfpast
eight
tweleve
in the afiemoon 
in morning 
!f! the evening 
at night
oclock
Figure 3.1: Example of local grammar of time expressions in English (Constant 2003).
Local grammars as finite state local automata have been also used to describe person 
names. Choi & Nam (1997, p. 275) defines five local grammar types describing person 
name contexts in Korean texts. Table^ 3.1 below shows a summary of these types.
Table 3.1: Local grammars for Korean person names. E refers to an empty option.
Type Structure
Type I Person Name - (Postposition + E)
Type II Person Name (Specialisation +  E) Professional Title - (Postposition +  E)
Type III Person Name - (Gen + E) Family Relation - (Postposition + E)
Type IV Person Name Vocative term - (Postposition +  E)
Type V Person Name Incomplete Noun - (Postposition + E) _____________________
Type I concerns a person name followed by a postposition. Person names appearing 
in such context are difficult to distinguish from common nouns through a syntactic 
analysis as we can say, for example, Kim Jung II  is the president of North Korea and 
{This man +  A Korean) is the president of North Korea. F igu re  3.2 below shows the 
finite-state automata that represent this type.
^Note that in Korean person name modifiers appear after the name.
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Conutwn Noun
Proper Noun ^
Figure 3.2: Finite-state automata for Type I.
Type II is characterised by the presence of a Professional Title (FT), e.g. Doctor, Pro­
fessor etc., straight after the person name. This type gives the option for words (W) 
designating a person specialty domain such as ‘physics’, ‘biology’ or ‘mathematics’ to 
occur before the professional title. The finite-state automata describing this type are 
shown in F igure 3.3 below. These automata are said to recognise sentences like these 
translated as Dr. Kim MinU has studied in the U.S.A. during 5 years.
Posiposition
Givnenname
—— -----1 Family name ^
Figure 3.3: Finite-state automata for Type II.
Type III contains nouns indicating a family relation such as son, father, etc. Key-sun 
Choi & Jee-sun Nam (1997) argue that these nouns frequently occur in the neighbour­
hood of Korean person names. They also reported some other variants of this type, 
which may contain a genitive postposition (Gen) as illustrated by the finite-state au­
tomata shown in F igure 3.4. An example of these sentences that can be captured by 
these automata is the sentence translated as:
Kim Min U’s son is 20 years-old this year
Type IV and V differ only in the type of nouns used for social appellation. The former 
contains what the authors called vocative term such as sir, senior, elder sister or elder 
brother. The latter holds what they called ^Incomplete Nouns’ like Mr. or Miss.
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Gen
Proper name
Postposition
Family Relation
Figure 3.4: Finite-state automata for Type III.
This local grammar was compiled using introspective knowledge of the Korean language. 
Its application needs a syntactic analysis to be performed prior to the recognition of 
person names in order to identify, for example, the postpositions. In addition, it would 
only recognise proper nouns out of DECOS (a lexicon of Korean common nouns). 
Therefore, creative proper nouns (names borrowed from common nouns) cannot be 
recognised.
Baptista (1998, p. 275) provides a detailed treatment of a local grammar of proper 
nouns in Portuguese. This grammar largely reflects the Portuguese naming rules and 
socio-professional conventions. Examples of these rules follow.
• Surnames are preceded by given names: José Silva.
• Surnames names are sometimes hyphenated: Carte-Real.
• Surnames can be juxtaposed (e.g. Lopes Silva), connected by the Portuguese 
preposition de ^of‘ or its contraction with the Portuguese deflnite articles o, os, 
a and as (e.g. Lopes de Almeida, Lopes do Camro, Lopes da Silva, Lopes dos 
Santos), connected by the Portuguese conjunction e ‘and’ (e.g. Lopes e Silva), 
or a combination of all these processes (e.g. Lopes Silva de Almeida e Cunha).
• Given names sometimes contain the Portuguese preposition de ‘of’ or its contrac­
tion with the Portuguese deflnite articles o, os, a and as: Maria de Lurdes, Maria 
do Camro, Maria da Luz, Maria dos Prazeres, or Maria das Dores.
• Given names are sometimes hyphenated: José-Maria.
• Given and middle names can be abbreviated to their initials (e.g. J. Silva or José 
M. L. Silva).
• Each name could have more than one form: José Manual Lopes Silva.
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Similarly, Priburger & Maurel (2004) developed local grammars of person names in 
French texts through the investigation of the right and left contexts of person names in 
a corpus of Le Monde newspaper (about 165000 words). Table 3.2 below shows their 
frequency distribution.
Table 3.2: Local grammars for French person names.
Case Frequency Context Example
Case 1 29.9% Professional Title 4- full name Le president John Kennedy 
president John  K ennedy
Case 2 19.1% Professional Title -I- patronymic name Le president Kennedy 
president K ennedy
Case 3 43.4% full name only John Kennedy
Case 4 5j% Person name 4- Human action verb 
e.g. dire:say, decider:decide, etc.
Kennedy a dit 
K ennedy said
Case 5 6.42% Patronymic name only Blair, Bush, Chirac
The local grammars above are very similar to the rules reported in Mani et al. (1993) 
and McDonald (1996) and can only deal with the extraction of person names. Their 
compilation was very costly - the left and right contexts of person names are manually 
checked. The only advantage they have over other counterparts is their representation 
in finite-state transducers, which makes their application to the input text more efficient 
(Church 1980).
Our work concerns the recognition of proper nouns in English news texts. In this 
domain, person names were found to occur frequently in constructions having consistent 
structures, which are sufiiciently frozen to be described in the form of local grammars: 
they contain slots, which can only be filled in with specific types of linguistic units. An 
example of these local grammars is shown in F igure 3.5 below.
This graph is able to recognise constructions like:
(1) said [Balazs Varga]JPlA [o/]_AT [Inter-Europa Bank]-ORG .
(2) said [Alex Garrard] JPN , [European economist]-TITLE [ot]_AT [UBS]_ORG .
(3) said [LG Securities]-ORG [broker].TITLE [Koh Soon-shik]éPN .
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Figure 3.5: Example of the local grammars of person names in news articles.
The grayed boxes labeled FN, ORG, TITLE  are the names of sub-graphs that recognise 
candidates of person names, organisation names and job titles respectively. The grayed 
box A T  is to recognise locative prepositions such as at, o/, with and so on. Local gram­
mar graphs containing sub-graphs exhibit similarity to recursive transition networks. 
Details about their mathematical formalism and features are discussed below.
3.3 Local Grammar Formalism
The grammars, which we consider here, have the form of recursive transition networks 
(Woods 1970, Silberztein 2000). Each grammar g has a non-terminal alphabet N, a 
terminal alphabet T  (with AT n T  =  0), a set of rules G under the form of graphs 
(left end: the name of the graph G N] right end: factorized under the form of a graph 
over TV U T), and an axiom of departure (or main graph) qq. A call for a sub-graph 
is represented by a tagged transition. For example, the grammar that can recognise 
sequences like aaccb or bcdab should have N  = {X , Y, Z} as the non-terminal alphabet, 
T  = {a, 6, c, d] as the terminal alphabet and X  corresponds to the name of the axiom 
graph ^0 - G is represented by the set of graphs shown below (Figure 3.6) where every 
tagged (grayed) box is a non-terminal element that calls a sub-graph whenever it is 
reached.
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(a) Graph X.
(b) Graph Y.
(c) Graph Z.
Figure 3.6: Grammar graphs (Constant 2003).
Based on the above description of rules, the rewritable rules that can be deduced
( 1 ) X-  
( 4 ) Y-  
( 7 ) Z -  
(10) Z
1 are as follows:
aXb (2) X — ^ bcY
dZ ( 5 ) Y ^ c
b ( 8 ) Z —4 ab
» aa (11) Z —  ^ bb
acY(3)X-  
(6) Z — , a
(9) Z — > ba
These rules can recognise the string aaccb and bcdab, because we can obtain this string 
from the axiom X by performing the following derivations:
-  aaccb bcdab
Derivation 1: rewrite X as aXb 
X — > aXb
Derivation 2: rewrite X as acY 
X — > aXb — >• aacYb 
Derivation 3: rewrite Y as c
Derivation 1: rewrite X as bcY 
X — > bcY
Derivation 2: rewrite Y as dZ 
X — bcY — bcdZ 
Derivation 3: rewrite Z as ab
X — aXb — > aacYb —  ^aaccb X — bcY — > bcdZ — >■ bcdab
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The elements of the alphabet in the above example are defined using simple symbols. 
The non-terminal symbols are the arbitrary names given to the graphs^. The terminal 
alphabet, in most of the cases, are words. So, if we name the graph of the local grammar 
presented in F igure  3.5 above as M, these grammars can be formalised as follows:
N  = {M, FN , ORG, T IT L E , A T )  
T  = {said, comma, dot}
9 0  =  M
The comma and dot are the canonical words of the punctuation marks and 
respectively.
G is the set of rules represented in the form of graphs illustrated in F igures 3.5 and 
3.7.
<PRE>
van
der
(a) Graph PN (e.g. George 
W. Bush).
trader
vice-chairman
vice-president
mr.
mrs.
ms.
economist
h -@
(b) Graph TITLE. (c) Graph AT.
<NB>
<PRE>
the
for
and
(d) Graph ORG (e.g. Bank of E ngland).
Figure 3.7: Real examples of local grammar sub-graphs.
^For example, under graph editors such as l/mtex(http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/) or In tex  
(http://www.nyu.edu/pages/linguistics/intex/) these names are always prefixed by a colon (not 
shown on the graph) and refer to other sub-graphs.
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Note that the rewritable rules representing these graphs can be deduced in a similar
manner as above. In order to minimize the number of transitions in the graphs, one
can use abbreviations to design sets of terminal elements (motifs). For example:
- <stock> to refer to all forms of the word stock {stock, stocks}.
- < y  > to refer to all verbs.
- <N:ms> to refer to all masculine singular (simple or compound) nouns.
- <NB>  to refer to any natural number.
- <PRE>  to refer to any initially capitalised word.
Each of these motifs can be represented in a separate graph and can be called from 
within a main graph.
It is also possible to add information to the output of the graphs so that a local 
grammar can behave as a finite state transducer (Silberztein 2000). For example, the 
graph in F igure 3.8 below, which describes the adverbs of time such as at sunrise 
or in the evening can serve the tagging of adverbial time expressions through output 
information written in bold under the boxes of the graph. When there is no match, the 
output is empty. Thus, after the application of such grammar (graph), the text Jack 
came hack in the evening would be tagged as:
Jack came back <ADV/Time> in the evening <\ADV/Time>.
n i g l i t
with y
l a r k
Figure 3.8: Examples of adverbial time expressions.
The task of named entity recognition has two aims: the identification and classification 
of names into different semantic categories (e.g. person, organisation, place). The use
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of local grammar graphs in transducer mode helps achieve both aims in one go. For 
example, the graph in F igure 3.5 can be converted into a finite state transducer that 
assigns semantic tags to recognised person and organisation names. F igure  3.9 below, 
illustrates a basic version of the transducer graph which is discussed in more details 
in Chapter 5 where we introduce our NExtract system that uses such local grammar 
graphs to help recognise person and organisation names reported in financial news 
articles.
<E N >
ED—1>---- ID H m H
<fP N > <ORG> </ORG>
<fPN> <ORG> </ORG>
<ORG> </ORC> <PN» <fpsa>
Figure 3.9: A transducer graph to tag person and organisation names.
Moreover, it is possible to construct graphs describing rewritable rules: these are graphs 
containing variables. The graph in F igure 3.10 allows the rewriting of the sentence 
Tesco is about 700 meters from the university and semantically interpret it as: the 
distance d between Tesco and the university is equal to 700 meters or d(Tesco,the 
university)=700 meters. In fact, the sequences recognised by the pieces of the graph 
between parentheses indexed by the identifier Org and Dis are rewritten in the output 
of the transducer as d($Org, the university) = $Dis. The ORG, Dnum and METER  
are sub-graphs, which recognise an organisation name, a distance number, and a length 
unit (i.e. meters. Km, miles etc.) respectively.
 1) ^ - |ORG jfcout [}- ^ - ]D w w ~[?--[m ETER [)- jfrom  [)— [ therniiversity])-------[)--------
Org Dk D k a<$O ig,tl«univer*ky)-$I>k
Figure 3.10: Semantic interpretation.
The task of question-answering is to return a natural answer to a naturally elicited 
question. The local grammar graph shown in F igure  3.5 can identify person attributes
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including, name (PN), job title (TITLE) and employing organisation (ORG). Once 
identified and assigned to variables (say V1:PN, V2:0RG, V3:TITLE), these attributes 
can be rewritten in a way that provides natural answers for questions like: ''Who is 
PN ?'\ "Who works for ORG?'' etc. A simplified version of the graph we developed in 
order to extract answers for such questions is presented in F igure  3.11. In fact, more 
steps need to be taken to make such local grammar graphs suitable for a question- 
answering task. These are detailed in Chapter 6.
ORG } ^
VI VI V2 V2
SVAwork for $V2.
  \  ^  \  \  /  $V liia$V 3ai$V 2.
VI VI V3 V3 V2 V2
V2 V2 V3 V3 VI VI
$V lisa$V 3ai$V 2.
Figure 3.11: A question-answering local grammar graph.
3.4 Other Local Gram m ar-based A pplications
Other “local” linguistic phenomena would also gain with being treated via automata 
rather than by lists of enumeration, and this on two levels : character and word. At 
the character (morphological) level, for example, the infiected forms of nouns and verbs 
can be very adequately formalised with transducers (Maurel & Piton 1998, Silberztein 
2000). We are more interested in the case where the minimal unit is a word. There are 
many levels of analysis for such a case. First, the graph could be used to build extensions 
for compound word dictionaries. For example, the description of dates under the form 
of automata significantly factorizes a set of expressions, which are partially impossible 
to be treated using lists (Maurel 1990, Baptista 1999). Moreover, it is possible to 
describe the local constraints of a word in a better fashion. We could set up classes 
of compound words having close meaning like the graph of the word stock in F igure 
3.12 below. This graph is a way to explicitly represent one of the two lexical entries: a) 
stock (E -f market) and b) stock (E-f- exchange market) - where E stands for an empty
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option.
exchange )—  market
 ^  stock paces
Figure 3.12: A graph to capture compound words of the word stock.
As seen in Constant (2003), Jean Senellart constructed grammars for position names 
such as Minister [E +  of education). The construction of local grammars recognising 
most sorts of nominal groups is being done at RELEX Network^. Moreover, there are 
grammars for English and French compound verbal groups (Constant 2002a, Paumier 
2003).
Based on what is presented above, it is possible to describe elementary sentences con­
taining a predicate (verb, noun, adjective) and arguments using lexicon grammar tables 
and finite state automata (Roche 1993). Similar research is being extensively conducted 
at the University of Marne-la-Valle. Senellart (1999) has used graphs to describe French 
frozen expressions already coded in lexicon-grammar tables by Cross (1984) and proved 
their existence in a large number in French texts (Senellart 1999, Cross 1984). Ele­
mentary sentences with nominal and adjectival predicates can be reduced into nominal 
or adjectival groups (Constant 2003). The recognition of complex sentences - combi­
nations of elementary sentences in all forms, time adverbs (Cross 2002) and locations 
(Constant 2002b) - are a major objective for RELEX Network. Finally, some studies 
have been conducted in the specific domain of financial texts (Cross 1997, Traboulsi, 
Cheng & Ahmad 2004, Nakamura 2005).
In addition, local grammars have been used for other natural language processing ap­
plications. These are as follows:
http://infolingu.univ-mlv.fr/english/Relex/Relex.html
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3.4.1 T ext P re-processing
The stage of text pre-processing is the first stage undertaken in the task of named 
entity recognition. At this stage the input text is tokenised in words and then split 
into sentences. The task of text tokenisation can be achieved through the use of lan­
guage dictionaries having each of its entries represented in a finite state transducer 
(Silberztein 2000). In order to split the input text into sentences, Friburger et al. 
(2000) use transducers that recognise the end of a French sentence through punctu­
ation marks. We have used the same techniques to pre-process English texts. The 
results are encouraging, but depend on the type of the corpus under investigation.
3.4 .2  Inform ation  F iltra tion
The filtration of information has also become a major subject in these last years, espe­
cially, for the distribution of news (e.g. financial news) according to user preferences. 
Balvet (2000) shows the importance of the use of local grammar graphs to locate texts 
of relevance to a given query.
3.4 .3  A m bigu ity  R eso lu tion
The task of word disambiguation is essential to the automatic treatment of texts. There 
have been many studies which show the benefits of using a battery of transducers for 
ambiguity resolution tasks (Silberztein 2000, Dister 2000, Carvalho, Mota & Ranchhod 
2002, Carvalho & Ranchhod 2003). A module to disambiguate words in texts (ELAG: 
Elimination of lexical ambiguity through grammars) has been developed by Laporte et 
al. (1999), which allows the suppression of bad paths in text transducers.
3 .4 .4  M achine T ranslation
The automatic translation of languages is the most difficult aim of the automatic treat­
ment of language. It needs a variety of natural language resources, mainly large trans­
lation dictionaries. These dictionaries cannot always include all the words occurring
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in the source language texts. A problem for all machine translation systems is to es­
tablish acceptable methods for dealing with missing words. Baptista Sz Guitart (2002) 
constructed some grammars to allow the translation of Portuguese adverbial time ex­
pressions into Spanish and vice-versa (Baptista & Guitart 2002).
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have reviewed various issues relating to local grammars in order to 
grasp a good understanding of how they can be used for proper noun analysis. These 
issues include its principle, construction, formalism, and applications, which already 
have covered a wide range of natural language areas. The revision of such issues provides 
insights for dealing with some of the challenges raised in our list of research questions 
(1) and (2) of robustness and portability of named entity recognition systems proposed 
in Chapter 1: Does a NER system have to he reengineered whenever news texts in 
different domains and languages are to be analysed? and What would be needed if  
new named entity categories are set to be recognised? For example, we learn that local 
grammars can be implemented into different cascades of finite state transducers through 
a local grammar graph editor and then plugged in such systems. This "plug-in" strategy 
dramatically reduces the need for re-engineering such a named entity recognition system 
whenever texts in a new domain are to be analysed and additional or new categories 
of proper nouns are to be extracted. We also learn that it is possible to construct local 
grammar graphs describing rewritable rules. As illustrated in Section 3.3, this type of 
graph can be used to produce natural answers for a question-answering system out of 
some recognised attributes and thus address the challenge brought by question (6).
Local grammars represent local linguistic phenomena, in the majority of cases, inde­
pendent of the rest of the sentence. Thus, their importance lies in the fact that their 
construction does not depend or depends only slightly on other linguistic phenomena. 
This is the case that we would like to study with respect to proper nouns as these fall 
partly inside and partly outside the lexicon and grammar of the language.
The construction of local grammars needs first an exhaustive and systematic linguistic 
analysis of the local phenomena using a lexicon as shown in Gross (1997). There the
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resulting grammars are either represented directly through a graph editor or through a 
temporary representation: lexicon-grammar tables. The direct representation of local 
grammars is more practical as their graphs are easier to read and understand. Although 
the lexicon-grammar tables allow the representation of a large set of syntactic struc­
tures, they cannot be used for computational purposes unless transformed into local 
grammar graphs (Paumier 2004). In this work we use the former as we found it already 
formalised and more computationally suitable for our task: named entity recognition.
Nevertheless, the effort needed for the manual acquisition of local grammars of proper 
nouns makes the development of an automatic method for their acquisition and con­
struction a necessity. In Chapter 4 we propose a method to automatically acquire local 
grammars for person names.
Chapter 4
A M ethod to A utom atically  
Acquire Local Grammars for 
Proper Nouns
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the LG-Finder (Local Grammar-Finder) system that au­
tomatically acquires linguistic patterns of person names from plain texts without the 
need for costly pre-processing or tagging. The LG-Finder is, thus, an answer to ex­
isting challenges in the efficient customisation of a Named Entity Recognition (NER) 
system to a new domain. Up till now, the recognition of named entities has usually 
been accomplished using techniques which rely on linguistic patterns describing the 
local context of named entities in a given domain. Yangarber & Grishman (2000) 
described one such approach where a large corpus was mannually annotated then a 
machine learning algorithm was applied to acquire linguistic patterns. Our LG-Finder 
removes much of the initial effort in manual tagging person names in texts from the 
given domain according to pre-identified linguistic patterns. It draws on insights from 
Harris (1991), Gross (1997), and Smadja (1993): every specific domain language has 
a finite set of frequently used linguistic patterns containing one or several empty slots
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into which only certain type of information can be placed. Our approach to discover 
the Local Grammar (LG) of person names consists of five main steps:
1. Inducing ‘phrase-long collocations^ ' of frequent reporting verbs {said, told, added). 
The subject argument of such verbs is usually a high animacy noun (Quirk, Green- 
baum. Leech & Svartvik 1985) and in certain corpora these will be person names.
2. Collecting concordances of the identified phrase-long collocations.
3. Constructing Lexical Feature Vectors (LFVs) for each concordance. These vectors 
have fourteen dimensions describing the number and positions of predefined sets of 
lexical units, including open class words, closed class words, punctuation marks, 
nationality words, title words, and words out of the dictionary such as proper 
nouns and acronyms.
4. Applying a similarity measure such as Euclidean distance to put together concor­
dances having similar or close LFVs. The output at this stage is a list of local 
grammar constructions.
5. Formalising the most frequent constructions as finite state automata.
The following sections first discuss previous approaches used to acquire linguistic pat­
terns for the NER task in order to make direct comparisons with our LG-Finder. The 
algorithm used with LG-Finder is then explained in greater detail and the results of a 
number of experiments are presented.
4.2 R elated  W ork
The task of linguistic pattern acquisition has long been the subject of IE research. It 
involves the automatic acquisition of linguistic patterns that can be formalised and then 
used as extraction rules in rule-based IE systems. The automatic discovery of such pat­
terns is generally achieved through applying machine learning techniques to large tagged
^linguistic patterns consisting of idiomatic phrases containing one, several, or no empty slots (Smadja 
1993).
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corpora. For example, RESOLVE uses decision trees and requires tagged coreference 
examples to learn coreference phrases (McCarthy & Lehnert 1995); CRYSTAL creates 
a dictionary of extraction patterns by generalizing patterns identified in the text by an 
expert and applying a form of clustering to put together similar ones (Soderland, Fisher, 
Aseltine & Lehnert 1995a, Soderland, Fisher, Aseltine & Lehnert 1995b); AUTOSLOG, 
on the other hand, creates a dictionary of extraction patterns by specializing a set of 
thirteen general syntactic patterns (Riloff 1993). PALKA learns extraction patterns 
relying on a concept hierarchy to guide the generalization and specialization process 
(Jun-Tae & Moldovan 1993). The IE extraction rules produced by AUTOSLOG, CRYS­
TAL, and PALKA all need prior syntactic and semantic analyses to be applied. LIEP 
learns patterns that recognise relationships between key constituents based on local syn­
tax (Huffman 1996). LIEP also needs to subject the input text to a sentence analyser, 
which identifies, for example, noun groups, verbs, or subjects. Nevertheless, not one of 
these systems is able to learn linguistic patterns to be used as extraction rules in NER 
systems. Indeed, they all need to perform a named entity analysis prior to the pattern 
generation process.
Moreover, systems developed to learn extraction rules for NER have been very few 
and mainly based on an iterative approach in which users are required to provide seed 
patterns of the sought entities to develop extraction patterns from plain texts or the 
WWW.
LG-Finder, on the other hand, needs neither a tagged corpus nor seed patterns to 
acquire named entity recognition rules and relies only on corpus linguistics techniques, 
including frequency, concordance and collocation analyses. The best known systems 
similar to LG-Finder are discussed next.
4 .2 .1  D IP R E
DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Expansion) is the method proposed in Brin 
(1998) to learn linguistic relation patterns that relate two entities (e.g. book titles & 
authors) from the World Wide Web (WWW). This method requires users to:
1. Provide at least one well known seed relation (e.g. My Life, Bill Clinton).
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2. Acquire all occurrences reflecting this relation from WWW documents.
3. Build matching regular expressions for occurrences of similar structure.
4. Apply these regular expressions to the WWW pages again to find new relations.
5. Repeat the above steps with the discovered relations to find other patterns and 
relations.
A DIPRE pattern is a tuple of five attributes: {order, urlprefix, prefix, middle, suffix) 
where order is a boolean value; urlprefix is the URL of the documents to be searched; 
prefix is the string containing the first entity preceded by m characters (m=10); suffix 
is the string containing the second entity followed by m  characters; and middle is the 
string between the two entities. For example, if order is true, and the relation envisaged 
is an {author,title) relation, then the pattern that can extract such a relation should 
have the following regular expression:
*prefix, author, middle, title, suffix*. 
where the author slot is restricted to:
[A - Z ] [ A - Z a -  z., &]5->30[A - Z a -  z.] 
and the title slot is restricted to:
[ A - Z O -  9][A - Z a - z O -  9., :'!?; -  Za -  zO -  9?!]
Note that if order is false, then the title and author slots should be switched.
4.2 .2  Snow ball
The Snowball system (Agichtein Sz Gravano 2000) differs from DIPRE in that it gener­
ates linguistic patterns expressing relations, and extracts tuples of these relations from 
free text documents without human intervention. In addition. Snowball’s patterns in­
clude named entity tags. An example of such a pattern is <LOCATION>-based<ORGANIZATION> 
This pattern will not match any pair of strings connected by “-based.” Instead, 
<LOCATION> will only match a string identified by a named entity tagger as an en­
tity of type LOCATION. Similarly, <ORGANIZATION> will only match a string identified 
by a named entity tagger as an entity of type ORGANIZATION.
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In general, Snowball represents a pattern to extract entity relations in a tuple of five 
attributes < le f t ,ta g l ,m id d le ,ta g 2 ,r ig h t> , where tagl and tag2  are named-entity 
tags, and left, middle, and right are vectors associating weights with terms. The fol­
lowing is an example of Snowball patterns:
<{<the,0.2>},LOCATION, , 0 . 5>,<based,0.5>},ORGANIZATION,{}>
This pattern matches location-organisation phrases like “the London-based Institute of 
Cancer Research,” where the word “the” (left) precedes a location (London), which is 
in turn followed by the strings “-” and “based” {middle) and an organisation (Institute 
of Cancer Research). The main components comprising Snowball system are shown in 
Figure 4.1 below.
<London, Lloyds Reglster>
the London-based Lloyds Regf^ter
<London, Fitch R ^ in g s  Agency> 
<Parls, Comité pour la Démocratie>
<{<the,0.2>},LOCATION,{<-,0.5>,<bked,0.5>},ORGANIZATION,{}>
Seed Tuples
Tag Entitles
Augment Table
Generate New Seed Tuples
Find Occurrences of Seed Tuples
Generate Extraction Patterns
Figure 4.1: The work flow diagram of Snowball (Agichtein & Gravano, 2000).
The main problems with the methods used in DIPRE and Snowball to acquire linguistic 
patterns of proper nouns reside in the manual effort needed to construct regular ex­
pressions for the patterns to be acquired by DIPRE and the inevitable use of a named 
entity component with Snowball. Recall that such a component is trained on a man­
ually tagged corpus to recognise named entities of interest. In the following section 
we introduce LG-Finder - our system to automatically acquire local grammars (lin­
guistic patterns) of proper nouns from untagged corpora. LG-Finder needs neither the 
construction of regular expressions nor prior named entity tagging.
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4.3 LG-Finder
LG-Finder is the system that we have developed to automatically acquire local gram­
mars of proper nouns from untagged text corpora. In this section we explain in details 
the steps needed to accomplish this task, starting with a discussion of the background 
work in this particular field.
4.3 .1  Background
Any given lexical item, or class of items, may have co-occurrence preferences that 
make it distinct from other items including those that share its syntactic category, its 
sub categorisation frame or part of its semantics. This can be demonstrated using 
corpus analysis: for example, the ‘reporting’ verbs saying and speaking have similar 
meanings and both require dative second arguments. However, only the verb speaking 
can be preceded by a particular sub-class of adverbs including democratically as in 
^Democratically speaking, Bob is authoritarian^: (Gross 1997). In order to achieve a 
full description of saying, this class of adverbs would, ideally, be included in its frame. 
A number of large scale corpus studies like those of Hunston & Francis (2000) and 
Hunston & Thompson (2000) have demonstrated that the description of the lexical 
item should incorporate these frequency-based preferences. As far ago as 1991, Harris 
who was looking at lexical co-occurrence behaviours in specialist domains, such as 
immunology, was promoting the concept of a special, or local, grammar of a lexical 
item based on observation of its co-occurrence preferences. Gross and other researchers 
demonstrated that a local grammar of an item, implemented as a finite state machine, 
can be used for various tasks, including named entity recognition (Gross 1999, Baptista 
1998, Gross 1997, Choi & Nam 1997, Gross 1993, Gross 2002, Constant 2002b, Friburger 
& Maurel 2004).
The local grammars used with the work of these researchers, however, were manually 
acquired from text corpora. Manual acquisition of a local grammar is slow and labori­
ous. These factors have hugely hindered the development of scalable and portable NER 
systems. The approach we use to au tom atically  acquire a local grammar of person 
names from an untagged text corpus is described in the following sections.
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4 .3 .2  Our A pproach
Determining the most frequent ‘reporting’ verbs is the first stage in our approach. We 
term this the frequency discovery stage. The next stage identifies the most frequent 
‘phrase-long’ collocation pairs of these verbs. Then, all possible text fragments satis­
fying these collocations are retrieved as concordance lines. In the following stage, the 
strings are automatically replaced by semantic or syntactic class labels which constitute 
generalisations over the elements and their ordering. The full set forms the input of 
another generalisation process during which high frequency patterns are located and 
matched with similar structures using a similarity measure. This provides the most 
productive constructions, or sub-grammars, of a corpus-based person name local gram­
mar which can then be conjoined as connected paths in finite state transducers. We 
illustrate our approach to local grammar acquisition with a case study of texts in the 
financial domain.
4 .3 .3  A  C orpus o f  F inancial N ew s Stories
Our corpus of financial texts was sourced from the categorised Reuters dated archives 
of newswire stories. This may be considered a reliable source as the Reuters categories 
have been used as a benchmark in other studies for text categorisation tasks; for ex­
ample, the one reported in Lewis, Yang, Rose & Li (2004). Lewis et al. labeled each 
article according to a category. A simple Java filter was used to retrieve articles from 
the 20 August 1996 to 20 August 1997 Reuters archive using these category labels. The 
labels included Money Supply, Consumer Prices, Wholesale Prices, Soft Commodities 
and Metal Trading and so on. The result was a corpus of 806,791 articles reduced to 
plain text containing some 69 million tokens; this corpus is now generally accepted and 
is referred to as the Reuters Finance Corpus (RFC).
We wished to exploit local grammars for proper nouns around reporting verbs such 
as said as this type of verbs is mostly used with high animacy nouns. Quirk (1985: 
1024, 1180-81) provides a list of reporting verbs. In order to validate our general 
approach we carried out a preliminary test, scrutinising the frequency distributions of 
reporting verbs in both RFC and the British National Corpus (BNC), which is usually
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considered a representative sample of general language. In the BNC reporting verbs 
have a high frequency and the lemma say is the most frequent content word. Comparing 
their distribution in the BNC corpus with their distribution in the RFC^, with a few 
exceptions, frequencies of reporting verbs are higher in the specialist corpus, and in the 
case of the verb said are significantly higher (16%). Because of this, we inferred that 
focusing on the family of local grammars around said would be an especially appropriate 
choice for this domain. The frequency distributions of a sub-set of reporting verbs are 
compared in Table 4.1. Following the normalisation method used in Leech, Rayson & 
Wilson (2001), the frequency is a rounded frequency per one million tokens.
Table 4.1: The frequency distribution of reporting verbs in one million tokens of the 
BNC and RFC corpora.
Lemma RFC BNC
say 12559 3344
add 899 275
tell 480 775
note 400 126
report 357 189
suggest 142 288
comment 80 47
state 74 103
announce 70 127
urge 47 39
conclude 30 56
In both corpora the lemma say has a significantly higher frequency than all other re­
porting verbs, not surprisingly, as we have already noted that it is the highest frequency 
content verb in the BNC. What is perhaps surprising is that it occurs around 4 times 
more frequently in the specialist domain corpus. Furthermore, there is also a much 
higher usage of other reporting verbs: add, tell, report, comment, and urge. Unexpect­
edly, announce and state were not among the higher usage reporting verbs. The full 
list of the most frequent reporting verbs is given in Appendix A. Taken altogether.
^The frequency of reporting verbs are calculated after tagging text samples of RFC using the Uni­
versity of Lancaster part-of-speech tagger - Claws. Recall that this tagger was also used to tag the 
BNC corpus
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these reporting verbs form a proportion of 13.4% (927,079 instances) of the RFC and 
about 0.4% (431,100 instances) of the BNC. That is, these verbs occur 34 times more 
frequent in the RFC. Because of this we wanted to further investigate the contexts of 
these verbs in the financial domain and, therefore, wished to identify their collocations.
4 .3 .4  Id e n tify in g  C o llo ca tio n s
We deliberately generate collocates of reporting verb lemmas, such as say, add, tell, 
report, comment, and so on, because of their high token frequency and the fact that 
they sub-categorise for high animacy nouns. These collocates can then be used as a 
means of acquiring the local grammar of high animacy nouns in the financial corpus. 
For us this is the local grammar of person names in this domain. The work of Smadja 
(1993) in the acquisition of collocations was helpful in developing our approach. We 
look for what Smadja (1993) terms ^phrase-long collocations^ where a token Wi, includ­
ing punctuation marks, can occur in any given number of words (usually five words) 
before or after a collocating word w. In our case this word is a reporting verb. This 
means we place no restriction on occurrence in the immediately neighbouring words, 
as in bigram analysis. We use the three inequalities advocated in Smadja (1993) to 
define the number of words to be considered to the left and right of the string of the 
reporting verb lemma.
(a) K-score = > ko
(b) Spread > Uq
(c) pj >Pi + {ki X y/Ui)
Where,
(a) is used to eliminate low frequency collocates. This condition requires that the 
frequency of appearance of a token {freqi) in the neighborhood of a lexical item {w) 
must be at least one standard deviation above the average. The freqi is the sum of the 
10 relative frequencies of appearance of a token Wi (i.e. freqi =  P - 5 FP - 4  + ...+P4 +P5 )', 
f  is the average of all freqf,  a is the standard deviation of all freq^, and ko is the K- 
score threshold. This threshold usually has a value of one for the task of language
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generation (Smadja & McKeown 1990). The same value is used in our task - finding 
phrase-long collocations that contain proper nouns.
(b) requires that the histogram of the 10 relative frequencies of appearance of a token 
Wi around a lexical item (w) has at least one spike. If the histogram does not contain 
any spike, it will be rejected by this condition. In other words, the histogram will be 
rejected if the variance of the 10 relative frequencies of appearance of Wi around w 
is less than or equal to a threshold of Uq = 10. The variance is computed using the 
following equation:
10
where pj represent the relative frequencies of appearance of the collocate (w^) at ten 
different positions from w (the reporting verb in our case) and Pi is the average of these 
ten frequencies.
The histogram labeled as V2 in F igure 4.2 below is an example of the flat rejected 
histograms.
(w,wi) frequP P i
(w,%) freqi,PPi
{w,Wi)
higratn
freqi, PPi 
Freq, PP
— ,— 1—
1.... :............ . ....... .....1
CZ=............. 1— n —
Vi
Vi
p_5 p_4 p_2  p - t  P i  p z  P a Ps
Figure 4.2: Examples of accepted and rejected histograms as shown in Smadja (1993).
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(c) helps select the significant positions of Wi around w. It states that the frequency 
threshold of Wi at certain distance from w has to be at least one standard deviation 
above the average frequency (p j of Wi (i.e. ki). The value of A^i, however, is task 
dependent and can be adjusted to suit the task in hand (Smadja & McKeown 1990).
Table 4.2: Collocations for said in a 48 Mbytes sample of RFC ( /  =  28.37 and a 
673.06).
Collocate Left Right Pi Ui Thpreq K-score
0 51,616 5,116 1.46E4-08 13,005 77
65,467 9,949 7,541 2.67E+06 13,932 112
30702 23 3072 2.11E+07 6059 45
the 14,714 17,817 3,253 6.97E4-06 4,969 48
he 7,122 1,715 883 4.39E+06 2,245 13
traders 7,255 143 739 4.31E-f06 2,088 11
Unsurprisingly, full stops have an extremely high token frequency, and given our adop­
tion of phrase-long collocation, it is not unexpected to note that collocates with this 
type of punctuation mark are the highest ranking. We also found a second category of 
high frequency collocations, involving (speech) quotation marks. This was anticipated 
given the nature of the class of verbs we used: reporting verbs introduce direct speech, 
which is usually denoted by speech marks (Quirk, et al. 1985). The Table 4.2 gives the 
rank frequency of phrase-long collocates with the reporting verb said in a 48 Mbytes 
sample of the RFC (386 Mbytes). The most frequent types of punctuation marks that 
collocate with a reporting verb such as said are the full stop and speech marks. These 
collocations are chosen with attention to the three above criteria (a, b and c) and some­
times to considerations related to our task. For example, the collocation of said with 
the full stop has a Spread (1.46*10^) higher than ten, a K-score (76.64) higher than 
unity, and one position frequency higher (41,025) than threshold position frequency 
Thpreq (13,005). However, the fact that this high position frequency is straight after 
(i.e. there are no slots between the collocate and the lexical item) said makes us revert 
to the next high position frequency, which is 5,586 within two tokens to the right of 
said as shown in Table 4.3 below. Similarly, the collocation of said with both the ” 
and the definite article the are chosen for pretty much the same reasons as the position 
frequencies suggested by their Thpreq (6,059 and 4,969) are either straight before or
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after said. Other collocates are either intuitively rejected because of their unusefulness 
.to our task (e.g. the case of he and traders in that they are not proper nouns) or 
they form a part of other collocations (e.g. the case of the comma) as we will see later 
when we show our final local grammar sets in our section on the evaluation results. 
Note that Appendix B shows tables of said collocations together with their frequency 
distribution, Spread, and K-score statistics.
Table 4.3: The frequency of said collocates at ten different positions. 
Collocate 5-Left 5-Right
. 0 0 0 0 0 41,025 1,924 5,586 1,733 1,348
) 3,588 8,281 17,009 33,426 3,163 2,367 552 5,497 718 815
f f 766 1,414 5,116 10,508 12,898 3 5 0 8 7
the 4,344 4,054 1,889 4,426 1 10,052 114 2,128 2,414 2,109
he 3 8 0 35 7,076 1,254 107 202 103 49
traders 18 44 188 41 6,964 80 32 8 11 12
This provides us with two broad pattern categories. We have taken each category and 
retrieved the exhaustive list of its respective concordances. Table 4.4 shows examples 
of two pattern types belonging to the above categories, collocates with the full stop 
and double quotation mark, and their concordances.
Table 4.4: A frequent collocation type and example concordances
Collocation pattern Retrieved Concordances
said - . said  Peter Cogliatti at brokerage Williams de Broe . said  David Buik of spreadbetting firm Cantor Index .
” - said ” IMF Czech representative Jiri Jonas said ” Francisco Trinidad of DBS Securities said
4.3 .5  A cquiring th e  L ocal G ram m ar
At this stage we now have thousands of lines of text following a set of high frequency 
collocation patterns. These text fragments can be viewed as instantiations of the local 
grammar of person names in the RFC. The next stage is to use the text fragments 
to create lexical feature vectors of the instantiations, and then to draw from these, 
to provide feature descriptions of the local grammar itself. The main part of this
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^induction’ process is done automatically by LG-Finder. Each string of a text fragment 
is checked against a number of word lists, including a 60,000 words general language list 
of open class words, a list of closed class words, a list of job titles, a list of nationality 
names, and a list for punctuations. Following Coates-Stephens (1992), each initially 
capitalised string not matching any of the lists is assumed to be proper nouns, and 
labeled as X; numerical strings matching a number regular expression are assumed to 
be numbers and labeled as NUM; and all other strings are preserved. This process 
produces intermediate feature descriptions such as those in Table 4.5 for the first two 
concordance examples in Table 4.4 above.
Table 4.5: Examples of feature descriptions.
said X X at brokerage X X X .
said X X of spreadbetting firm X X .
The concordances are at this stage assigned different feature descriptions, but it is clear 
that at a further level of abstraction they would be identical. The string brokerage in 
the first and the strings spreadbetting firm  in the second both function as modifiers of 
the X X string. Similarly, the locative prepositions ‘a i’ and ‘o /’ in both examples are 
used as a hinge to relate the person and organisation names. To collapse such feature 
descriptions into a single feature description we need a modifier (MOD) and locative 
preposition (AT) features. We get from these intermediate feature descriptions to the 
full feature descriptions by discovering similarities like these, converting the descriptions 
into vectors and then testing their level of similarity using Euclidean (EUC) distance. 
In order to generate the lexical feature vectors, each string in the collocation pattern 
{'said' and the in the above example) is checked against the word lists to define its 
lexical feature type and to compute its frequency of occurrence and normalised position. 
This yields vectors of fourteen dimensions: seven for the frequency of occurrence of the 
lexical features: open class words (OCW), closed class words (COW), title words (TW), 
numbers (NUM), unknown words (X), punctuations (PU), nationality words (NAW); 
and seven for their normalised positions. The normalised position of one lexical feature 
is calculated by summing up all positions of this feature within the collocation pattern. 
A position is an integer number between 1 and the value of the collocation span.
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Examples of lexical feature vectors are shown in Table 4.6. More instances of said 
concordances may be found in Appendix C.
Table 4.6: Examples of two similar feature structures and their lexical feature vectors.
Feature s truc tu re  Lexical feature vector
said X X at brokerage X X X .  1,1,0,0,5,0,0,4,3,0,0,21,0,0
said X X of spreadbetting firm X X . 1,1,0,0,5,0,0,5,3,0,0,20,0,0
The two feature structures in the above table are similar, based on the types and 
positions of their lexical features and the EUC distance between their lexical feature 
vectors, which are built as follows. The first structure contains only five Xs, one locative 
preposition (at), and one open class word {brokerage). Thus, the first seven dimensions 
of its lexical feature vector are: OCW =  1, CCW =  1, TW =  0, NUM =  0, X =  5, 
PU =  0, NAW =  0. The second seven dimensions of this structure are the normalised 
positions of the OCW (4), CCW (3), TW (0), NUM (0), X(21 =  1 +  2 +  5 +  64- 
7; the sum of all X positions in the first feature structure), PU (0), and NAW(O). 
Similarly, the second structure contains 5 Xs, including a lower case unknown word 
{spreadbetting), one locative preposition {of), and one open class word {firm). Thus, 
the first seven dimensions of its lexical feature vector are: OCW =  1, CCW =  1, TW 
=  0, NUM =  0, X =  5, PU =  0, NAW =  0. The second seven dimensions of this 
structure are the normalised positions of the OCW (5), CCW (3), TW (0), NUM (0), 
X(20 =  l +  2 +  4 +  6 +  7; the sum of all X positions in the second feature structure), 
PU (0), and NAW(O). Once the lexical feature vectors are generated for all feature 
structures, we establish a set of unique structures by counting together only structures 
having the same lexical feature vectors. Then, less similar structures are clustered 
together using the EUC distance similarity measure. A cluster is constructed by first 
choosing a reference structure (the most frequent structure) and then measuring the 
EUC distance between the reference structure and all other unique structures. Only 
structures having a EUC distance less or equal to a threshold distance are deducted 
from the set of unique structures and added to the new cluster. The clustering process 
continues till there are no more strutures left in the set of unique structures. Table 
4.7 below shows a cluster example containing twelve similar strutures.
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Table 4.7: A cluster example: said PN , TITLE A T  ORG .
Feature structure Lexical feature vector Freq
said Richard Iley , economist with ABN AMRO . 0,1,1,0,4
said Andrew Darley , analyst at ING Baring . 0,1,1,0,4
said Tamzin Hobday , strategist at WestLB Panmure . 0,1,1,0,4 
said Richard Iley , economist with ABN AMRO . 0,1,1,0,4
said Freddie Tulloch , trader at Financial Spreads . 0,1,1,0,4
said David Wharrier , director at Fitch Ratings . 0,1,1,0,4
said Arman Tahmassebi , dealer at IG Index . 0,1,1,0,4
said Rene Weber , analyst with Bank Vontobel . 0,1,1,0,4
said Luis Roja , President of PDVSA Gas . 0,1,1,0,4
said David Fairs , partner in KPMG Pensions . 0,1,1,0,4
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
90
70
8
6
3
3
2
said John Butler , UK economist at HSBC . 
said Steve Russell , UK strategist at HSBC .
0,1,1,0,4 
0,1,1,0,4
0,0,6,5,0,14,3,0
0,0,6,5,0,14,3,0
Although the clusters remain to be manually abstracted, we have greatly simplified the 
abstraction process. Only groups of concordances need to be abstracted rather than 
all the individual concordances. Thus, a huge number of original concordances are 
reduced to a limited number of clusters. The clusters are then manually interpreted 
as a single feature structure at a higher level of abstraction. For example, the cluster 
above will be manually examined and abstracted as: said PN , TITLE A T  ORG . - 
where PN, TITLE, AT, ORG stand for a person name (e.g. Miriam Sheam), job title 
(e.g. analyst), locative preposition (e.g. at), and organisation name (e.g. JP  Morgan) 
respectively. F igure 4.3 below visualises the final steps in the automatic process of the 
acquisition of the local grammars.
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N ew s tex ts
LG-Finder
Ü
CP: said - .
LG -Finder full O utpu t: C lu ste red  C o n co rd a n ces
sa id  R ichard I le y , eco n o m ist with ABN A M R O . / =  9 0  
sa id  A ndrew  D a rle y , an a ly st a t  ING Baring . / =  70  
sa id  T am zin H o b d a y , s tra te g is t a t  W estLB P an m u re  . /  = 8 
sa id  R ichard i le y , eco n o m ist with ABN A M R O . f = 6  
s a id  F redd ie  Tulloch , t rad e r a t  F inancial S p r e a d s . /  = 3 
sa id  David W h a rrie r , d irec tor a t  Fitch R atings . f  = 3 
sa id  A ndrew  D a rle y , an a ly st a t ING Baring . f =  2 
sa id  A rm an T a h m a s s e b i , d e a le r  a t  IG In d e x . f  = 1 
sa id  R e n e  W e b e r , an a ly st with B ank V o n to b e l. f  =  1 
sa id  Luis R o ja , P res id en t of PDVSA G a s . f = 1 
sa id  David F a i r s , partn e r in KPMG P e n s io n s . / =  1 
sa id  Jo h n  B u tle r , UK ec o n o m ist a t  H S B C . /=  15 
sa id  S te v e  R u s s e l l , UK s tra te g is t a t H S B C . / =  1
sa id  David Buik a t  financial boo k m ak ers  C an to r In d e x . f=  9
sa id  C redit S u is s e  First B oston  an a ly st Bill M c O u ak er . f  = 4
sa id  R obert Lind a t  ABM Amro in London . /=  3
sa id  N a than  Cockrell a t C redit S u is se  First B oston . /  = 3
sa id  C h arle s  S m uiders  , a  G a rtn e r vice p re s id e n t . f=  2
sa id  ra te s  w ould fall by 2 5  b a s is  po in ts . f = Z
sa id  th e  p ro p o se d  level of c o s t-sa v in g s w a s  disappoin ting  . / =  2
sa id  it p re ferred  E uronext ' s  s tra te g ic  vision . f - 2
Automatic
Induced  Local G ram m ars
^  sa id  P N , TITLE AT O R G . f=  202  
sa id  PN AT MOD O R G  . f = 9  
sa id  O R G  TITLE PN . f=  4  
sa id  PN AT O R G  in LOCATION . f  -. 
sa id  PN AT O R G . f = 3  
y  sa id  P N , A O R G  TITLE. 7 = 2
Manual
Figure 4.3: The steps of the automatic acquisition of the local grammars.
The algorithm adopted to generate the clusters is inspired by the one used in CRYS­
TAL system (Soderland et al. 1995a). Our algorithm, however, does not only allow the 
clustering of structures having exactly the same lexical features, but also the cluster­
ing of structures with some differences such as those shown above. It also performs a 
filtration process which rejects rarely used structures based on the frequency criterion. 
The steps of our clustering algorithm are given below.
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Let U he an I dimensional set of unique lexical vectors
Let LG be the set of all acquired local grammar and set LG = 4>
Let d be the distance between two vectors 
Let D be the distance threshold 
Let F be the frequency threshold 
Let i and j  be integers 
Do until U = (t>
Let Xi be the lexical vector in U 
Let n be the number of dimensions of Xi 
Let fi be the frequency of Xi
Let Vi be the set of lexical vectors similar to Xi and set ^
Set 2 = 1  and j  = 1 
i i f i > F  
Do until j  < I
if j  f  Z
d{Xi, Xj)  = \J{Xii - Xj iŸ  + . . . + {Xin - XjnŸ  
if d{Xi, Xj) < D then
end if 
end if 
end Do 
Let Si be the size of 14 
Let Fr be the fraction threshold of Si to fi
/ /  this is an empirical fraction, which helps reject very low frequency patterns 
if ^  > Fr
LG = LG + 14 
U = U -Vi 
end if 
end if 
end Do 
Return LG
Basically, this algorithm loops over an initial set of unique lexical feature vectors sorted 
according to their highest occurrence frequency U. It takes out a vector from this set 
(reference vector) and computes its EUC distance with respect to the rest of the vectors 
in this set. The frequency of this vector (/*) always has to be higher than or equal to a 
pre-specified frequency threshold (F). Vectors that have a distance less than or equal 
to a pre-specified threshold distance are put together with the reference vector to form 
their own set (14). The vectors in this set are accepted as local grammars only if 
the fraction of the size of this set in relation to the frequency of the reference vector 
is greater than or equal to a certain threshold (Fr). These steps are repeated until
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there are no more vectors in the initial set having a frequency lower than the threshold 
frequency.
4.4 T he Im plem entation o f LG-Finder
LG-Finder compiles and runs under Java 1.4.1_01. The Java programing language is 
chosen for its powerful regular expression engine, rich and easy to use math library, and 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) packages. These packages are used to implement our 
algorithm to cluster similar patterns together and provide an interactive GUI through 
which the user can select the collection of texts to be investigated, define the word span 
and minimum frequency of the collocation pattern, and specify the minimum similarity 
distance to be considered by LG-Finder. The main window of LG-Finder is shown in 
F igure  4.4.
Current selected files
I ! Select Files
' Remove Files
Type in a word (e.ij. said) or a  pattern (ea . ".'said)
■ Check Pattern
—  :...
i Cancel
I I & II' P I
Span Size EUC Dist MinFreci
Figure 4.4: LG-Finder main window.
Running LG-Finder is a simple process with the assistance of the graphical user in­
terface, which shows clearly the processing steps. In the first step, users can select 
one or many news files via the “Select Files” button. Having selected the file(s) to be 
processed, users should then define the collocation pattern the system should try to 
find. The button labeled “Remove Files” can be used to remove as many files as the 
user needs from the list of files already chosen to be processed. The final step to go
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through is to press the button “Check Pattern” and wait for the results, which are pre­
sented as a set of folders, each of which contains files showing examples and statistics 
for one or many patterns as shown in F igure 4.5 below. The names of the resulting 
folders and files reflect the frequency and LFV of the most frequent instantiations found 
for a given collocation pattern.
a i J 4 _ p , 0,0,0,LLOAOAO,2,1,0
aajS lJD , 1 AO,0,1,0,0,2,OAO,1,0
0,0,0,0,0,0,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
0  5_L0A0,0,1,0,2,0,0,0,0,1,0 Jxt 
0  36.1,0,1,0,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,0,0.txt 
©  106.1,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0.txt 
B  383.2,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,0,0,0,0,0,0.txt
(a) Local grammar clusters. (b) Local grammar files.
Figure 4.5: LG-Finder Results.
Note that the Java source code developed for LG-Finder is provided on the compact 
disc submitted with this thesis.
4.5 Evaluation Strategy and Experim ental R esu lts
4.5.1 Evaluation Strategy
The goal of LG-Finder is to extract linguistic patterns of person names from an un­
tagged text collection. As discussed in Section 4.3.4, we do not attempt to capture 
every instance of such patterns. Instead, we exploit the fact that person names will 
tend to occur frequently in structurally similar patterns of reporting verbs, which are 
sub-categorised for high animacy nouns in the test collection we consider. As long as 
we capture one instance of such patterns, we will consider our system to be successful 
for that pattern. This is different from the goal of traditional information extraction 
tasks. Traditional information extraction systems aim at extracting all the relevant 
information from each document as completely as possible, while our system extracts 
patterns from all of the documents in the test collection. LG-Finder achieves this task 
by first collecting all concordances for such collocations and then applying EUC dis­
tance similarity measure to cluster and discover structurally related concordances. The
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evaluation of our approach to linguistic pattern discovery has been carried out in three 
different ways:
1. The Recall (R), Precision (P) and F-Measure (F) metrics were adopted from in­
formation retrieval to quantify the accuracy and comprehensiveness of LG-Finder. 
The equations used to compute these metrics are as follows:
P O SS
where, ACT  is the number of correct responses returned by the system and POSS 
is the set of all possible responses manually extracted from the test collection i.e. 
RFC in our case.
ACT
AC T  +  W RG
where, WRG is the number of wrong responses returned by the system. By wrong 
we mean constructions that are clustered in categories different from where it 
should be.
+  1) X f  X R
(/52 X P )  +  R
F-Measure gives better indication of the system performance when the system is 
tuned for either high recall or high precision. Note that f3 in F-Measure is the 
relative weight of precision and recall. Since our system is not tuned to any of 
these metrics, (5 is chosen to be 1.
2. The encoding algorithm used to produce the LFVs was changed in order to esti­
mate its effect on the performance of our system.
3. The way we compute the EUC distance was changed to see what impact such a 
step would have on its maximum estimated value.
4.5 .2  E valuation  R esu lts
Our evaluation task involves comparing local grammars found by LG-Finder m RFC 
using strong collocation pairs of the very frequently used reporting verb said (frequency: 
831,466) with counterparts manually induced from this corpus by the author. The
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manually induced local grammars used for this evaluation are shown in Table 4.8 
below.
Table 4.8: The manually extracted local grammar of person names around said in 
RFC. PN: person name. ORG: organization name. MOD: Modifier used before the 
organization name (e.g. banker). TITLE: the professional title of the speech originator. 
AT: exclusive set of closed class words including at, of and for, in, with, the. A: 
represents both definite and indefinite articles the, a and an. LOCATION: place names. 
CP: stands for Collocation Pair. Only patterns with a minimum frequency of 20 times 
were chosen.
CP No. LG Freq.
1 said PN , TITLE AT ORG .
e.g. sa id  Julia Jessop , econom ist a t Nikko Europe .
2023
2 said PN AT ORG .
e.g. sa id  P ierre  T isso t o f Lombard O dier e t Cie .
689
3 said ORG TITLE PN .
e.g. sa id  B ankers Trust Research econom ist C arl W. R oss .
332
4 said PN AT MOD ORG .
e.g. sa id  A p ra jit Sharm a o f brokers J e t Age Securities .
328
5 said TITLE PN AT ORG .
e.g. sa id  econom ist D avid  O rr o f  F irst Union Corp .
257
6 said PN AT ORG in LOGATION . 
e.g. sa id  V ictor Yu a t Refco in  N ew  York .
227
7 said PN , A TITLE AT ORG .
e.g. sa id  A ndrew  C ates , an econom ist at UBS .
186
8 said PN , ORG TITLE .
e.g. sa id  Philip Shaw , Union P ic group econom ist .
153
said  - . 9 said A TITLE AT ORG .
e.g. sa id  a broker w ith  Shenyin  & Wanguo Securities .
117
10 said PN , A TITLE .
e.g. sa id  Prakash Vohra , a leading oilm eal trader .
109
11 said TITLE PN AT MOD ORG .
e.g. sa id  analyst Leslie N icholas at broker C N I L td  .
85
12 said PN , A ORG TITLE .
sa id  Colin K a y  , a W M  C om pany director .
48
13 said O R G ’s PN .
e.g. sa id  W est M erchant B ank ’s P e te r  W est .
45
14 said TITLE PN AT ORG in LOCATION .
■ e.g. sa id  analyst Robert M ocatta at B Z W  in  London .
30
15 said ORG ’s TITLE PN .
e.g. sa id  M oody ’s Vice P residen t N ikolai Sklaroff .
28
16 said PN , TITLE AT ORG MOD .
e.g. sa id  K evin  L ings , econom ist at N edcor bank .
26
17 said TITLE PN , AT ORG .
e.g. sa id  analyst C ostas L ygizos , a t E gnatia Funds .
20
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18 ” ORG TITLE PN said 224
19
e.g. ” M errill Lynch analyst Judith Ganes sa id  
” PN AT ORG said 75
20
e.g. ” Darunee at P erigrine Fixed Incom e sa id  
” O R G ’s PN said 52
” - s a i d 21
e.g. ” R iada ’s P adraic G arvey sa id  
” TITLE PN said 51
22
e.g. ” ch ief in vestm en t stra tegist Charles Clough said
” A ORG TITLE said 45
23
e.g. ” the N ew  York Fed presiden t sa id
’’ A TITLE AT ORG said
e.g. ” a trader w ith Sam sung Corp sa id
24
These results represent only frequent (above 20 times) local grammars induced from 
concordances of the two collocation pairs: said  - . and ” - said. They were achieved 
through three main steps (see F igure 4.6 below):
1. Producing concordances for a collocation pair.
2. Abstracting the produced concordances.
3. Clustering the similar abstracted concordances.
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Raw Concordances
said Julia Jessop, economist at Nikko Europe .
said it was taking longer to serve customers .
said Graham Seeker, strategist at Morgan Stanley .
said Victor Yu at Refco in New Y o rk .
said John B utler, UK economist at HSBC .
said Aprajit Sharma of brokers Jet Age Securities .
said in an interview on a mobile phone .
said Richard I le y , UK economist at ABN-Amro .
said John B utler, UK economist at HSBC .
said Prakash V o h ra , a  leading oil meal tra d er.
said one analyst who declined to be n am ed .
said Andrew Darley , analyst at ING Barings .
said David Buik at financial bookmakers Cantor Index .
said the union was still prepared to negotiate .
said David Buik at financial bookmakers Cantor Index .
said Blair should either back or sack Byers .
said Michael O'Sullivan , equities strategist at Com m erzbank,
said it was important that customers were protected .
said one dealer at a major European b a n k .
said people had been a  little too enthusiastic .
Î
CP: said - .  i— S LG-Finder
News texts 
(RFC)
Abstracted Concordances
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN 
said PN
, TITLE AT ORG . 
.T IT L E  A T ORG .
AT ORG in LOCATION  
.T IT L E  A T ORG .
AT MOD O R G .
. TITLE AT ORG . 
.T IT L E  AT ORG .
. T IT L E .
. TITLE AT ORG .
AT MOD O R G .
AT MOD ORG .
. TITLE AT ORG .
said PN . TITLE AT ORG . f =  2023  
said PN AT MOD ORG . 7 = 3 2 8  
said PN AT ORG in LOCATION . 7= 227  
said PN . A TITLE . 7 = 1 0 9
Induced Local Grammars
Figure 4.6: The flow diagram of the manual acquisition.
Here LG-Finder is only used to produce the raw concordances from RFC prior to their 
abstraction and clustering which are done completely manually, and without using the 
clustering algorithm associated with the LG-Finder system. This is done to insure 
that all possible local grammars are retrieved and to provide a baseline to evaluate the 
results of the local grammars found automatically by LG-Finder. The results of this 
evaluation are discussed and shown in the following two sections.
4.5.2.1 said  - .
As shown in Table 4.2, the reporting verb said collocates strongly with the full stop 
occurring within a span of five words after said. For this evaluation, however, we chose 
a collocation span of seven words to cover as many patterns as possible. We chose a
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span of 7 words because the length of person or organisation names sometimes goes 
over three words (tokens). This fact could result in patterns of more than five tokens 
in length, so these patterns would not be retrieved by LG-Finder if a collocation span 
of only five words was considered.
The results achieved for this Collocation Pair (CP) are shown in Table 4.9 below. 
They reveal that LG-Finder managed to retrieve and cluster instantiations for all of 
the seventeen frequent local grammars we produced manually (i.e. the manual frequent 
local grammars produced specifically to test the performance of LG-Finder) from con­
cordances of this pair with an average F-Measure of 79%. This is significant because 
although not all the manually located instantiations were found by LG-Finder, there 
were at least a few instantiations for each of the manually induced local grammars. 
Nevertheless, these results do not reflect all the reality. As mentioned earlier, the task 
of LG-Finder differs from those of IE tasks, which should retrieve all the relevant in­
formation from each document as completely as possible to be considered successful. 
Thus, the F-Measure of LG-Finder with respect to our task is 88% with a 93% Pre­
cision and 84% Recall These results are close to what was achieved by Snowball and 
DIPRE performing over plain and Web text documents.
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Table 4.9: The Recall, Precision, and F-Measure results for said - . CP
LG PO SS A C T W R G Recall P recision  F -M easure
1 2023 1948 26 96% 99% 97%
2 484 412 207 85% 67% 75%
3 332 203 0 61% 100% 76%
4 328 210 8 64% 96% 77%
5 257 203 10 79% 95% 86%
6 227 205 0 90% 100% 95%
7 186 174 0 94% 100% 97%
8 153 106 0 69% 100% 82%
9 117 45 9 38% 83% 53%
10 109 81 0 74% 100% 85%
11 85 72 0 85% 100% 92%
12 48 38 0 79% 100% 88%
13 45 27 0 60% 100% 75%
14 30 23 14 77% 62% 69%
15 28 0 13 0% 0% 0%
16 26 26 0 100% 100% 100%
17 20 20 0 100% 100% 100%
A verage 74% 88% 79%
T otal 4498 3793 287 84% 93% 88%
The only patterns where our system did not do well are (15) and (9). The reason behind 
this decrease in performance is mainly due to the fact that some instantiations of these 
patterns had organisation names with words in the general language dictionary we used 
in the generation process of lexical feature vectors explained in Section 4.3.5, These 
words are not replaced by Xs and hence cause the generation of wrong LFVs, which 
we use to check the similarity between instantiations. For example, one of the two 
instantiations of the pattern (15) contains the organisation name Commercial, which 
exists in our general language dictionary list as may be seen below. This word resulted 
in the generation of a LFV different from that of the other instantiation and thus an 
EUC higher than 1.41 that we set when we ran LG-Finder to extract these patterns.
said Commercial ’ s analyst Nick Kostopoulos . => 
said Commercial ’ s chart analyst X  X  .
said ANZ ’ s chief economist Saul Eslake . => 
said X  ’ s chief economist X  X  .
Similar reasons apply for the pattern (9). The only difference here is that the problem
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is caused by a closed class word, which is sometimes part of an organisation name as 
shown in the examples given below.
said a broker with Shenyin & Wanguo Securities .
said a broker with X  X  X  X  .
said an official at the Bank of Korea . 
said an official at the X  of X  .
said a broker at Ekkapat Finance and Securities .
said a broker at X  X  and X  .
In addition. Table 4.9 shows that LG-Finder did mistakenly cluster 207 patterns with
pattern number 2. The reason for such misclustering is the exact structure similarity
between instantiations containing the preposition 'in' appearing before a place name 
and those having an organisation name with a conjunction like 'and'. Here is an 
example to illustrate.
said Chetta Meemangkang of Prime Finance and Securities . 
said Bartosz Kumela of Société Generate in Warsaw .
This is an area that remains to be resolved.
4.5.2.2 ” - said
The speech mark was found to have great significance in relation to some words to the 
left of said. This is hardly surprising as this verb is usually used to attribute the direct 
speech of people. Again using LG-Finder we have been able to retrieve and cluster in­
stantiations for all of the six local grammars we manually produced from concordances 
of this collocation pair with an average F-Measure of 82%. Table 4.10 shows more 
details on these results.
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Table 4.10: The Recall, Precision, and F-Measure results for ” - said CP
LG PO SS A C T W R G Recall P recision F-Me£isure
18 224 151 77 67% 66% 67%
19 75 63 3 84% 95% 89%
20 52 48 10 92% 83% 87%
21 51 25 0 49% 100% 66%
22 45 45 0 100% 100% 100%
23 24 22 6 92% 79% 85%
A verage 81% 87% 82%
Total 471 354 96 75% 79% 77%
The reason why LG-Finder did not do go well with pattern 18 is the structural confusion 
caused by a place or company name appearing in front of a job title such as trader or 
secretary in instantiations like the following:
” Philippine Trade Secretary Cesar Bautista said
” Lippo Securities trader Teresa Lee said
This suggests an area for future research.
The reader will recall that our evaluation strategy also involves the investigation of the 
impact of the change of the way we construct the LFVs and compute the EUC distance 
on the performance of LG-Finder. The impact of the former can be predicted via the 
revision of the LFV construction algorithm. Recall that a LFV consists of 14 dimen­
sions. The first seven dimensions reflect the frequency of occurrence of seven lexical 
types, including open class, closed class, job title, number, unknown, punctuation, and 
nationality words. The second seven dimensions encode the normalised positions of 
each of these lexical types within the collocation string. In order to compute the nor­
malised position of a lexical type (e.g. X), we sum up its positions within the collocation 
string. Another option to compute a normalised position is perhaps to multiply these 
positions. Whatever the way used, the resulting LFVs will contain dimensions where 
the minimum value is zero and maximum value depends on the size of the collocation 
window. For example, if we consider the size of this window to be 7, the maximum 
value that the first^ seven dimensions could have is 7 and the maximum value that 
the second seven dimensions could have is 28 (the sum of 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7), or 5040 
^If we assume that all tokens within the collocation string are of the same lexical type.
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(the multiplication of 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7). A decrease of, for example, 2 in the size of 
the collocation window will achieve maximum dimension values of 15 and 120 respec­
tively. Therefore, the value of the maximum estimated EUC distance (EUC distance 
threshold: D) has to be re-adjusted accordingly in order to retain a good clustering 
performance of LG-Finder. The reason behind this is our use of a raw EUC distance 
measure which is sensitive to scaling.
In another test we revert from using the raw EUC distance to what is termed 'Double- 
Scaled Euclidean Distance' in Barrett, P.T. (2005). This method allows the calculation 
of a normalised (0-1 range) EUC distance using the maximum observable discrepancy 
of the vector dimensions. The formula of the 'Double-Scaled Euclidean Distance' is:
 V :-----------
where, v, Vu, V2 i, and mdi refer to the number of the dimensions of the vectors, the 
dimension values, and the maximum possible squared discrepancy per variable i of 
V dimensions. The maximum possible squared discrepancy per variable is calculated 
using the formula below:
mdi = {M aximum fo r  variable i — M inim um  fo r  variable iŸ
The application of this formula to the LFVs shown above in Table 4.6 gives us the 
following:
T he Sum  Case:
In this case the maximum possible discrepancies per dimension are 7 and 28. These 
discrepancies result in the following md values:
mdi =  (0 - 7)^ =  49 and md2  =  (0 - 28)^ =  784
The rounded value of dus in this case will be:
d n s  =  0.01
T he M ultip lica tion  Case:
In this case the maximum possible discrepancies per dimension are 7 and 5040. These 
discrepancies yield the following md values:
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mdi =  (0 - 7)^ =  49 and md2  =  (0 - 5040)^ =  25401600 
The rounded value of dos  in this case will be:
d D S  =  0.01
In conclusion, the normalised EUC value is the same in both cases. That is, the use of 
Barrett’s EUC formula will avoid us change the value of the maximum estimated EUC 
distance if the encoding algorithm is changed. However, it did not really contribute to 
any increase in the F-Measure of LG-Finder obtained with the raw EUC distance.
4.5 .3  C onclusion
In this chapter we have discussed our approach to local grammar acquisition for named 
entity recognition and thus tried to address the p o rtab ility  issue of NER systems 
raised by question (3) in Chapter 1: Is there an automatic method one can follow 
to acquire rules for a rule-based NER system?. We base our approach on three main 
observations. The first is that the subject argument of the class of verbs known as verbs 
of reporting is a high animacy noun. In news texts this role is typically filled by person 
names. The second is that the position of the subject argument with respect to the 
predicate verb is grammatical and therefore predictable. The third observation is that 
reporting verbs exist as a class and are frequently used in most languages. Collocation 
patterns of reporting verbs can therefore be used to extract text fragments of person 
names, which differ according to the presence or absence of some features, and the 
positions of these features in the fragments. This information is used to induce the 
person name local grammar space itself.
Moreover, the fact that the subject argument of reporting verbs is a high animacy noun 
makes their use in texts of different languages very similar. Thus, LG-Finder has a high 
level of portability. This can be demonstrated by considering, for example, the text 
fragments'^ shown in F igure 4.7. All of these fragments have lexical features similar to 
those found around the English reporting verb said but in different languages: German,
These text fragments are taken from news articles published on Reuters web site on 06/04/06.
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Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Chinese, and Arabic. Thus, they can be acquired using 
the same approach we used for English counterparts. Note that our approach for local 
grammar acquisition needs, no more, nor less, than knowing the reporting verbs of 
a language and some external sources of knowledge such as nationality names and 
job titles, which can be easily extracted from a testing corpus of the language to be 
analysed. Its reliance on English capitalisation rules is minimal. It only uses these 
rules to replace initially capitalised words not matching any of the words in the job 
title word list (sometimes these titles are intially capitalised in English) with Xs. Such 
replacement, however, could have been achieved by assuming that words not matching 
any of the incorporated list, unknown words and then replacing them with X labels. 
Doing so makes our approach able to deal even with languages using capitalisation rules 
to mark up other linguistic items (e.g. common nouns in German) or making no use of 
such rules at all, like Arabic and Chinese.
Our approach may not be portable to all language domains. It is specifically designed 
to work with news texts in various languages. Its application, for example, to legal 
documents where the form of the reporting verb said that we use would fail because 
the use of this verb in this type of documentation differs from that in news articles - 
basically, the word said is not necessarily used as a verb in legal documents, but rather 
as an adjective referring back to a person or thing previously mentioned or identified: 
"the said driver drove said automobile in a negligent manner"^.
The system that implements our approach (LG-Finder) has also been presented. This 
system was evaluated against a large (386 Mbytes) corpus of financial news texts (RFC) 
and achieved encouraging results. It managed to find instantiations for all of the fre­
quently (above 20 times) used local grammars with an average F-Measure of 88%. 
These results put LG-Finder in the same class as Snowball and DIPRE from the effi­
ciency point of view. However, in terms of the approach used and the information that 
can be extracted by the acquired patterns, we believe that LG-Finder is very differ­
ent. While the previously mentioned systems need users to provide a seed pattern to 
begin with, ours starts from a collocation pattern that is automatically found through
®This example was quoted from the online free legal dictionary (The Free Dictionary By Farlex): 
http: / /legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/said
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German: sag te  Amtsarztin Regine Krause . 
said medical officer Regine Krause. 
said TITLE PN.
Spanish: dijo Nicolas Lopez, director de analisis de MG Valores . 
said Nicolas Lopez director of analysis at MG Valores. 
said PN TITLE AT ORG.
Portuguese: d isse  Philip Schiller, vice-presidente senior da Apple. 
said Philip Schiller, senior vice-president of Apple. 
saidPN, TITLE AT ORG.
Russian: cK aaan crapuim pbmowHbiM aHajiiiTMK SW Bach & Co riuTep Kapflmino . 
said senior market analyst SIV Bach & Co Pieter Kardillo. 
said TITLE ORG PN.
Chinese: TCL ^
TCL international president Li Tungsheng said 
ORG TITLE PN said
Arabic: “ «A «/ cW i jLj  jiS
said Ziad Awad analyst at Riyad Bank " 
said PN TITLE AT ORG "
Figure 4.7: Text fragments of the reporting verb said in different languages demon­
strating portability.
a collocation analysis. In addition, while the patterns acquired by LG-Finder allow 
the extraction of both person and organisation names and relate one to another via 
a job title. Snowball and DIPRE’s patterns help extract only organisation names and 
their headquarter locations. One final point about the difference between these systems 
and LG-Finder is that our system acquires linguistic patterns without the need of any 
named entity analysis which Snowball does.
Finally, we believe that LG-Finder is a good tool not only for the acquisition of the 
local grammar of proper nouns from news texts, but also for measuring whether or not 
such a grammar exists in other domains too. Moreover, the consistency and frequent 
use of the local grammar of proper nouns discovered in financial news texts motivated 
its incorporation in a named entity recognition system. This is discussed in the next
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chapter.
Chapter 5
A Prototype for Nam ed Entity  
Recognition
5.1 Introduction
The automatic analysis of natural language texts has in recent years covered a range of 
theoretical and practical enterprises. One key hybrid enterprise is that of Information 
Extraction (IE). As shown earlier, the IE subtask of identifying proper nouns in running 
texts is defined as Named Entity Recognition (NER). In this subtask, finding only 
names is called name tagging.
Despite the availability of large lexical systems, the analysis of naturally occurring 
texts is still not an easy task. The difficulty of such analysis is mainly blamed on the 
ever growing number of new words arising from new coinages, slang expressions, and 
especially proper nouns. The latter are of particular concern as they fall partly inside 
and partly outside the lexicon and grammar of the language and are frequent in natural 
language texts.
The computational treatment of proper nouns usually involves the resolution of the 
structural and semantic ambiguities exhibited by proper nouns. The problem of struc­
tural ambiguity covers cases where there is a possessive pronoun (’s), preposition (e.g. 
of for), or conjunction (e.g. and) appearing in a sequence of capitalised words. The
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real challenge for a successful NER system in such cases is to determine when to tag 
the whole sequence as one proper noun and when to split it. For example, a successful 
NER system has to avoid tagging the sequence England's Tony Blair as one proper 
noun. In fact, this sequence has to be split into two different proper nouns: a place 
and person names respectively. Similarly, the organisation name Victoria and Albert 
Museum should be left intact while the sequence IBM  and Bell Laboratories has to be 
split and tagged as two different organisation names. The problem of semantic ambigu­
ity, on the other hand, is mainly caused by the metonymic use of some kinds of names. 
For example, place names sometimes are used to refer to governments like Washington 
for the government of the United States or London for the British government. To 
resolve these types of ambiguities, developers usually exploit two types of resources: 
context and world knowledge. Given the recent state of the art, the majority of proper 
noun recognisers use Part of Speech (POS) taggers (e.g. Paik et al. 1993; Mani et al. 
1996), syntactic taggers (e.g. Coates Stephens 1993), or simply capitalisation rules (e.g. 
McDonald 1996) to locate candidates of proper nouns and then use knowledge bases of 
first names, job titles, company designators and human-subject verbs to identify their 
semantic categories. It is expected though that the POS and syntactic taggers have 
been based on either statistical models or symbolic rules manually acquired from large 
tagged corpora.
The coverage of part of speech taggers, however, leaves something to be desired. Con­
sider, for example, ten sentences selected randomly using Google^^ search engine and 
processed by the University of Lancaster’s CLAWS^ on-line POS tagger, which was 
used to tag the British National Corpus (BNC). Out of ten sentences, CLAWS cor­
rectly tagged complex proper nouns in five, but made ‘errors’ in the other five as shown 
in Table 5.1 below.
 ^http : / / WWW. comp. lanes .ac.uk/computing/research/ucrel/claws/trial .html
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Table 5.1: Sentence fragments tagged by CLAWS. Incorrectly tagged proper nouns are 
underlined. (NPO =  proper noun; W D  =  verb in past form; AJO =  adjective; NNO =  
noun; NNl =  singular noun; NNS =  noun of style; PRP =  preposition; ATO =  article).
Correctly tagged sentences
(1) sa id  Salesforce chief executive M arc Benioff,
(2) sa id  R euters C hief Executive Thom as Glocer.
(3) sa id  Covad chief executive Charles Hoffman.
said-VVD Salesforce_NPO chief_AJO 
executive_NNl Marc_NPO Benioff_NPO
said-VVD Reuters-NPO Chief_AJO 
Executive_NNl Thomas_NPO 
Glocer_NPO ._.
said_W D Covad_NPO chief_AJO 
executiveJMNl Charles_NPO 
Hoflfman_NPO ._.
(4) sa id  Greg Toxin, the chief executive 
of Glass, Lewis & Co.,
(5) sa id  C hristopher Low, chief econom ist 
at F T N  F inancial in  N ew  York.
said_W D Greg_NPO Taxin_NPO 
the_ATO chief-AJO executive_NNl of_PRF 
Glass-NPO Lewis-NPO &; Co._NPO
said-VVD Christopher_NPO LowJSfPO 
chief-AJO economist _NN1 
at-PRP FTN-NPO Financial-NPO 
in-PRP New-NPO York-NPO
Incorrectly tagged sentences
(6) sa id  B roncos chief executive Bruno Cullen ... said-W D  Broncos_NN2 chief_AJO
executive-NNl Bruno-NPO 
CuIlen-NPO ...
said-W D  an_ATO analyst-NNl 
at-PRP Syrus-NPO 
Securities-NN2 .-.
the_ATO Federal-AJO Reserve_AJO 
chief-NNl said-VVD
(7) sa id  an analyst at Syrus Securities.
(8) the Federal R eserve  chief sa id
(9) the Energy In form ation  A dm in istra tion  sa id  the_ATO Energy-NNl Information_NN 1
Administration-NN 1 sa id -W D
said-W D  Marshal-NNS Cohen_NPO 
chief-AJO industry_NN1 analyst _NN1 
with-PRP New-AJO York-based-AJO 
market-NNl research-NNl firm-NNl 
NPD-NPO Group-NNl .-.
(10) sa id  M arshal Cohen, ch ief industry  
analyst with New Ybrk-baaed 
m arket research firm  N P D  Group.
Apart from proper nouns all other tags appear to be correct in the ‘incorrectly’ tagged 
sentences^. In most of these sentences common nouns or adjectives have been used as
Ambiguities related to the tagging of proper nouns have been documented on the BNG website
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proper nouns or part of compound proper noun: securities in Syrus Securities (sentence 
7), group in NPD Group (sentence 10) and energy information administration (sentence 
9) - CLAWS surprisingly tags United Nations as an adjective plus a plural common 
noun and adjectives like federal, reserve and new as nouns when used in conjunction 
of a proper noun (sentence 10 - New York-based rendered as an adjective-adjective 
compound, and sentence 8 where the widely used compound noun Federal Reserve 
was also tagged the same way); the noun-adjective combination (New) York-based was 
treated as a single adjective perhaps due to the use of hyphen. Sentence 6 presents 
a more complex problem: the incorrectly tagged Bronco, tagged as common noun, 
is a borrowing from the Spanish word that means a ‘wild horse’: the word is used 
metaphorically in English now. A close reading of the incorrectly tagged sentences 
will suggest that even the initial capitalisation rule would have helped to resolve the 
ambiguous tags generated by CLAWS.
In this chapter, we introduce our named entity recognition prototype (NExtract), which 
does not use any syntactic or PCS taggers. It simply applies the local grammar found 
by LG-Finder (discribed in Chapter 4) around human-subject reporting verbs (e.g. 
say, tell, add) to locate person and organisation names and then use these names 
together with lists of first names, job titles and company markers to disambiguate 
sequences of initially capitalised words that failed to be captured by the local grammar. 
This strategy has two main advantages: it helps avoid using a PCS tagger to locate 
candidates of proper nouns and it reduces the high cost of the compilation of symbolic 
rules. In Section 5.2 we overview NExtract and discuss its components. In Section 5.3 
we compare NExtract against systems of its type. Finally, the evaluation strategy used 
to assess NExtract and its results are presented in Section 5.4.
5.2 N E xtract
In this section we show how the local grammar is used for the recognition of person 
and organisation names and discuss the overview of NExtract, design and functionality 
of each of its components, and then explain the implementation of NExtract and show, 
using a series of screen shots, its running procedures.
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5 .2 .1  S ystem  O verview
Figure  5.1 below shows the architectural diagram of NExtract. This diagram com­
prises five processing components: Lexical Analyser, LG Parser, Find PN in LG, Find 
PN outside LG, and the PN Glassifier. These components use general language dictio­
naries {GL Dictionaries), pre-processing local grammars (Pre-processing LG Base) and 
lexicons of markers (Marker Lexicons) as resources. An explanation of the functionality 
of each of these components follows.
News Articles
Pre-processing 
LG B a s e
► Lexical Analyser
Dictionaries
PN 
LG Base
LG Parser < LG-Finder
Find PN outside LG Find PN in LG
PN Ciassifier
ORG
Names
Person
Names
Marker
Lexicons
Tagged 
News articlesSGML Tagger
Figure 5.1: Overview of NExtract. PN, GL, LG, and ORG stand for Proper Noun, 
General Language, Local Grammar, and Organisation respectively.
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5.2.1.1 Lexical A nalyser
INPUT : Raw news text.
OUTPUT : Raw news text split into sentences.
RESOURCES : Pre-processing local grammars and general language dictionaries.
The lexical analysis includes tasks like normalisation, tokenisation, and the splitting of 
the input text into sentences. The task of splitting texts into sentences is vital for the 
analysis of proper nouns. Person names may be preceded by an abbreviated title (e.g. 
Prof.) or include abbreviated word forms (e.g. George W. Bush). Organisation names 
may appear in abbreviated forms (e.g. N.A.T.O.). To accomplish this task we follow 
the approach of Priburger et al. (2000), which advocates the use of a local grammar- 
based pre-processing component to split French texts and add the mark {S} to the end 
of each sentences. Examples of the pre-processing local grammars, which we built and 
represented as Finite State Transducers (FSTs) to split English texts into sentences 
are shown in F igure 5.2 and F igure  5.3 below. The nodes labeled “<LeffreMaj>”, 
“<PR E >” and “<M AJ>” are motifs used first by Friburger et al. (2000) to recognise 
a single capitalised letter (e.g. W), an initially capitalised word (e.g. George) and a 
single fully capitalised word (e.g. ABN)  respectively. The boxes labeled as DATE and 
Time are references to other graphs that recognise date and time strings. is
a motif that recognises a new line. The backslash is an escape symbol and not to be 
recognised by any of these transducers.
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M.
MM.
Prof.
Dr.
Mr.
<MAJ>
<PRE>
<PRE> <PRE>
ltd.
Figure 5,2: Cascade transducers to skip abbreviations in news texts.
<MAJ>
<PEE>
<PRE>
P ate;[>
<PRE>
Figure 5,3: Cascade transducers to split English texts into sentences.
These transducers are stored in the Pre-processing LG Base and simultaneously ap­
plied in a merge mode so that dots ending abbreviations are skipped and dots ending 
sentences are concatenated with the mark {S}, Also note that the mark {5} is added to 
the end of sentences with no dot ending such as the headers of new articles. Consider, 
for example, the following sentences.
(a) ••• Norway have also promised to contribute, N.A.T.O. soid,{5} The objective of
(b) U.S. tech stocks rise at open{S}
(c) Mr. Puccio said.{S}
(d) • • • on Thursday.{l^ The broader Standard & Poor’s 500 shed • • •
(e) President George W. Bush addresses sailors and the nation from • • •
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In (a) and (b) the dot ending the abbreviations N.A.T.O. and U.S. will be skipped by- 
transducer 3. The title Mr. in (d) will be skipped by transducer 1. The dot ending 
the word said in (a) and (b) is concatenated with the mark {5} by transducer 7. The 
mark {5} is added to the end of (b) by transducer 9, which is invoked if the next line 
starts with a DATE string. Similarly, the dot appearing between the two capitalised 
words Thursday and The in (d) is concatenated with the mark {5} using transducer 7. 
Finally, transducer 2 will skip the dot ending the letter W  in the person name George 
W. Bush occurring in (e). Transducer 5 will skip company names occurring in the 
middle of a sentence and ending by a company marker (e.g. Inc., Ltd., etc.).
The lexical analyser is also responsible for normalising consecutive separators and split­
ting sentences into simple and compound words. That is, replacing, for example, a se­
quence of white spaces by only one space and a sequence of new lines into a unique new 
line and breaking sentences into tokens. The tokenisation process is achieved using the 
simple and compound word general language dictionaries DELA and DELAF provided 
by LADL at the University of Marne la Vallée. These dictionaries are referred to as 
{GL Dictionaries) in the diagram of NExtract in F igure 5.1.
5.2.1.2 Local G ram m ar P a rse r
INPUT : The output of the Lexical Analyser component.
OUTPUT : A vector of tagged sentences.
RESOURCES : FSTs of proper nouns.
The Local Grammar Parser forms the heart of our system. It applies the FSTs of 
our local grammar stored in the PN LG Base to the input text pre-processed by the 
Lexical Analysis component. In general, transducers are finite-state machines with an 
input and output alphabet. In our case, the input alphabet represents a local grammar 
rule to be recognised in the input text whereas the output alphabet is a text fragment 
satisfying this rule and tagged in a way that provides the prerequisites of the Find 
PN in LG and PN Classifier components. An example of these FSTs is illustrated in 
F igure  5.4 below.
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 [)- said
pu pu
* * *  sa id  <$pn>„P N  $ a t  < $org> „O R G . * * * { 5 }
at at 01  ^ org \
* * *  sa id  < $ p n > _ P N , < $ ti> _T I $ a t  < $org> _O R G . * * » { S }
^ ^  —j {S}
ti ai at orgpn ti
said <$org>_aRG <$tl>„TI <ÿpn>JPN. **+{5}
r - a D - ) — ( 4 = 1 )-)
o ig  o ig  t i  ti
@
l-fs} \ /
p n  p n  I
* * *  $BT <$NE>_NE .
ls}V
N I ME
Figure 5.4: An example FST cascade to recognise person and organisation names. $pn, 
$org, $ti, and $ne are variables that capture the recognised person names, organisa­
tion names, job titles, and uncategorised named entities. $at captures the recognised 
locative prepositions (e.g. at, of, with, etc.).
This cascade of FSTs consists of three transducers. The grayed boxes P N  and O RG , 
T ITL E, and AT represent references to graphs, which recognise sequences of initially 
capitalised words, title strings and locative prepositions respectively. O R G -P N  is a 
reference to graph that recognises a single initially/all upper case words. The forms 
of these graphs are already illustrated in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. The following are 
examples of the text fragments that can be recognised and tagged by the first, second 
and third transducer respectively. The PN, ORG, NE, and TI  are the tags assigned 
to person, organisation, uncategorised named entity, and title strings. Note that the 
locative prepositions are recognised but not tagged. The stars are used to mark out 
text fragments located by the local grammar.
In addition, the Local Grammar Parser component allows the tagging of date and place 
names. This is done to help the Find PN outside LG  component filter out sequences 
of initially capitalised words, which do not refer to people or organisations. This step 
is illustrated in the working example given in the next section.
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(1) said Kevin Burton, director at Lateral.{S} =>
*** said <Kevin Burton>-PN at <Lateral>^ORG
(2) said Mike Altendorf, joint managing director at Conchango.{S} =>
*** said <Mike Altendorf>-PN , <joint managing director>-TI at <Gonchango>-ORG
(3) said Gredit Suisse First Boston analyst Bill McQuaker . =>
*** said <Gredit Suisse First Boston>-ORG <analyst>-TI <Bill McQuaker>-PN ***.{S}
(4) said McQuaker.{S}
*** said <McQuaker>-NE ***.{S}
At the end of the tagging process the Local Grammar Parser built a vector of the 
input text sentences and passes it to the Find PN outside LG and Find PN in LG 
components.
5.2.1.3 F ind  P N  in  LG 
INPUT : The output oï LG Parser.
OUTPUT : Text fragments marked out by three wildcards (***).
RESOURCES : None.
The Find PN in LG searches each sentence of the vector of tagged sentences received 
from the LG Parser for text fragments marked out by three stars from each side and 
extract its content of tagged proper nouns in order to hand it in to the PN Classifier 
component to identify their semantic categories. Therefore, the text fragments that 
will be extracted from the four examples above are:
(1) <Kevin Burton>-PN of <Lateral>-ORG
(2) <Mike Altendorf>-PN , <joint managing directory-TI at <Gonchango>-ORG
(3) <Credit Suisse First Boston>-ORG <analyst>-TI <Bill McQuaker>-PN
(4) <McQuaker>-NE
Note that a local grammar like (4) would also tag initially capitalised pronouns (e.g. 
He, They, She, etc.) and simple words (e.g. Sources, Analysts, etc.) as NE. These are
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filtered out using closed and open class word lists. The latter^ 2of4brif contains more 
than 60,000 words. We found that the use of DELA for this task can lead to some 
errors as it has entries for some proper nouns. That is, it may filter out single proper 
noun words like Dell.
5.2.1.4 F ind  P N  ou tside LG 
INPUT : The output of LG Parser.
OUTPUT : Text fragments marked out by three plus symbols 
RESOURCES : None.
As it receives a go ahead signal from the Find PN in LG, the Find PN outside LG  
component first reads each sentence to locate text fragments marked out by three stars 
and deletes its content of already tagged proper nouns. Then, it tags sequences of 
initially capitalised words as NE  and marks out them by three plus symbols from each 
side so that the PN Glassifier distinguishes them from those recognised by the local 
grammar and takes extra care for their semantic categorisation. Examples of the input 
and output of this component are shown below.
Conchango, the business technology solutions provider,
has acquired Lateral, the system and service solution provider.=^
+++ <Conchango>-NE +++ , the business technology solutions provider, 
has acquired +++ <Lateral>-NE +++ , the system and service solution provider.
The acquisition further strengthens Conchangos ability to deliver 
large-scale database and systems integration projects.=^
+++ <The>-NE +++ acquisition further strengthens +++ <Conchango>-NE -h+-h ’s 
ability to deliver large-scale database and systems integration projects.
There is no doubt that this component will tag initially capitalised words such as 
nationality words (e.g. British, American, etc.); grammatical words occurring at the 
beginning of a sentence (e.g. The, It, etc.); all simple words starting a sentence; and 
words referring to artifacts (e.g. Oracle, SQL Server, etc.) as proper nouns. Apart
^This word list was compiled by Alan Beale, whom we acknowledge for making it freely downloadable 
at: http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/wordlist/12dicts-4.0.zip
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from the last type of words (i.e. artifact words), all other word types are filtered out 
using word lists as explained above.
5.2.1.5 P N  Classifier
INPUT ; The output of both Find PN in LG  and Find PN outside LG.
OUTPUT : Classified proper nouns.
RESOURCES : Marker lexicons and already located proper noun lists.
The aim of the PN Classifier is to identify the semantic categories of proper noun 
candidates. It first starts with those recognised by the local grammar and passed to it 
through the Find PN in LG  component. As shown above these candidates are already 
tagged either as a person name {PN),  an organisation name {ORG) or as a named 
entity {NE) when the local grammar cannot specify their semantic categories. Thus, 
the PN Classifier at this stage just extracts the content of each of these tags and stores 
it in one of the proper noun bases {Person Names or ORG Names), which are initially 
empty. Proper noun candidates tagged as NE  are disambiguated by resorting to the 
list of names stored in these bases and captured earlier by other local grammar rules. 
For example, the person name ^McQuaker’ in (4) is disambiguated by its full form ^Bill 
McQuaker’ that is most likely to be captured earlier by the local grammar rule (3) of 
the above proper noun FST cascade. This assumption is made based on the fact that 
authors of news articles first give the full form of person and organisation names, and 
then the abbreviated forms (Kim & Evens 1996).
As soon as all proper nouns captured by the local grammar are classified, the Find PN  
in LG component switches on the Find PN outside LG component and the process 
of classifying proper noun candidates occurring outside the local grammar starts. As 
shown above these candidates are tagged as NE. Their classification is achieved through 
the consultation of lexicons of first names, job titles, and company designators (Marker 
Lexicons) and the lists of person names (Person Names) and organisation names (ORG 
Names) already captured by the local grammar.
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There are cases where a sequence of initially capitalised words contains, in addition 
to a person name, a job title, or a job title and an organisation name. These cases 
are dealt with using a special sub-routine, which extracts these individual names and 
stores them accordingly.
5.2.1.6 SGM L Tagger
INPUT : The original raw text and the lists of recognised proper nouns.
OUTPUT : Text with person and organisation names tagged with SGML tags. 
RESOURCES : None.
This aim of this component is to tag the recognised proper nouns in the text with 
MUG SGML tags so that the evaluation of NExtract by Scorer, the software provided 
by MUCs organisers becomes possible.
5 .2 .2  S y s te m  Im p le m e n ta tio n
NExtract is mainly written in Java and implemented under Java 1.4.1_01. It borrows 
some G"^ "^  programs from Unitex system to take care of the lexical analysis and local 
grammar parsing. This option assured a tested, reliable and fast text pre-processing 
and finite-state engine. Additionally, Java offers a powerful regular expression engine, 
which is used to tackle names appearing out of local grammars. The graphical user 
interface of NExtract is written in Java for its ease of use and quick prototyping. 
In addition, the Java implementation of NExtract has another number of significant 
technical advantages. These include portability, object-orientation, robustness, and 
scripting language friendliness.
5 .2 .3  R u n n in g  P ro c e d u re s
Running NExtract is a simple process with the assistance of the graphical user interface, 
which shows clearly the steps of the process (see F igure  5.5). In the first step, users 
can select one or many news files and then click the button “Open” (see F igure  5.6).
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Current s e le c te d  files
S elec t Files
S elec t LGs
Remove Files
XtractNE
Figure 5.5: The main window of NExtract 
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n i e s  o f  T ype: XML & TEXT FILES
m
Figure 5.6: The Open file window of NExtract.
As long as the file(s) to be processed are chosen, users may select the local grammar 
transducers, which the system should use to locate person and organisation names. 
This is achieved by pressing the button labeled “Select LGs” . Once this is done, a 
choose file window is opened (see F igure 5.7).
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Look In: C3 Proper Nome*
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File Name: ,NE_1 fsl2
Flies of Type: | Ml Files
Open Cancel
Figure 5.7: The stage of choosing the local grammar files.
If needed, the button labeled “Remove Files” can be used to remove as many files 
as the user needs from the list of files already chosen to be processed. The final step 
to go through is to press the button “XtractNE” and wait for the result windows (see 
F igure  5.8) that shows person and organisation names together with their frequency 
of occurrence in the input file(s).
/ P e rso n  N am e
Edw ard K en n ed y____
G eorge Mitchell
O raan lsa llon  N am e ProifesslàtialT ltle 
Majôritir L ead e r
____ lE t.èaùe'n .çy.ll,,.',
Allan Pinkerton
W alter K Irchberger P a ln eW eb b er Inc. analyst
B ertS eictm an
1 OK 1 C an ce l |
(a) The window for person name results.
/
j J i ] .
.....................O rganfaation  N am e . . . .  . Frequency
C o n g re s s
C hem ica l 1 :
i n
FHA
S e a  C o n ta in ers e
A m erican B rands ................
I OK C an ce l
(b) The window for organisation name results. 
Figure 5.8: NExtract result windows.
The window of person names shows two additional fields (Organisation Name and Pro­
fessional Title). These fields contain information about the organisation the identified
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person works for as well as his role in that organisation. Otherwise they are filled 
in with N/A string (Not/Applicable). Note that the Java source code developed for 
NExtract together with the C"'"  ^ programs borrowed from Unitex are provided on the 
compact disc submitted with this thesis.
Finally, proper nouns extracted by NExtract can be saved in XML format using the 
buttons pointed to by the arrows in both person and organisation name result windows. 
The format devised to store person names is shown in F igure 5.9.
- <Tuple>
- <field name="Person Name">
<value>Walter Kirchberger</value>
</field>
- <field name="Organisation Name">
<value>PaineWebber Inc.</value>
</field>
- <field name="Professional Title">
<value>analyst</value>
</field>
- <field name="Frequency">
<value>l </value>
</field>
</Tuple>
Figure 5.9: An example of a person name saved in XML format.
5.3 R elated  W ork
Our system can be favourably compared with related work in this field. In general, 
there are three types of named entity recognition systems: hand-crafted rule based 
systems, automatically trained (statistical) systems, or hybrid systems, which combine 
these two approaches. The performance of these systems is usually expressed in F- 
Measure (see Section 5.4) and compared to that of human annotators. The highest
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performance'^ (91.32%) was achieved by a rule-based system (NetOwl) in the seventh 
and last Message Understanding Conference (MUC-7), which was held in 1997.
In this section we discuss the design of previous rule-based NER systems. This dis­
cussion also includes systems which did not participate in MUC-7, and some of those 
following the local grammar approach to named entity recognition.
5.3 .1  R ule-based  N am ed  E n tity  R ecogn ition  S ystem s
Here we discuss FACILE of UMIST, NetOwl of IsoQuest, LOLITA of Durham Univer­
sity, LASIEl-II of University of Sheffield and Oki from Japan, FASTUS of SRI Interna­
tional AIC, and other NER systems that rely on finite state transducers to recognise 
person names in French and Chinese.
FACILE (Ciravegna et al. 1999) is completely a rule-based NER system and does not 
apply any kind of learning techniques at any processing phase. It first pre-processes 
the input text, recognises special formatting, tokenises, tags, looks up single and multi­
word tokens in a database, and then carries out the recognition and classification of 
proper nouns. FACILE uses over one hundred rules, each of which is assigned a weight 
that is exploited in choosing between competing analyses. FACILE’s re-write rules are 
of the following form:
A  = >  B \C /D
where. A, R, (7, and D are attribute operator value expressions.
The example given below is one of FACILE’s rules, which can be used to capture 
university names like ‘ University of Surrey\ The PN  stands for Proper Noun, and 
ORG for organisation. The decimal number refers to the accuracy weight given to this 
rule by FACILE’s developers. B  and D are empty.
[syn=PN, sem=ORG] (0.9)=>
\  [norm= “university” ],
[token=“of”j,
[sem=REGION|COUNTRY|CITY] /  ;
^If we only compare the performance of rule-based and statistical systems i.e. exclude the hybrid 
system
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FACILE participated in MUC-7 and scored 93% F-Measure on training data and about 
79.50% on the test data provided by the MUC organisers. This decrease in performance 
was said to be due to either a lack of entries in the database of company designators and 
cue words or a lack of rules or conditions in rules. These rules needed a great deal of 
manual effort (person-month) to be developed and hence could not be changed/ modified 
at the time of the formal test of FACILE. These facts confirmed the need for a com­
ponent, which can assist with the automatic acquisition of linguistic patterns that can 
be used for NER task.
N etO w l (Krupka & Hausman 1998) is the first commercial product to emerge from the 
NER task. The rules used with NetOwl consist of a pattern and an action. While the 
pattern is similar to a regular expression and comprises special operators and operands 
that match portions of text, the action performs operations on the text, including name 
classification. The main issue with NetOwl’s rules is that they need a huge knowledge­
base to be applied. An example of these rules that tags the company name in a sequence 
like president of IBM  might be as follows:
Pattern: job title +  “of” sequence of capitalised words
Action: Tag match as ORGANISATION, excluding job tile and “of”
NetOwl underperformed in MUC-7. It achieved a F-Measure of 91.32%. Note that this 
same system had better results in MUG-6 (96.42%). This % 5% decrease was blamed on 
the observation that the MUC committee had changed the domain of the news used in 
the formal test. This means that NetOwl needs to extend its knowledge-base every time 
proper nouns are to be recognised in new domains. The extension of knowledge-bases 
could be very laborious and tedious process. This fact leads us to the conclusion that 
the use of a huge knowledge-base to tackle the NER task is not an optimal solution.
LO LITA (Garigliano, Urbanowicz & J. 1998) is claimed to be a platform that analyses 
and generates natural language texts. Upon this platform, it is possible to develop a 
variety of NLP applications, including named entity extraction, information extraction, 
machine translation, question-answering, dialogue management, and Chinese tutoring 
systems as shown in F igure 5.10 below.
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Figure 5.10: The block diagram of the LOLITA core showing the supported applications 
(Garigliano et ah, 1998).
The most important part of this platform is the large knowledge base {Semantic Net­
work), which mainly comes from WordNet and a database containing lexical and seman­
tic information about word forms in English. It is heavily used in all stages of analysis. 
The stages of analysis are fairly standard, and all implemented in a rule-based way. The 
applications are set to read the results of the analysis from the ^Semantic Network\ 
and generally interrogate its contents.
LOLITA system scored a low F-Measure (74.53%) in MUG-7. It might be the case 
that the developers of LOLITA preferred to have a low performance multi-task system, 
instead of working well in only one task (i.e. named entity extraction task).
LASIE-II (Humphreys, Gaizauskas, Azzam, Huyck, Mitchell, Gunningham & Wilks 
1998) was developed using the GATE system of University of Shefield. This system 
is essentially made of nine modules each of which processes the entire text before the 
next module is invoked. These modules include: a tokeniser to identify token and text 
boundaries; a gazetteer look up to look for single and multi-word matches of proper 
nouns (location, organisation, etc.) and keyword (company designators, person first 
names, etc.) lists, and tags matching phrases with appropriate name categories; a 
sentence splitter to identify sentence boundaries; a part of speech tagger to assign 
part-of-speech tags to each token; a morphological tagger to identify the root form 
and inflectional suffix for noun, verb, and adjective tokens; a name matcher to match
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variants of named entities across the text; a parser to apply a named entity and general 
phrasal grammar to the text; a discourse interpreter to generate SGML format of the 
named entity results; and finally, a template writer to write out the results of other IE 
tasks such as Scenario Template.
In addition to large gazetteers, LASIE-II uses approximately 400 hand-coded named 
entity rules that make use of part of speech tags, semantic tags added in the gazetteer 
lookup stage, and if necessary lexical items themselves. The authors did not give any 
view of the syntax of these rules. This system scored a F-Measure of 85.21% in MUC-7.
O K I (Fukumoto, Shimohata, Masui & Saski 1998), on the other hand, converts the 
task of name tagging into a simple pattern matching task. It mainly relies on structural 
rules, gazetteers of person, organisation and location names to locate proper nouns in 
texts. The architectural diagram of this system is shown in F igure 5.11. It consists 
of four modules: a surface pattern recognition module, a SGML tag processing mod­
ule, a structural pattern recognition module and filtering program to convert internal 
expression of parser to surface expression.
Input Text
O
N E  ResultsN E  Filter
SGML Tag Processor
Surface Pattern 
Recognition Module
•  Segmentation Rules
•N a m e  Recognition Rules
Structural Pattern 
Recognition Module
M orphological and 
Syntax Analyzer
Figure 5.11: Overview of the OKI system (Fukumoto et al., 1998).
In the surface pattern recognition module, the system recognises elements of named 
entities using lists of first names, titles, and company markers. The detected named 
entity elements in a text are SGML-tagged. Each tag-processed sentence is parsed by 
the morphological and syntax analyser. After parsing, structural patterns are recog­
nised by structural pattern recognition rules. Finally, the named entity results are
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obtained by extracting the named entity tags and embedding them in a text as SGML 
tags by the named entity filter. Based on this approach OKI system scored a F-Measure 
of 81.13% in MUC-7.
FASTUS (Appelt, Hobbs, Bear, Israel & Tyson 1993) is perhaps the most well known 
IE system. It relies on cascades of FSTs, hence it is very fast. FASTUS recognises 
named entities in natural language texts through four transducers:
1. Tokeniser: to split the input text into tokens.
2. Multi-word Analyser: to capture compound words, like “market place”.
3. Pre-processor: To handle more complex or productive multi-word expressions, 
like converting “twenty three” into a single number flag “23”.
4. Name Recogniser: to perform the named entity extraction task.
The rules used with FASTUS are developed using a rule specification language, called 
FASTSPEC. This language allows users to write regular productions, that are converted 
in finite state machines by an optimizing compiler. FASTUS participated in MUG-6 
and scored a 94% F-Measure in the name tagging task.
N IC F  (Bing, Zhongfei & Ghunfa 2003) is a prototype to identify person names in 
Chinese texts. This prototype subjects the input text to three stages of analysis: 
tokenisation, part-of-speech tagging, and word segmentation. In the first stage, Chinese 
sentences are tokenised using a dictionary-based algorithm. During the second stage, 
the resulting tokens are passed to a part-of-speech tagger to determine their syntactic 
categories. Finally, phrases between a dictionary word and a special character (non 
dictionary word) are segregated and visually examined to find linguistic patterns for 
person name, which are then implemented into Finite State Automata (FSA). An 
example of these FSA is shown in F igure 5.12 below. These FSA all have a start 
state 0 and a final state N  which, when reached, indicate the recognition of a Chinese 
person name. Once a transition leads to the state with label n, the information of the 
contextual cues and the length of the string are used to determine whether it can reach 
the final state N  and be accepted, or be halted at the state n and rejected. With these
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FSA, NICF is said to achieve an F-Measure above 90% on a corpus of 20MB of Chinese 
news data.
6/f/C
S/f/C
•s/f/c
8/f/C
S/f/c
Figure 5.12: FSA to identify person names in Chinese texts (Bing et al. 2003).
Cass System  (Friburger &: Maurel 2004) recognises person names in French news 
texts using pre-processing and person name transducers. The pre-processing transducer 
splits the input text into sentences in a similar way to NExtract. The person name 
transducer, on the other hand, implements syntactic patterns of left and right contexts 
of person names. These patterns are compiled using INTEX^ system, which applies 
a morpho-syntactic analysis to a corpus of French news articles using a simple word 
dictionary to tag every word with its lemmatised form (e.g. est: être, 1: le) and proper 
noun dictionaries to tag place names, first names, occupation names and acronyms with 
syntactic information. F igure  5.13 below shows the syntactic and semantic tags given 
by this system for the sentence Michael Dummett est l ’un des plus grands philosophes 
britanniques d’aujourd’hui” (Michael Dummett is one of the most famous contemporary 
British philosophers). In this figure, CNF, N, PR, Hum, Prénoms, and V stand for 
candidate proper noun, noun, proper, human, given name and verb respectively.
^INTEX is a corpus processing system.
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des^  
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DET4ilHichael DETWaufAm-l^miiinrfMnionuiiis
Figure 5.13: An example of a sentence tagged by INTEX (Friburger & Maurel 2004).
The pattern of person name that can be generated from such sentence is illustrated in 
F igure  5.14. This pattern can recognise a person name appearing to the left of the 
third person singular pronoun of verb être (to be). Cass System incorporates other 
types of patterns. These types include: first and family names preceded by a title or an 
occupation name (e.g. M. Alain Juppé or le président Jacque Chirac: president Jacque 
Chirac); family names preceded by a title or an occupation name (e.g. le président 
Chali); only first and family names (e.g. Pierre Bourdier); and person names appear­
ing before verbs referring to ‘human actions’ {dire: to say, expliquer: to explain, etc.) 
such as Wieviorka est décédé le 28 décembre or Jelev a dit ... {Jelev said).
<N+PR+Hyin+Prenonii :vns>
<person><jirenom>
Figure 5.14: An example of the pattern that can be generalised from the above tagged 
sentence.
The main problems with these patterns are as follows. Firstly, a first name would not 
be tagged with its syntactic category unless it exists in the dictionary of first names - 
such dictionary will never be completed as hundreds if not thousands of new names are 
coined every day in French and other people around the world. Secondly, the manual 
method used for their compilation is tedious and need a lot of human effort - the left 
and right contexts of every person name occurring in the corpus has to be investigated. 
In contrast, NExtract is supported by LG-Finder, which can acquire similar and more
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descriptive patterns automatically and without the need for any kind of tagging (see 
Chapter 4).
5.4 Evaluation Strategy and Experim ental R esults
The evaluation of NExtract is mainly to assess the benefit of using LG-Finder’s local 
grammars implemented into finite state automata to recognise person and organisation 
names in news texts. It is also to see how badly would our system perform if only the 
capitalisation rules were used. The evaluation strategy, details of how the evaluation 
is carried out, and the evaluation results are all discussed in the following subsections.
5.4.1 E valuation  S trategy
The motivation for evaluating NExtract is to investigate the scientific justification of the 
hypothesis we have made in respect to the sublanguage of proper nouns in news articles. 
Through the evaluation, we hope to determine how NExtract’s output compares with 
that of linguists in tagging person and organisation names. The MUC scoring software 
is used to achieve such a comparison. This software reads in an output file produced by 
a linguist, containing keys, and an output file produced by a software system, containing 
responses. Having aligned objects in the key file with objects in the response file, the 
scorer then calculates various scores based on how well the responses agree with the 
keys. F igure  5.15 sketches the scoring process adopted by the Message Understanding 
Conferences (MUCs)^.
In our evaluation, we use news articles compiled from both Wall Street Journal and 
Reuters. MUCs primary measures are used - Precision and Recall
Precision is the measure of how much of the response fills are actually in the key.
C O R A  {0.5 X PAR)P  = AC T
h^ttp://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related_projects/muc/muc-sw/muc-sw _manual.html
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Figure 5.15: The system architecture of the MUCs’ scoring software.
Recall is the measure of how much of the key fills were produced in the response.
R  =_  C O R A  {0.5 X PAR) 
P O SS
where,
COR: Correct - the two single fills are considered identical.
PAR: Partially Correct - the two single fills are not identical, but partial credit should 
still be given.
ACT: Actual - the number of fills in the response.
POSS: Possible - the number of fills in the key, which contribute to the final score. 
However, responses from a system tuned for high recall may differ from those obtained 
from a system tuned for high precision. This fact promotes the use of van Rijsbergen’s 
F-Measure (F), which is a combination of both Recall and Precision measures. The 
formula for F  is:
(/32 + 1 )  X P  X i ï
( P ^ x P )  + R
where, P is the relative importance given to recall over precision. If recall and precision 
are of equal weight, P = 1. For recall half as important as precision, p = 0.5. For recall 
twice as important as precision, P = 2.
5.4 .2  E valuation  in  A ction
Having decided on the method, the evaluation can be put into action. Two test beds of 
news articles are used in this evaluation. The first contains twelve sets of 10 news articles 
published Reuters in 2002 and manually annotated by a group of 6 PhD students in the 
Computing Department of the University of Surrey. In order to reduce the annotation
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time, every student was given 20 news articles initially annotated by NExtract. The 
students had to visually validate the SGML tags^ assigned by NExtract to person and 
organisation strings as well as manually tag unannotated ones. An example of these 
articles is given in F igure 5.16 below.
<D O C >
<D O C N O > 24D ec2002_0737_Price stability ECB's main ctiaiienge in 2003_Athens < /D O C N O >
<TX T>
Price stabiiity <E N A M E X  TYPE="OR G A NiZATIO N">EG B </ENA i\/IEX>’s main chiallenge in 2003  
24  Dec 2002 07:37 G M T
A T H E N S  (<E N A M EXTYPE ="O R G A N iZA TiO N ">R euters</E N A M E X>) -T lie  <E N A M E X  
TYPE="O R G A NIZATIO N">European Centrai Bank</ENAM EX>'s biggest ctiaiienge in the year ahead is 
to achieve and maintain price stability to boost growth in the eurozone, <E N A M EX  
TY PE=''O R G A N iZA TIO N ">EC B  </EN A M E X > Vice President <E N A M E X  TYPE="PERSO N">Lucas  
Papadem os</ENA M EX> has toid an Athens newspaper.
"The main chaiienge of the <E N A M E X  TY PE="O R G A N IZA TiO N ">E C B </EN A M E X>'s monetary poiicy 
is to achieve and maintain price stabiiity in 2003 and the next years and be abie to contribute to 
supporting a faster rate of eurozone economic growth," he toid the Athens daily <E N A M EX  
TYPE="O R G A NIZATIO N">K erdos</ENAM EX>.
<E N A M E X  TY PE="PER SO N ">Papadem os</EN A M EX > said there were favourable prospects for a  fall 
in eurozone infiation below two percent provided fuei prices did not rise further and w age increases 
continued to be contained.
"The rate of economic growth is expected to graduaiiy pick up in 2003 and the <E N A M E X  
TY PE="O R G A N IZA TIO N ">E C B </EN A M E X>'s recent rate cut is compatibie with the expected retreat of 
infiation in the eurozone," <E N A M E X  TY PE="PER SO N">Papadem os</EN AM EX> said.
He said the rate cut wouid boost economic activity, particuiarly by bolstering confidence in the prospects 
of the European economy.
< /TX T >
</D O C >
Figure 5.16: An annotated news article.
The second test bed contains twelve sets of 10 news articles randomly chosen from the 
sixth MUC’s corpus, which is initially amassed from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) 
and manually annotated by the Language Data Consortium^ (LDC). Note that we have 
annotated the news texts of the first test bed (Reuters news texts) following the same 
manner as of the LDC.
The specific writing style for one source of news articles, for instance Reuters, often 
makes certain the existence of consistent patterns within the same source. The Reuters 
test sets allow us to evaluate the performance of NExtract against the same data upon 
which our text analysis was based. Whereas, the WSJ test sets provide the test material 
on which NExtract was not based. Hereby, the extensibility of NExtract can be tested. 
At the same time, the robustness of our system and ability to handle unseen inputs 
can also be evaluated.
^The SGML tags are used in order to be able to use MUC’s scorer to evaluate the results of NExtract. 
®http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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5.4.3 Evaluation Results
NExtract was tested against two different news text sources - Reuters and Wall Street 
Journal. The performance of our system was checked with and without the incorpo­
ration of the local grammars. The results against Reuters data sets for both cases are 
presented in Table 5.2 below.
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Table 5.2: Precision, Recall and F-Measure results of NExtract against Reuters data 
sets. LG and CR stand for Local Grammar and Capitalisation Rules respectively.
Set R P P&R
(^=1)
2P&R
(/d=0.5)
P&2R
(/)=2)
CR only 89% 57% 69.78% 61.67% 80.36%1 CR&LG 87% 90% 88.69% 87.74% 89.66%
CR only 87% 51% 64.42% 55.64% 76.47%2 CR&LG 88% 89% 88.34% 88.47% 88.21%
CR only 90% 52% 65.85% 56.61% 78.69%3 CR&LG 92% 84% 87.40% 85.07% 89.86%
CR only 90% 51% 64.92% 55.52% 78.14%4 CR&LG 92% 90% 87.40% 90.26% 91.73%
CR only 91% 49% 63.40% 53.64% 77.49%5 CR&LG 89% 83% 86.18% 84.53% 87.89%
CR only 89% 58% 70.40% 62.55% 80.51%6 CR&LG 91% 93% 91.91% 92.36% 91.47%
CR only 91% 55% 68.62% 59.86% 80.38%7 CR&LG 90% 90% 89.97% 90.11% 89.84%
CR only 88% 57% 68.98% 61.15% 79.10%8 CR&LG 8W% 85% 87.24% 86.17% 88.34%
CR only 91% 56% 69.43% 60.83% 80.86%9 CR&LG 91% 89% 90.14% 89.40% 90.88%
CR only 90% 56% 69.28% 60.78% 80.53%10 CR&LG 90% 89% 89.59% 89.32% 89.87%
CR only 93% 52% 66.92% 57.35% 80.32%11 CR&LG 93% 86% 89.33% 87.24% 91.53%
CR only 86% 59% 69.57% 62.58% 78.33%12 CR&LG 90% 93% 91.65% 92.72% 90.60%
CR only 90% 54% 67% 59% 79%Average CR&LG 90% 88% 89% 89% 90%
The results against these sets show that NExtract performs much better when the local 
grammars of LG-Finder are incorporated. It is able to recognise the same number of 
person and organisation names (i.e. obtain the same recall score - 90%) at a 34% higher 
precision score, and thus an average F-Measure higher by 10% of those obtained when 
only the capitalisaton rules are used. The remaining slight decrease in its performance
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though was mainly due to two reasons: (1) capitalised words mistakenly classified as 
organisation names while they in fact refer to artifacts (e.g. ADSL: Asymmetrical Dig­
ital Subscriber Line, DVD: Digital Versatile Disc, IPO: Initial Public Offering, or DIY: 
Do It Yourself). This type of words of course appeared out of our local grammar and 
were often unacompanied by any disambiguation cues (internal and external evidences) 
that would help their correct classification; and (2) organisation names preceded by a 
sentence start word, which could be an adjective like "Aew" preceding the organisation 
name “5T ”’ in (e.g. New B T  boss puts axe to costs.) or a noun like ^Bales”, which 
makes ^^Sales of ISAs^' in (e.g. Sales of IS As more than halved in February ...) looks 
like an organisation name with a preposition phrase attachment. The correct identi­
fication of these names in such constructions is still problematic to NExtract. There 
are many cases where such types of word form a part of organisation names (e.g. New 
Zealand Council for Education Research) and their omission may result in partially 
identified names. Moreover, the three F-Measure values (P&R, 2P&R, and P&2R) are 
too close to each other and all are in the range of ninety percent. This means that 
the identification and classification capabilities of our named entity recognition system 
are equally high and none is better than the other. The main contributor to such a 
good performance is the classification algorithm used within PN Classifier component, 
which delays the disambiguation of initially capitalised words appearing outside the 
local grammar until this grammar is fully applied and its captures of person and organ­
isation names are stored and then used in a subroutine that is only responsible for the 
classification of initially capitalised words appearing outside the local grammar. This 
algorithm takes advantage of the local grammar high accuracy classification rate.
Table 5.3 below shows the precision and recall results obtained when applying only 
LG-Finder’s local grammars to recognise person and organisation names in the same 
Reuters evaluation data sets. These results clearly show that these local grammars 
capture around 26% of the name strings with a 90% precision rate. The decrease in 
the precision results of Set 4 (7%), Set 6 (8%), and Set 8 (12%) was largely due to 
surnames (names) wrongly classified as organisation names. This wrong classification 
was caused by local grammar rules (e.g. (4) in Section 5.2.1) that only identify proper 
noun candidates and leave their semantic disambiguation for a later stage in which all
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single word organisation name candidates are checked against the recognised full person 
names. Note that such type of misclassifications happen only if person full names are 
not recognised earlier by other local grammar rules.
Table 5.3: Precision, Recall and F-Measure results of NExtract applying only the local 
grammar rules to Reuters data sets.
Set R P P& R
(/)=!)
2P& R
(/3=0.5)
P& 2R
iP=2)
1 44% 92% 59.06% 75.12% 48.66%
2 25% 91% 39.53% 59.86% 29.51%
3 10% 94% 17.35% 34.00% 11.64%
4 40% 83% 54.15% 68.43% 44.81%
5 24% 88% 37.42% 57.19% 27.81%
6 21% 82% 33.90% 52.22% 25.09%
7 27% 95% 42.02% 63.08% 31.51%
8 16% 78% 26.32% 43.60% 18.84%
9 24% 93% 38.05% 59.07% 28.07%
10 31% 95% 46.92% 67.4#% 35.97%
11 21% 88% 33.71% 53.57% 24.59%
12 28% 95% 43.18% 64.19% 32.53%
Average 26% 90% 39% 58% 30%
Table 5.4 shows the results of NExtract against sets of news texts published in 1989 
by Wall Street Journal. Again these results show that our NER system performs much 
better when the local grammars of LG-Finder are used. It obtains a slightly lower 
recall score - 74%) at a 24% higher precision score, and thus an average F-Measure 
higher by 11% of those obtained when only the capitalisaton rules are used. However, 
the average F-Measure value (70%) scored by NExtract against these data sets is lower 
than that scored against Reuters data sets (90%). The main reason for this 20% drop 
in performance is that most of the recognised proper nouns were found outside the 
local grammar rules and thus classified using the marker lexicons. In addition, we 
have noticed the existence of a high number of artifact and medical names like those 
refering to car models (e.g. Accord of Honda, Camry of ” Toyota, Taurus of Ford 
etc.), bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) and deoxyribonucleicacid (DNA) in WSJ 
evaluation texts. Note that the news articles in these sets are not on financial topics 
and found (using LG-Finder) to contain a similar but smaller set of the local grammars 
found around reporting verbs occurring in Reuters news texts. The three F-Measure 
values obtained by NExtract against these data sets are approximately equal and thus
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confirm the conclusion about the performance of our system made above.
Table 5.4: Precision, Recall and F-Measure results of NExtract against WSJ data sets. 
LG and GR stand for Local Grammar and Gapitalisation Rules respectively.
Set R P P&R
iP=f)
2P&R
(/?=0.5)
P&2R
(/?=2)
CR only 88% 43% 57.26% 47.42% 72.28%
CR&LG 75% 61% 67.74% 63.81% 72.19%
2 CR only 85% 38% 52.60% 42.76% 68.32%
CR&LG 82% 75% 78.27% 76.10% 80.58%
3 CR only 84% 41% 55.31% 45.92% 69.52%
CR&LG 76% 76% 75.84% 75.84% 75.84%
CR only 82% 39% 53.14% 43.83% 67.49%
CR&cLC 73% 65% 69.04% 66.86% 71.37%
5
CR only 82% 46% 59.17% 50.62% 71.18%
CR&LC 71% 68% 69.14% 68.23% 70.07%
0 CR only 89% 37% 52.39% 42.04% 69.52%
CR&LC 82% 71% 75.99% 72.22% 79.39%
j CR only 79% 43% 56.15% 47.78% 68.06%
CR&LC 76% 70% 73.02% 71.12% 75.03%
g CR only 83% 47% 59.92% 51.40% 71.81%
CR&LC 79% 70% 74.86% 72.10% 77.46%
g CR 81% 53% 63.83% 56.73% 72.94%
CR&LC 74% 73% 73.51% 73.40% 73.61%
10 CR only 78% 62% 68.99% 64.54% 74.10%CR&LC 78% 62% 68.99% 64.54% 74.10%
% %
CR only 55% 57% 55.90% 56.70% 55.12%
CR&LC 55% 57% 55.90% 56.70% 55.12%
12 CR only 70% 29% 40.52% 32.38% 54.15%CR&LC 64% 62% 62.80% 62.16% 63.45%
CR only 80% 44% 56% 49% 68%
J A .  V c i  d g c CR&LC 74% 68% 70% 69% 72%
The precision and recall scores obtained by NExtract for PERSON and ORGANISA­
TION types in Renters and WSJ data sets are shown individually in Appendix B.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented our local grammar-named entity recognition system 
- NExtract. While similar systems are based on rules manually compiled from tagged 
corpora, the most advantageous feature of our system is its reliance on local grammar 
rules that are automatically acquired from untagged corpora. In addition, the rules 
implemented in systems similar to NExtract are already reported in the literature and 
only describe a limited set of person and organisation name constraints, which are 
either drawn from their internal syntactic structures (e.g. first names or company 
designators) or from their very immediate contexts (e.g. job titles or human-action 
verbs). This fact makes the compilation of this type of rule very costly as it requires 
the visual investigation of almost all occurrences of proper nouns to be extracted.
Our local grammar is first implemented into FSTs by using a local grammar graph 
editor (Unitex) and then plugged into the local grammar base (PN LG Base) of our 
NER system. We believe that this ^^plug-irf  ^ strategy helps us make NExtract more 
portable and able to deal with the challenge of questions (1) and (2): Does a NER 
system have to be reengineered whenever news texts in different domains and languages 
are to be analysed? and What would be needed if  new named entity categories are 
set to be recognised? It dramatically reduces the need for re-engineering this system 
whenever texts in a new domain are to be analysed, and additional or new categories of 
proper nouns are to be extracted. In addition, our local grammar shows a good ability 
in recognising person and organisation names having unconventional or complicated 
structures. This advantageous feature of our local grammar allows NExtract to face 
the challenge raised by questions (4) and (5), which are How can a NER system properly 
tokenise organisation names? and Can we use rules developed for a NER system in 
other related applications without major changes? respectively.
Our local grammar-named entity recognition system was tested against Reuters and 
WSJ data sets and scored a 90% and 70% F-Measure respectively. We believe that this 
is a good performance as the highest F-Measure scored by NExtract is just 1.32% less 
than the best score achieved in MUC-7 and the lowest F-Measure value is better than 
the worst score reported in this competition.
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Finally, while most of the rules incorporated in our NER system have a direct ability 
to recognise the relation between a person and the company he/she works for, none 
of those used in existing counterparts has such an ability. The automatic recognition 
of such relations is of great importance to several natural language tasks, including 
question-answering tasks as shown in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
A Prototype for R estricted  
Dom ain Question-Answering
6.1 Introduction
During the last decade, the research into Question-Answering (QA) has been largely 
driven by the TREC^ QA tracks and directed at open domain documents and fairly 
restricted types of questions including; location, monetary, biography and definition 
questions (Voorhees 2004). The best accuracy score achieved by these QA tracks has 
been 70% (Light, Ittycheriah, Latto & McCracken 2003). While such a high score has 
had a positive impact on researchers in the field of open domain QA, it did not satisfy 
real world users who are likely to be more interested in a set of questions that can 
only be answered through restricted domain documents (Chung et al. 2004). In this 
chapter we propose a small-scale QA that uses financial news texts to answer questions 
involving relations between people and organisations in the financial domain: who are 
these people, what organisation do they work for, and in what capacity. On its own, 
our QA prototype is not a huge advance in question answering systems per se, but it 
does have advantage over other similar QA systems because it relies on automatically 
acquired local grammar rules that are able to extract person-organisation relationships
^TREC - the series of text retrieval workshops co-sponsored by both the US Department of Defense 
and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
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at the same time as the names themselves. Below we illustrate how our automatically 
acquired local grammar rules can be used to answer questions about people in financial 
sector.
(1) ” ORG TITLE PN said
(2) ” PN of ORG said
(3) ” ORG :s PN said
(4) said PN , TITLE of ORG .
(5) said PN of ORG .
(6) said PN TITLE at ORG .
These rules established by LG-Finder learn semantic relations linking a Person Name 
(PN) to the organisation (ORG) he/she works for, expressed either through a job title 
(TITLE) string (1); a locative preposition (2) and (5); a possessive apostrophe (3); or 
through a combination of a comma, job title string and locative preposition (4) and (6). 
What is interesting here is that these relations help find answers for both factoid and 
list domain specific questions, such as: Who is PN? Who does PN work for? Who works 
for ORG?, or Who are the TITLEs in ORG?. For example, rule (1) when implemented 
in Finite State Transducer (FST) and applied to a text like
. . . ” ETUG General Secretary John Monks said . . .
marks out General Secretary as the post of John Monks at ETUG (European Trade 
Union Confederation), which can be used as an answer for Who is John Monks? factoid
question. Similarly, rule (5) returns Robert Jukes, Neil Soss and Dexter Tolan locates
answers for a list question like Who works for Credit Suisse First Boston? when applied 
to:
. . .  sa id  Robert Jukes of Credit Suisse First Boston .
. . .  sa id  Neil Soss of Credit Suisse First Boston .
. . .  sa id  Dexter Tolan of Credit Suisse First Boston .
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The rules given examples above, represent a small sampling of the local grammar of 
the class of person names that we have automatically acquired from a financial news 
corpus using the method introduced in Chapter 4. Thus, a fundamental aim of our QA 
system is to acquire the local grammar from a given corpus, since by doing so we have 
a means of addressing a small but important sub-set of questions relating to the same 
corpus. This approach to QA has been investigated using the financial news corpus 
(RFC) we built out of the RCVl Reuters text corpus. In section 6.2 we summarise 
key issues about the QA task, and in section 6.3 we illustrate how answer extraction 
rules are derived from our local grammar of person names, implemented into finite 
state transducers and used for QA. In section 6.4 we detail the core parts of our QA 
prototype, which is tailored to answer questions about people in the world of finance. In 
section 6.6 we describe the evaluation method used to assess our approach for QA and 
discuss results from a number of experiments carried out in order to test the system.
6.2 Background
In general, search engines return a page with the answer among the top-ranking pages 
(e.g. the first ten pages), but the tedious task of exactly locating the answer within the 
documents is something left to the user (Kwok, Etzioni & Weld 2001). The aim of a 
question-answering system, on the other hand, is to return an exact answer in response 
to a user’s question. More specifically, the goal of a QA system is to allow users to ask 
natural language questions and receive short answers, possibly supported by validating 
contexts (Hirschamn & Gaisauskas 2001). Usually, users like to ask a question, such as 
Who wrote King Lear? in a natural language rather than asking it in a search engine 
dependent syntax like (write OR written OR author) AND (King Lear) (Radev, Qi, 
Zhiping, Blair-Goldensohn, Zhang, Fan & Prager 2001). To achieve such an aim, a 
QA system has to analyse the natural language question, consult with various types of 
resources (e.g. knowledge bases, text collections or WWW), and present the answer in 
an appropriate format. Thus it must take into consideration some dimensions, namely, 
the applications for this system, the types of users (e.g. casual, real world users), the 
type of questions to be answered, the format of the answers, the methods to be used
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to evaluate the system, and the way the system should present its responses^.
QA systems generally use open domain documents (mainly news articles) as a source 
of knowledge. Restricted domain documents are less used for QA because of their more 
limited sources and processing difficulties - the existing natural language techniques are 
not ready yet to fully deal with domain restricted documents. Nevertheless, general 
approaches being exploited to develop QA systems in either domain are similar; the 
only difference is with a difference in the text processing module used to improve the 
answer extraction. The next section contrasts QA in open and restricted domains and 
describes existing approaches in question-answering in order to highlight the advances 
featured in our QA approach.
6.2 .1  C urrent A pproaches to  Q uest ion-A nsw ering
Typically, a QA system employs a single pipeline architecture which consists of three 
main components: question analysis, search and answer extraction (Chu-Carroll, Prager, 
Welty, Czuba & Ferrucci 2002). Recent work has tried to improve performance by ei­
ther incorporating feedback loops or using multiple answering agents to process the 
same question in parallel. F igure 6.1^ shows a generic architecture for a QA system 
of six analysis stages. The following is a brief description of each of these stages:
1. Question Analysis: to analyse the natural language question into forms that can 
be used in subsequent stages.
2. Document Collection Pre-processing: to index the text collections so that real­
time QA is possible.
3. Candidate Document Selection: to select a subset of documents/passages likely 
to contain the answer.
4. Document Analysis: to further analyse candidate documents, especially if more 
detailed analysis was needed.
longer discussion about these dimensions is available in Hirschman & Gaisauskas (2001).
^The doted components in this diagram should be optional and their use depends totally on the
application where the QA system will be used.
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5. Answer Extraction: to extract and rank answers according to the probability of 
being correct.
6. Response Generation: to put answers in a predefined format, possibly in a dia­
logue context.
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Figure 6.1: A generic architecture for a QA system (Hirschman & Gaisauskas, 2001).
One could also think of QA systems as a pipeline consisting of two major modules: (a) 
An information retrieval engine that retrieves a subset of documents/passages which 
are likely to contain answers for a given question; (b) An answer identifier module that 
identifies a substring of the sentence that is likely to be an answer and assigns a score 
to it (Echihabi & Marcu 2003).
The design of our QA system follows the second architecture but with the elimination 
of the search engine module, which is mainly used to reduce the answer search and 
extraction time. The use of Finite State Transducers (FSTs) to find answers for our 
QA system helps us achieve more or less similar reduction in answer extraction time. 
In addition, because our restricted QA system deals only with a small set of questions 
makes its need for an advanced question analysis module unnecessary, the retrieval 
of answer extraction rules much easier, and an answer ranking algorithm avoidable -
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each FST responds only to one question type and when it finds a match produces an 
unambiguous answer.
6.2 .2  R estr icted  D om ain  Q uest ion-A nsw ering
The use of QA systems in restricted domain dates back as far as the LUNAR (Woods 
1977) and BASEBALL (Green, Wolf, Chomsky & Laughery 1986) systems, which 
worked over databases. Recent research efforts have been mainly directed toward find­
ing precise and short answers in large document collections, including the WWW. 
Nevertheless, the use of QA in restricted domains appears to be increasing again, as 
witnessed in ACL04 and AAAl-05 workshops, which emphasise the importance of QA 
applications in a document collection restricted in subject and volume, such as operat­
ing systems manuals, medical encyclopedia, CIA factbooks or biographical documents. 
These restricted domain QA systems have some characteristics that cannot be satisfied 
only by using the techniques developed recently for open domain QA, particularly those 
within the TREC competitions as pointed out in Doan-Nguyen & Kosseim (2004b). 
These characteristics can be described as follows:
1. Only few documents may contain correct answers to a given question. This fact 
may lead to a decrease in the system performance, which depends greatly on the 
redundancy of answer occurrences in the document collection, as shown in Light, 
Mann, Rilo & Breck (2003).
2. Restricted domain documents contain specific terminology and word meanings, 
which are difficult to process using lexical and semantic techniques based on 
general lexicons and thesauri such as Wordnet.
3. A restricted domain QA system is often required to accept complex questions in 
various forms and styles and return complete and clear answers. In contrast, tech­
niques generally used with open domain QA are developed to deal with questions 
of single, well-defined and simple semantic classification constituents, including 
PERSON, TIME, LOCATION and QUANTITY.
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Nevertheless, not all restricted domain QA systems have to incorporate these character­
istics. The nature of the source of knowledge (documents) and question types involved 
play a major role in defining the characteristics of restricted domain QA systems. For 
example, BioGrapher adopts a restricted domain approach to open domain question 
types. In other words, it tries to find answers for biography questions like Who is 
Sir John Hale? in documents of biography domain (Tsur, de Rijke & Simaan 2004). 
WEBCOOP works over documents in the tourism domain, which is considered as half 
way between an open domain and a restricted domain, such as weather forecasts and 
Unix technical manuals (Benamara 2004).
Our QA system takes advantage of the local grammar of person names we have dis­
covered in financial news articles to find answers for factoid questions about people 
(e.g. Who is PN?)  and list questions about organisations (e.g. Who works for ORG?). 
The idea is to adopt a restricted domain approach to such question types and tackle 
them from news in a specific domain. This will help to obtain unambiguous answers 
for questions aiming at person names that could refer to people different from those 
posed in the question. For example, the answer for a factoid question like Who is John 
Monks? would be the General Secretary of the European Trade Unions Confederation 
(ETUG) and the American landscape and sheep painter when tackled from financial 
news and biography documents respectively. Financial news articles are a necessity 
for our QA system - they are widely available, their content of people information is 
updated on a daily basis and cover figures for whom biographical information is not 
present in biography collections as yet. The use of financial news articles also helps us 
apply the same evaluation techniques used to evaluate open domain QA approaches. 
These techniques are based on data redundancy and require sets of test questions, 
which are usually too costly for restricted domain evaluators to obtain (Doan-Nguyen 
& Kosseim 2004a, Diekema, Yilmazel & Liddy 2004). We considered an alternative 
direction to evaluate our QA system: the use of a user-based evaluation rather than 
a generic one (i.e. to get biographers to evaluate the answers returned by our QA 
system). This evaluation style is advocated by Diekema et al. (2004) who claim that 
such an evaluation tactic helps identify areas important to users including, system 
performance, answers, database content, display, and expectations. Doan-Nguyen and
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Kosseim (2004), on the other hand, proposed methods to improve the precision of re­
stricted domain QA systems through the improvement of information retrieval module 
and its results. However, Their methods cannot be applied to our QA system as it does 
not incorporate an information retrieval module. Our evalutaion strategy is discussed 
in details in Section 6.6.
6.3 Answer E xtraction  R ules
The core task of question-answering is to read natural language texts, consume their 
content, and then answer freely phrased questions about them. There have been many 
approaches to achieve this task. Open domain questions are usually answered through 
a relatively shallow text analysis, which is made possible by the wide availability of 
open domain texts. In contrast, restricted domain QA systems can take advantage of 
the formatting and style conventions in the text, making use of the domain terminology, 
and full parsing. In the following we describe how style conventions used around person 
names in financial news articles helped us formulate extraction rules for our QA system.
Recall from Chapter 4 that journalists seem to follow a consistent style to introduce 
people in news stories. They frequently use linguistic patterns having slots of person, 
organisation and title names and occur in the proximity of reporting verbs (e.g. said, 
told). These patterns, for us, form a local grammar of person names in financial news 
articles, each of which can be used to fill an Information Extraction (IE) template that 
captures information about one person, including his name (PN), job title (TITLE), 
and the name, type (MOD) and location (LOG) of the organisation (ORG) he works 
for. For example, the rule said PN, TITLE of ORG. can be used to fill a template 
for Don Roose from said Don Roose, president of U.S. Commodities Inc. as shown in 
F igure 6.2 below.
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<PERSON> :=
PN: Don Roose
TITLE: President
ORG: U.S. Commodities Inc.
MOD: N/A
LOG: N/A
Figure 6.2: An example of a person template. N/A stands for not applicable.
Following what is discussed in Hirschamn & Gaisauskas (2001), filling this template 
from large volumes of financial news texts results in a structured database of biograph­
ical information about people in this domain. In the context of question-answering, 
this database can be viewed as a source of knowledge for questions about figures in 
the financial sector. For example, its entry for Don Roose can answer questions, such 
as Who is Don Roose?, Where does Don Roose work?. Who is the president of U.S. 
Commodities?, and What is the title of Don Roose at U.S. Commodities Inc.?. This 
fact leads us to believe that our set of local grammar rules has the ability not only to 
recognise person and organisation names but also to answer a specific set of questions 
about them. The challenge, however, is still to demonstrate how these rules can be 
implemented into FSTs and used to tackle questions from financial news texts.
As discussed in Chapter 5, our local grammar rules can be implemented into cascades 
of FSTs and used to tag person and organisation names in financial news texts. In 
the following, we illustrate how the same cascades are modified and incorporated for 
our QA task. As an example, consider the set of local grammar rules introduced in 
Section 6.1 above. The modified FST cascade of these rules is shown in F ig u re  6.3. 
The difference between these cascades and their original versions used for named entity 
task is negligible. While the modified cascades use the recognised names as answers, the 
original ones assign semantic categories (PN, ORG etc.) to them. For example, the first 
cascade in F igure 6.3 below returns Don Roose is the president of U.S. Commodities 
Inc. as an answer for Who is Don Roose? when the named entities in the above 
description of Don Roose are recognised.
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Figure 6.3: Cascade transducers for QA.
However, there are other modifications, which we needed to make before these FST 
cascades were applied to extract answers. These modifications and the way they have 
been achieved are discussed in the next section.
6.4 P rototyp e Overview
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, there are two major architectures for QA systems: a 
question analysis, search and answer extraction or information retrieval and answer 
extraction pipelined modules. In this section we present an overview of our restricted 
domain QA prototype, which belong to the first architecture with FST-based question 
analysis and answer extraction modules as shown in F igure 6.4 below. This prototype 
does not incorporate an independent search module at the present time. The FSTs 
search all the document collection for a submitted question. In addition, the LG-Finder 
component incorporated in our QA prototype is an advantage over other QA system of 
its type. It provides one step in the automatic acquisition of its local grammar (answer
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extraction) rules from different types of news, and thus increases its portability.
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Figure 6.4: Prototype Architecture
The explanation of the functionality of the question analysis and answer extraction 
components follows.
6.4 .1  Q uestion  A nalysis
Out of a given natural language question, this component produces three different 
strings: the reference to retrieve the appropriate answer cascade transducer (Quest 
Transducer), the type of the question target (Quest Type), and the target string (Quest 
Value). The extraction of such strings is achieved through a shallow parser that relies 
on a base of regular expressions expressing the structure of a set of questions envisaged 
and used with our QA prototype. This tactic proved to be effective for us as our QA
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prototype is only designed to deal with a limited set of questions. The question analysis 
is usually done using both semantic and syntactic analyses. Example of questions that 
our prototype can answer are shown in Table 6.1 below.
Table 6.1: Examples of the questions that can be answered by our QA prototype.
Question Abstraction Question Example
Who is PN? Who is Bill Gates?
Who works for ORG? Who works for Microsoft?
Who is the TITLE of ORG? Who is the Ghairman of Microsoft?
Who are the TITLEs of ORG? Who are the executives of Microsoft?
What is the business type of ORG? What is the business type of Microsoft?
What is the role of PN in ORG? What is the role of Bill Gate in Microsoft?
Where does PN work? Where does Bill Gates work?
6.4 .2  A nsw er E xtraction
Once the Quest Type, Quest Transducer and Quest Value are passed, this component 
first retrieves the transducer to be used to find the answer for the input question, fill 
it with the question value and then applies it to Reuters Financial Corpus (RFC) to 
find the answer. If found, the answer is put in the format already defined with each 
transducer. Otherwise, a failure message is returned. As might have been noticed, no 
ranking algorithm is used to tell which of the returned answers is more likely to be the 
correct one. The local grammar chosen to be incorporated in our QA prototype does 
not allow false positives and filters them out. Our QA prototype architecture differs 
from a generic one in that it does not have a document pre-processing dialogue or 
response models. At this stage this prototype finds answers through the mining of the 
whole raw text collection - the use of finite state transducers compensates to a certain 
extent for the decrease in speed produced by not employing an information retrieval 
engine to retrieve only documents/passages likely to have the answer. Our current QA 
version is not interactive as yet in the sense that users are not given the ability to 
converse with it either verbally or in writing and cannot put answers in a format of 
their own choice.
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6.5 P roto typ e Im plem entation
The implementation of our prototype is achieved through the use of some of Unitex^ 
components: Normalise; Fst2Txt; Tokenize; Grf2Fst2; Dico; Locate; Concord; 
and Extract. These components are managed and called from a Java class to first pre- 
process the document collection and then apply the question FST cascades to search for 
answers. The pre-processing of the document collection is achieved through Normalise, 
Fst2Txt Tokenize and Dico components, which are respectively applied to turn every 
sequence of separators (e.g. space, tab, new line) in the text collection into one, split 
our text collection into sentences and then tokenise the recognised sentences. The 
question FST cascades are modified and applied using the Grf2Fst2, Locate, Goncord 
and Extract components. These components help compile the question FST cascade 
once it is filled by the question type, locate and extract the FST instantiations once 
they are recognised.
Note that the Java source code developed for our question-answering prototype to­
gether with the G++ programs borrowed from Unitex are provided on the compact disc 
submitted with this thesis.
6.6 Evaluation Strategy and Experim ental R esu lts
We wished to compare our QA system with other existing system and therefore exam­
ined previously used evaluation tactics. Typically, open domain QA systems classify 
the questions into factoid, other and list types, which determine the features of the 
answer requested. Once documents relating to a certain question have been retrieved, 
natural language text processing techniques are then applied to identify candidate an­
swer sentences in the document collection. Sentences that contain more keywords from 
the original question and match a predefined answer pattern are given higher score 
and selected for answer extraction. Since there are cases where the correctness of the 
selected answers is difficult to judge, many systems have taken advantage of the redun­
dancy (i.e. the number of similar documents) of the Web to develop answer verification
‘http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/
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tactics (Banko, Brill, Dumais & Lin 2002, Buchholz 2001). These evaluation tactics, 
however, are less useful to restricted domain systems, which do not have the luxury of 
using the Web redundancy. Alternatively, Diekema et al. (2004) recommended that 
the evaluation of a restricted domain QA system should be situated in the task, do­
main, and user community for which the system is developed. This could be true for 
restricted domain systems that work over a very specialised document collection (e.g. 
medicine, law), address tasks involving complicated and specialised questions, and aim 
at advanced users.
Our system can be categorised as half way between open and restricted domain QA 
systems. It works over financial news documents to tackle factoid questions requesting 
short information about people in financial sector. Further, its questions and answers 
are short and can be easily understood by both average and specialised users. These 
facts make us believe that the performance of this system can be assessed using the 
open domain evaluation methods used to evaluate systems participated in TREC QA 
tracks; these are explained in the following section.
6.6 .1  T R E C  Q uestion -A nsw ering  E valuation
Participants in TREC QA tracks are asked to return only five answer snippets of either 
a 50 or 250 byte length for each question together with the identification number of the 
document {document-id) from which the answers were retrieved. The returned answers 
are judged based on the type of the question they answer. The evaluation method used 
to assess factoid questions differs from this applied to list or definition questions. A 
brief explanation of the recent evaluation methods used with these types of questions 
follows:
Factoid  questions: answers for factual questions should be either [document-id, 
answer-string] pairs or NIL when it is believed that a factoid question does not have 
an answer in the document collection. When returned, factoid answers are assigned 
one of the following judgments:
1. incorrect: if the answer string is either not responsive (i.e. containing the ap­
propriate units) or does not contain the right answer.
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2. n o t supported: if the answer string is correct but the document identity is 
wrong.
3. n o t exact: if extra information is returned with both correct answer string and 
document identity.
4. correct: if both the answer string and the document identity are correct.
The main evaluation score of a factoid question is accuracy, which is expressed as the 
fraction of factoid questions judged correct. NIL responses, on the other hand, are 
judged using the recall and precision scores. The NIL precision is the ratio of the 
number of times NIL is returned correct to all number of times NIL is returned. The 
NIL Recall is the ratio of the number of times NIL is returned correct to all correct 
NIL. In the case where there are no returned NIL answers, NIL precision and NIL recall 
are considered as undefined and zero respectively.
List questions: a list is judged using the same evaluation methodology of factoid 
question as this type of question can be thought as shorthand for asking the same 
factoid question multiple times. For example, the list question Who works for Jardine 
Fleming? is the shorthand for recursively asking the factoid Where does George Hou 
work?. Where does Henry Strutt work? or Where does Charles Cheung work?
O th er questions: the extraction of answers for other question type is beyond the 
ability of the question-answering prototype presented in this chapter. A good review 
on their evaluation methods is given in Voorhees (2004).
6.6 .2  E valuation  R esu lts
In order to evaluate our approach to QA in financial restricted domain, we had to 
provide two essential prerequisites: a financial news test corpus and a list of people 
and organisations in the domain of finance to ask our prototype about. We used a 
tiny part of the RFC (news of 15 days; % 25 MBytes) as our test corpus and a list 
of person and organisation names compiled from another smaller and different set of 
RFC news using our named entity extractor NExtract (see chapter 5). This criterion
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was adopted to make sure that our prototype is asked about people and organisations 
from the same time period as RFC (1996-1997). Out of this list, we have randomly 
chosen a small number of names (see Table 6.2) to evaluate the performance of our QA 
prototype on both factoid {Who is PN?) and list {Who works for ORG?) questions. 
There are other four factoid questions that can be answered by our QA prototype. 
These questions include Where does PN work?, What is the role of PN at ORG?, Who 
is the TITLE of ORG?, and finally. What is the business type of ORG?. We do not 
use these question in the evaluation plan because the local grammar rules exploited for 
their answer extraction are similar to those implemented for the first two.
Table 6.2: Names of people used for the evaluation of our QA prototype.
Person Name Organisation Title
Michel Camdessus International Monetary Fund Managing Director
Hans Tietmeyer Bundesbank President
Glen Colgan Eyres Reed Analyst
Charles Allen CSIRO Chairman
Philip Holt Australian Business Limited Managing Director
David Murray Commonwealth Bank of Australia Chief Executive
Rob Henderson National Australia Bank Chief Economist
Martin Kohlhaussen Commerzbank Chief Executive
Christian Noyer Bank of France chairman
Jacques Sauter European Commission President
James Wolfensohn World Bank President
Hans Kunnen Bank of New South Wales Economist
We recall that answers for factual questions should be either [document-id, answer- 
string] pairs or NIL when it is believed that there is no answer for a factoid question 
in the document collection. For a found answer, our prototype just returns its string 
without the document-id where it was found. This number was introduced in TREC 
QA evaluation exercise first to help make sure that the returned answers were found in 
the official data collection and nowhere else and second to make the human assessment 
of correctness of the answers easier. When no answer is found, our prototype returns 
a failure message, which we take as a NIL answer.
W ho is P N ?: The results of the factoid question Who is PN? are shown in Table 
6.3 below. There are 19 correct answers out of 20 and 4 correct NILs out of 4 NILs. 
These results render an 95% accuracy rate and 100% NIL recall and precision for our 
QA prototype. Further, the fifteen found answers returned by our prototype for this
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question type form around 24% of all the possible answers actually existing in the 
test collection. This number should not be considered low as long as every question 
receives at least one correct answer. The evaluation of QA systems is mostly to test the 
correctness of their answers and not to ascertain how many answers are returned for 
one question type. Nonetheless, this number (24%) indicates that the local grammar 
rules used with this question are able to extract a quarter of all possible answers for 
this question.
Table 6.3: The evaluation results for the factoid question: Who is PN?. A A: the 
number of Actual Answers returned by the system. PA: the number of Possible Answers 
manually identified in the test text collection. WA: the number of wrong answers.
Question AA WA PA
Michel Camdessus? 3 0 14
Hans Tietmeyer? 6 0 33
Glen Colgan? 1 0 1
Charles Allen? 0 0 0
Philip Holt? 0 0 0
Who is David Murray? 1 0 1
Rob Henderson? 1 0 1
Martin Kohlhaussen? 0 0 0
Christian Noyer? 0 0 0
Jacques Santer? 0 0 5
James Wolfensohn? 1 0 6
Hans Kunnen? 2 0 2
The reason behind the failure of the answer extraction of the question Who is Jacques 
Santer? is that this name did not appear in any instantiations of this question type 
local grammar rules. The current version of our QA prototype does not offer any 
solution for such types of answer failure. Nevertheless, a future solution could be the 
use of a passage retrieval engine such as Okapi-Pack^ to retrieve passages including the 
target of this question type (i.e. the person name in this case) and then present those 
amongst the answers that contain job titles close to the person names.
W ho works fo r  ORG?: We follow a similar procedure as above to assess the per­
formance on the list question Who works for ORG?. This question is a shorthand of 
Where does PN work?. The organisation names in Table 6.2 were considered for this 
test. The results obtained for this question are shown in Table 6.4. The average accu-
h^ttp://www.soi.city.ac.uk/~andym/OKAPI-PACK/
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racy rate achieved for this question is 94.7% - 18 answers are correct out of 19 returned 
by our prototype. The NIL recall and precision scores for this question are both 100% 
as the number and correctness of returned NIL responses were equal to what manually 
found in the test corpus. In addition, our prototype returned 14 correct answers out 
of 40 possible ones. That is our local grammar rules cover about 35% of people names 
relating to the list of organisation names under investigation.
Table 6.4: The evaluation results for the list question: Who works for ORG?.
Question AA WA PA
International Monetary Fund? 1 0 6
Bundesbank? 4 1 9
Eyres Reed? 1 0 1
CSIRO? 0 0 0
Australian Business Limited? 0 0 0
Who works for Commonwealth Bank of Australia? 0 0 0
National Australia Bank? 1 0 1
Commerzbank? 3 0 4
Bank of France? 2 0 3
European Commission? 1 0 4
World Bank? 2 0 12
Bank of New South Wales? 0 0 0
The only wrong answer for this question was with its instantiation Who work for Bun­
desbank?. The returned wrong answer was But works for Bundesbank. The remedy 
for such error is simply by adding a filtration stage, which, for example, rejects an­
swers that only have the word ‘But’ appearing before the word ‘works’ in the answer 
phrase. The other three correct answers contained names that did not appear in the 
list originally chosen for this evaluation: Otmar Issing and Johann Wilhelm Gaddum.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we have tried to address question (6) posed in Chapter 1: Gan we use 
rules developed for a NER system in other related applications without major changes ? 
We have shown how our local grammar of person and organisation names can be used 
for a small-scale restricted domain question-answering application. The prototype de­
veloped for this purpose takes advantage of the information extraction capability of
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this grammar to extract answers for a limited set of natural language questions from 
financial news texts. These questions involve financial players: who are they, who do 
they work for, and in what capacity.
The evaluation of our question-answering prototype involves finding answers for twenty 
two questions of two different types: Who is PN? and Who works for ORG?. The re­
sults of this evaluation showed that our prototype managed to answer 68% of the sub­
mitted questions (fifteen out of twenty two questions) with a 95% average accuracy rate. 
We believe that these results are encourging based on the convention known amongst 
the question-answering research community, which compromises recall in favour of pre­
cision.
The current version of our question-answering prototype only returns answers for the 
exact name form included in the question submitted by users. In other words, it does 
not perform any kind of analysis to locate answers for the morphological variants of this 
name. For example, if the question is Who works for International Monetary Fund?, 
our prototype only searches linguistic constructions containing the organisation name 
international Monetary Fund' and not its acronym iM F ' to answer this question. We 
believe that a way to fix this problem could be the use of an acronym finder component, 
which suggests acronyms for the investigated names so that they can be included in 
the search for the answer of the submitted question. The provision of such component, 
however, is a challenging task and needs the involvement of other tasks, including a 
coreference analysis and the construction of acronym database. These areas of research 
and development fall into our future work agenda.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
The key findings of this research are directly related to the automatic recognition of 
proper nouns, i.e. names, in news texts using the symbolic approach. We have devel­
oped a system which helps automatically acquire the local grammar of proper nouns 
from untagged news text corpora. We use this local grammar, in turn, to recognise 
named entities, and to locate answers for a small-scale question-answering application 
in this type of texts.
To this end, we have reviewed the onomastic behaviour, linguistic characteristics and, 
more significantly, the computational work that has, to date, been carried out in the 
field of proper noun analysis in this genre of texts.
The first step in our research was the development of the local grammar finder (LG- 
Finder) as described in Chapter 4. Unlike existing systems, our LG-Finder is able to 
identify and acquire linguistic patterns (local grammars) without the need for a prior 
named entity analysis. Next we developed the named entity recognition system (NEx- 
tract) as described in Chapter 5. Our named entity recognition system incorporated 
the local grammar rules we identified and acquired using LG-Finder. These rules allow 
NExtract to extract person and organisation names and to identify, in many cases, the 
relationship between them. We then developed a question-answering system for the 
financial domain which takes advantage of the extraction capability of our local gram­
mar rules to deal with a set of natural language questions involving financial players.
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We expand on our contributions to this field and discuss remaining issues relating to 
robustness and portability in this chapter.
The extent of our contributions to this field and the limitations to our study are dis­
cussed in section 7.1 below. In section 7.2, we conclude this chapter by addressing the 
challenging issues of robustness and portability of our local grammar approach to other 
languages.
7.1 C ontributions
To sum up, the major contributions of our work to the domain of named entity recogni­
tion are a system for the automatic acquisition of a local grammar to recognise named 
entities, and the use of this grammar for a small-scale question-answering application. 
This question-answering application is based on cascades of finite-state transducers 
implementing the acquired local grammar. In section 7.1.1 we discuss the achieve­
ment of our local grammar acquisition system and consider its limitations. Section
7.1.2 describes the advantages of our named entity recognition system, NExtract, and 
discusses its drawbacks. In this section 7.1.3 we sum up the contributions of our 
question-answering prototype and discuss the issues limiting its performance.
7.1.1 L ocal G ram m ar A cq u isition
Our system to automatically acquire local grammars of proper nouns (i.e. LG-Finder) 
answers our initial research question: Is there an automatic method one can follow 
to acquire rules for a rule-based NER system? This system is based on observations 
regarding the frequent and special occurrence of person and organisation names around 
reporting verbs in news articles. It acquires local grammars by first collecting all 
the concordances for a given reporting verb collocation pattern and then applying a 
clustering algorithm to put together the most similar concordances. LG-Finder achieved 
an encouraging success rate (88% F-Measure) when tested against a very large corpus 
(69 million tokens) of financial news texts. These results put LG-Finder in the same 
class as counterparts such as Snowball (Agichtein & Gravano 2000) and DIPRE (Brin
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1998) from the efficiency point of view. In terms of the approach used and the extraction 
and recognition capabilities of the acquired grammars, we believe that LG-Finder has 
distinct advantages. While Snowball and DIPRE systems need users to provide a 
seed pattern to begin with, ours starts from a collocation pattern that is, itself, found 
automatically. In addition, while the local grammars acquired by LG-Finder allow the 
extraction of person and organisation names and frequently relate one to another via a 
job title, the grammars extracted by Snowball and DIPRE can only extract organisation 
names and their headquarter locations. One final point about the difference between 
these systems and LG-Finder is that our system, unlike Snowball, acquires linguistic 
patterns without the need of a prior named entity analysis.
Despite these encouraging results, there are cases where the clustering performance 
of LG-Finder may deteriorate. These cases include instantiations comprising names 
made up of common words that exist in the general language dictionary used in the 
generation process of the lexical feature vectors (LFVs). These words are not replaced 
by Xs and hence cause the generation of wrong LFVs and thus the computation of 
wrong Euclidean Distance (EUC), which we use to compute the degree of similarity 
between instantiations. We recall, the first of the two similar instantiations previously 
illustrated in Chapter 4: (a) and (b). These instantiations contain the organisation 
name Commercial, which exists in our dictionary list. This word resulted in a LEV 
different from that of (b) and thus an EUG higher than the threshold (1.41).
(a) said Commercial ’ s analyst Nick Kostopoulos 
said Commercial ’ s chart analyst X  X  .
(b) said ANZ ’ s chief economist Saul Eslake . 
said X  ’ s chief economist X  X  .
To sum up, the clustering algorithm adopted in LG-Finder is still unable to bring 
together local grammar instantiations containing person or organisation names made up 
of common words. This fact, however, does not seriously affect the overall performance 
of LG-Finder as such instantiations do not have a high occurrence frequency.
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7.1.2 N a m e d  E n t i ty  R e c o g n itio n
NExtract is the prototype that we developed to recognise person and organisation 
names in news articles. It is designed in a way that benefits from the portability features 
of our LG-Finder system. As shown in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.2), the local grammars 
acquired by LG-Finder are not embedded within NExtract’s programming code but 
rather externally implemented into finite-state transducers and plugged in through a 
file chooser interface. By doing so, we are able to use our named entity recognition 
prototype to extract person and organisation names from all domains and languages 
where LG-Finder finds accounts for their local grammars and thus address our research 
question (1): Does a NER system have to be re-engineered whenever news texts in 
different domains and languages are to be analysed? Moreover, the inclusion of such a 
‘plug-in’ feature helps address the question (2): What would be needed if  new named 
entity categories are set to be recognised? as well. It facilitates the addition of local 
grammar libraries developed by other researchers for other types of proper nouns. For 
example, we can extend NExtract to extract date expressions and place names by just 
adding their local grammars as developed in Gross (1993) and Maurel Sz Piton (1998) 
respectively. Finally, NExtract addresses our research questions (4) and (5) on How can 
a NER system properly classify unusual person names? and How can a NER system 
properly tokenise organisation names? This is achieved through the local grammars 
themselves. As shown earlier, our local grammars of people and organisation names 
often comprise lexical features that proved helpful to their recognition and tokenisation. 
For example, the most frequent of our local grammar rules “sazd P N , TITLE A T  ORG 
.” contains person and organisation names occurring one after another and separated by 
a comma, job title (TITLE) and locative preposition (AT). Thus, a proper recognition 
of these items (i.e. the comma, title and locative preposition) will definitely lead to a 
proper recognition and tokenisation of the person and organisation names included.
Our named entity recognition system was tested against news articles from both Reuters 
and the Wall Street Journal and scored a 90% and 70% F-Measure respectively. We 
believe that NExtract performs well in comparison to systems evaluated in MUC-7 - 
the highest and lowest F-Measures achieved by the systems in this competition were
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91.32% and 74%.
In spite of these positive results, we have observed certain restrictions of NExtract. This 
prototype may show a severe drop in performance if none of the person and organisation 
names was recognised by the incorporated local grammar. The only disambiguation 
resources available to NExtract, in such a case, are lists of first names and organisation 
markers. In addition, our prototype, like other similar systems, does not perform 
well in recognising artifact and medical names like those referring to car models (e.g. 
Accord of Honda, Camry of Toyota, Taurus of Ford etc.) and medical terms and 
analyses such as Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) and Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid 
(DNA) which are, from time to time, mentioned in news texts. NExtract recognises 
them as organisation names. This fact conflicts with what is suggested by MUC-7’s 
definition (which was discussed in Section 2.3.2.1) of the named entity recognition task 
regarding the classification of organisation names.
7.1 .3  Q uestion  A nsw ering
The task of our question-answering system is to anwer questions about people in the 
financial domain: who are they, who do they work for, and in what capacity. It performs 
this task by taking advantage of the ability of LG-Finder’s local grammars to extract 
relationships between person and organisation names at the same time as the names 
themselves. By doing so, we are able to avoid looking for new rules to achieve this task, 
and thus address our last research question (6): Can we use rules developed for a NER 
system in other related applications without major changes?
The evaluation of this prototype involved finding answers for twenty two questions of 
two different types: Who is PN? and Who works for ORG? The results of this evalu­
ation showed that our prototype managed to answer 68% of the submitted questions 
(fifteen out of twenty two questions) with an average accuracy rate of 95%. We be­
lieve that these results are encouraging based on the convention generally accepted 
by the question answering research community, which compromises recall in favour of 
precision.
The current version of our question answering prototype returns answers only for the
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exact name form included in the question submitted by users. In other words, it does 
not perform any kind of analysis to locate answers for the morphological variants of 
this name. For example, if the question is Who works for International Monetary 
Fund?, our prototype only searches linguistic constructions containing the organisation 
name international Monetary Fund^ and not its acronym iM F \  One way to fix this 
problem could be the use of an acronym finder component, which suggests acronyms 
for the investigated names so that they can be included in the search for the answer of 
the submitted question. In addition, our question answering prototype returns answers 
for questions about people or organisations occurring only in instantiations that can be 
captured by the local grammar rules. This problem sometimes causes a decrease in the 
performance of this prototype. For a solution to this problem, we intend to revert to 
the common method usually followed by the question answering research community 
and use a passage retrieval engine such as Okapi-Pack^ to retrieve passages containing 
the required information about the question target (i.e. person or organisation names 
in our case) and then present them as possible answers.
7.2 Future W ork
In conclusion, we consider possible future avenues for fruitful research considering the 
encouraging results we obtained for our local grammar approach to recognising proper 
nouns in English news texts. We consider questions of portability in particular and 
suggest assessing our approach in another language, namely Arabic.
The positive results we achieved with our local grammar approach motivate us to con­
tinue our investigations. There is a great deal of future work that could be done, mainly 
in improving performance by addressing the outstanding issues for our prototypes for 
the local grammar acquisition, named entity recognition and question-answering (as 
outlined in sections 7.1.1, 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 above). More importantly, we intend to 
address the issue of portability. We will assess the case of portability of our local 
grammar approach to named entity recognition in other languages. This is because 
reporting verbs are frequently used in news articles of the vast majority of languages.
h^ttp://www.soi.city.ac.uk/~andym/OKAPI-PACK/
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and person and organisation names most often occur in close proximity to these verbs. 
Our aim is to start this assessment with Arabic. Proper nouns in Arabic do not start 
with a capital letter as in many other languages. Thus, their automatic recognition is 
more challenging and requires a more costly treatment. Our local grammar can reduce 
this cost. This claim is based on observations made on person and organisation names 
occurring in sentences of reporting verbs in Arabic news texts. Examples taken from 
Reuters Arabic news articles of these sentences are shown below.
[jjj^ •Sj^'s-LORG [^ > L M 0 D  [(^LAT [îi^jjjVl jj^i]_TITLE ^ L P N  Ja (1) 
qala cliff macdonell khabir ai-ashoum al-orobia fee mouassast standard and poors
Cliff Macdonell European equities expert at Standard & Poor's said
[UyiLPLACE [<^Lin [^>iLMOD [vLAT ÔpU-Si j^LTITLE [ji-lSjl ^ (2)
qala yorgan loukasir moudir al-sanadik al-alamia be-sharikat constantia brivatebank fee Vienna
Yorgan Loukasir manager of international funds at Constantia Private Bank said
îJ jV [^>iLWIOD [i>LAT a^ ^L P N  (3)
qala mohamed kotb min sharikat brime le-idarat al-ousoul
Mohamed Kotb of Prime Asset Management said
Translation keys: qala = sa id , khanir = ex p e rt, ashoum = s h a r e s ,  orobia = E u ro p e a n , mouassast = e n te rp rise , alamia = in tern a tio n a l, sharikat = 
c o m p a n y , sa rrad /k  =  fu n d s , moudir =  m a n a g e r, brime = prim e, idaraH = m a n a g e m e n t, ousoui= a s s e t ,  a /  = th e , fe e  = a t, be = at, min = of
(1) ORG MOD AT TITLE PNJÜ
(2) “ PLACE in ORG MOD AT TITLE PN J i
(3) ”...”ORG MODATPN JU
Examples of proper names around the Arabic reporting verbs qala” {said).
The similarity between these sentences and those found in English news texts makes 
us believe that there is a local grammar governing the use of person and organisation 
names in Arabic news texts and that this grammar can be acquired and used in a 
similar manner as in English.
To sum up, we have made a number of positive steps in the domain of named entity 
recognition which stimulate and justify further investigation. More research and exper­
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iments need to be carried out before a ‘perfect’ question-answering system is achieved.
Although there are issues around our local grammar approach and the recognition of 
proper nouns in English news texts, there are exciting possibilities where we consider 
its portability into Arabic where the application of our approach could reduce costs 
involved in proper noun analysis. This ideally will be the next step of our research.
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A ppendix A
Frequency D istribution of 
R eporting Verbs
The Table below shows the frequency distribution of reporting verbs in both the Reuters 
Financial Corpus (RFC ) and the British National Corpus (BNC). The frequency is a 
rounded frequency per million word tokens, following Leech, et al. (2001).
L em m a R F C B N C
say 12559 3344
add 899 275
tell 480 775
think 465 1520
report 426 189
note 400 126
ask 170 610
agree 168 236
confirm 165 87
suggest 142 288
predict 122 38
state 121 103
maintain 91 123
warn 82 63
comment 80 47
order 69 76
announce 68 127
urge 47 39
submit 47 39
deny 42 77
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Lemma RFC BNC
argue 42 149
claim 37 189
explain 32 193
conclude 30 56
promise 22 64
repeat 21 68
write 15 400
A ppendix B
said Collocations
The tables below show collocations of the reporting verb said together with their fre­
quency distribution, spread, and K-score statistics. Note that only collocations having 
a K-score higher than unity are listed.
P h r a se C o llo c a te K -sco r e U -sc o r e f r e q u e n c y
said , 112 9.6 75416
said 77 1.5 51616
said the 48 6972381.5 32531
said ” 46 2.1 30725
said a 21 597789.6 14198
said on 15 2678615.2 10104
said of 15 515603.8 9835
said in 14 553783.8 9257
said he 13 4389959.5 8837
said to 11 498734.1 7545
said traders 11 4307129.5 7398
said it 10 746698.4 6590
said was 10 528473.6 6447
said that 9 579119.7 5851
said one 9 762005.3 5804
said trader 8 901405.4 5677
said dealers 8 2113573.5 5123
said market 8 136879.8 5098
said and 8 133335.0 5083
said - 7 120240.0 4792
said dealer 7 563546.9 4525
said ’ 7 91376.4 4506
said at 6 131834.6 4314
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P h r a se C o llo c a te K -sco r e U -sc o r e f r e q u e n c y
said s 6 91523.4 4217
said they 5 374206.8 3366
said would 5 151623.3 3231
said analysts 4 671894.1 2956
said bank 4 97101.6 2926
said were 4 82008.7 2821
said for 4 61700.1 2811
said had 4 95374.1 2769
said be 4 36027.3 2525
said Tuesday 3 154610.2 2336
said ) 3 87883.2 2217
said Bank 3 40237.8 2102
said brokers 3 309040.8 2096
said Friday 3 112036.3 2661
said an 3 19445.8 2023
said Wednesday 3 102837.7 1971
said sources 3 280295.8 1905
said analyst 3 21058.1 1841
said its 3 23324.0 1826
said Thursday 3 71048.1 1731
said also 2 73014.7 1699
said Monday 2 68249.4 1686
said with 2 13476.7 1661
said not 2 35483.8 1583
said official 2 112827.9 2061
said this 2 25491.9 1535
said statement 2 81538.5 1501
said is 2 17527.6 1463
said there 2 71428.5 1435
said but 2 39636.9 1429
said ( 2 75918.6 1414
said percent 2 18939.8 1398
said central 2 23892.2 1396
said broker 2 43285.8 1388
said year 2 26046.7 1365
said prices 2 6988.5 1355
said expected 2 44044.8 1347
said report 2 21531.4 1337
said week 2 22680.7 1311
said $ 2 15332.7 1305
said government 2 7167.7 1299
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P h r a se C o llo c a te  K -sco r e  U -sc o r e f r e q u e n c y
said from 2 15232.4 1293
said economist 2 31117.9 1281
said by 2 12412.8 1267
said some 2 4461.7 1219
said have 2 9299.8 1216
said could 2 15517.1 1111
said foreign 2 3749.8 1108
said has 1 8248.2 1036
said will 1 8528.0 1016
said chief 1 36783.6 994
said trade 1 3896.8 973
said another 1 13012.2 962
said million 1 12350.2 932
said adding 1 49123.5 909
said rates 1 4223.0 873
said dollar 1 3845.6 862
said senior 1 10699.5 855
said up 1 6086.9 849
said Minister 1 30189.6 847
said last 1 7938.1 829
said demand 1 3353.5 825
said been 1 6585.2 797
said as 1 3873.2 796
said investors 1 4409.8 790
said interest 1 2575.6 772
said no 1 8343.7 765
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A ppendix C
Concordances of said Collocation  
Patterns
This appendix contains 6 tables of said concordances and their Lexical Feature Vectors 
(LEV). The first five tables show right side concordances of said and the last one 
illustrates concordances of its left side.
Concordance L F V
said Philip Strathy , vice-president of Strathy Investments . 0,1,0,0,5,1,0,0,5,0,0,20,3,0
said Philip Uglow , economist at Union Pic . 0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,5,4,0,16,3,0
said Shreepad Javadekar , dealer in-charge at DFHI . 0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,6,4,0,15,3,0
said Alex Garrard , UK economist at UBS . 0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,6,5,0,14,3,0
said Nick Mokhoff , head trader at Alliance-Menatep . 0,1,2,0,3,1,0,0,6,9,0,10,3,0
said Adrian Coles , director-general of the ESA . 0,2,0,0,4,1,0,0,11,0,0,14,3,0
said Slawomir Komonski , treasurer of Société Generale . 1,1,0,0,4,1,0,4,5,0,0,16,3,0
said David Lansley , senior econmist at NAB . 1,1,0,0,4,1,0,4,6,0,0,15,3,0
said Martin Hrozany , chief dealer Slovenska Sporitelna . 1,0,1,0,4,1,0,4,0,5,0,16,3,0
said Ang Swee Tian , president of SIMEX . 0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,6,5,0,13,4,0
said Wyatt , retiring chairman of Coastal Corp . 3,2,0,0,2,0,0,14,9,0,0,5,0,0
said Teo Ming Kian , chairman of NSTB . 2,4,0,0,1,0,0,8,13,0,0,7,0,0
said Dr Carlos Cogo , analyst at Agromercados . 3,1,1,0,1,1,0,16,5,4,0,1,2,0
said Islam , European bond strategist at Merrill . 3,3,0,0,1,0,0,15,8,0,0,5,0,0
said Heriadi , broker of Mashill Jay a Securities . 4,2,0,0,1,0,0,20,6,0,0,2,0,0
said Jessop , chief European economist at Nikko . 4,2,1,0,0,0,0,16,9,3,0,0,0,0
said John Ceraghty of North American Equity Services . 0,1,0,0,5,0,1,0,3,0,0,20,0,5
said David Wyss of Massachusetts-based DRI /  McGraw-Hill . 0,1,0,0,5,1,0,0,3,0,0,19,6,0 
said Doug Myers of Interstate /  Johnson Lane . 0,1,0,0,5,1,0,0,3,0,0,20,5,0
said Peter Howard of New England Agricultural Traders . 0,1,0,0,6,0,0,0,3,0,0,25,0,0
said Ajit Dias Wanigasekera of Ceylinco Stock Brokers . 0,1,0,0,6,0,0,0,4,0,0,24,0,0
said Attila Cazdik of New York Broker Budapest . 0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,3,6,0,19,0,0
said Miles Remington sales trader at SocCen-Crosby Securities .0,1,3,0,2,1,0,0,6,6,0,11,5,0
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Concordance L F V
said Gary Goldberg of the American Farm Association . 0,2,0,0,4,0,1,0,7,0,0,16,0,5
said Jonathan Ansong of the Shareholders ’ Association . 0,2,0,0,4,1,0,0,7,0,0,15,6,0
said Park Se-gull of the Korea Exchange Bank . 0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,7,0,0,21,0,0
said Prateep Leelakittikul of Hongkong and Shanghai Bank . 0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,8,0,0,20,0,0
said Chetta Meemangkang of Prime Finance and Securities . 0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,9,0,0,19,0,0
said Bram Burning of the Brno Broker Group . 0,2,1,0,4,0,0,0,7,6,0,15,0,0
said Branislav Pelevic of the School of Economics . 0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,13,0,0,15,0,0
said Sherif Cararah with EFG /  Hermes brokerage . 1,1,0,0,4,1,0,7,3,0,0,13,5,0
said Marco Sa of Banco Geral do Comercio . 1,1,0,0,5,0,0,6,3,0,0,19,0,0
said Jose Ramon Nunez at Benito y Monjardin . 1,1,0,0,5,0,0,6,4,0,0,18,0,0
said Carmen Alcaide at Banco Bilbao Vizcaya research . 1,1,0,0,5,0,0,7,3,0,0,18,0,0
said Wong Hui Ming at CA Global futures . 1,1,0,0,5,0,0,7,4,0,0,17,0,0
said Miles Remington sales trader at SocGen-Crosby Securities . 1,1,2,0,3,0,0,1,6,5,0,16,0,0
said Shar Gazit at Batucha Securities and investments . 1,2,0,0,4,0,0,7,9,0,0,12,0,0
said Julian Ings Chambers at BZW Securities Asia . 2,2,1,0,1,0,1,8,9,3,0,2,0,6
said Jukka Lepomaki head analyst at Merita Bank . 3,3,0,0,1,0,0,18,8,0,0,2,0,0
said Gregorio De Felice of Banca Commerciale Italiana . 4,2,0,0,0,1,0,21,3,0,0,0,4,0
said S. Waite Rawls of Ferrell Capital Management . 4,3,0,0,0,0,0,20,8,0,0,0,0,0
said Irene Tan research manager at Vickers Balias . 6,1,0,0,0,0,0,26,2,0,0,0,0,0
said European Union Trade Commissioner Sir Leon Brittan . 0,0,0,0,6,0,1,0,0,0,0,27,0,1
said RBC Dominion Securities Investment Advisor Ira Katzin . 0,0,0,0,7,0,0,0,0,0,0,28,0,0
said Bank Julius Baer European economist Adrian Owens . 0,0,1,0,5,1,0,0,0,4,0,19,5,0
said Rio de Janeiro mayor Luiz Paulo Conde . 0,0,1,0,6,0,0,0,0,4,0,24,0,0
said Bear Stearns &: Co analyst Constance Maneaty . 0,0,1,0,6,0,0,0,0,5,0,23,0,0
said Regent European Securities senior analyst Sadie Wighton . 0,0,2,0,4,0,1,0,0,9,0,17,0,2
said Hong Kong fund manager Man Wing Chung . 0,0,2,0,5,0,0,0,0,7,0,21,0,0
said Cruntal & Co technical analyst Peter Green . 0,0,2,0,5,0,0,0,0,9,0,19,0,0
said First Albany chief investment officer Hugh Johnson . 0,0,3,0,4,0,0,0,0,12,0,16,0,0
said University of Maryland Economics Professor Guillermo Calvo . 0,1,0,0,6,0,0,0,2,0,0,26,0,0
said Troika Dialog fixed income head Robert Devane . 0,1,0,0,6,0,0,0,4,0,0,24,0,0
said Bank of Boston forex dealer Peter Wood . 0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,2,5,0,21,0,0
said Westpac Head of Financial Markets Chris Rand . 0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,3,2,0,23,0,0
said Alaska Division of Agriculture Director Jay Kerttula . 0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,3,5,0,20,0,0
said Merrill Lynch analyst John Olson in Houston . 0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,6,3,0,19,0,0
said Bank of America senior trader Michael Jordan . 0,1,2,0,4,0,0,0,2,9,0,17,0,0
said ABN Amro head of research Philippe Brossard . 0,1,2,0,4,0,0,0,4,8,0,16,0,0
said CA Chairman and Chief Executive Charles Wang . 0,1,3,0,3,0,0,0,3,11,0,14,0,0
said Yamaichi Securities deputy general manager Hisao Suzuki . 0,2,0,1,4,0,0,0,3,0,7,18,0,0
said Taiwan International Securities assistant vice-president Alex Chiu . 1,0,0,0,6,0,0,4,0,0,0,24,0,0 
said Regent European Securities chief trader Dmitry Starenko . 1,0,1,0,4,0,1,4,0,5,0,17,0,2
said Sao Paulo state Energy Secretary David Zylbersztajn . 1,0,1,0,5,0,0,3,0,5,0,20,0,0
said United City Bank equities trader Samit Yakovlev . 1,0,1,0,5,0,0,4,0,5,0,19,0,0
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said Yorkton Securities institutional equities trader Pier Donnini .
said GERUCO deputy director general Le Van Binh .
said Toys R Us Chief Executive Michael Goldstein .
said Bank America senior economic adviser Jeremy Hawkins .
said IFCI-Moscow Partners corporate securities head Dmitry Voronkov .
said Morgan Stanley Russian equity analyst John-Paul Smith .
said Alfa Capital director of sales Alexander Bubnovsky .
said P and C Holdings President Ron Meisels .
said ICFI Moscow Partners Bank dealer Denis Sysoyev .
said Iowa State University extension agronomist Dale Farnham .
said Kansas State University wheat breeder Rollie Sears .
said National Chengchi University economics professor Norman Yin .
said UBS senior currency economist Peter von May dell .
said Bankers Trust foreign exchange dealer Philip Lindberg .
said Merrill Lynch senior commodities strategist Bill O’Neill .
said Canadian Wheat Board chief Commissioner Lome Hehn .
said Société General Frankel Pollack dealer Johan Marais .
said Prudential Securities oil market analyst Richard Redash .
said MMS International fixed income analyst Rob Palombi .
said National Securities international sales chief Oliver Fang .
said Sakura Bank assistant vice president Doug Lee .
said IK Prospekt corporate securities director Andrei Ippolitov .
said INC Barings global fixed-income strategist Raul Elizalde .
said Diversified Securities executive vice-president Jose Ricardo Garcia .
said Rinaco Plus fixed income analyst Peter Kisler .
said Bank MFK head securities analyst Dmitry Konov .
said INC Baring head equities dealer Peter Kizenko .
said Toronto-Dominion Securities fixed income analyst Arve Bendiksrud
said Troika-Dialog bank senior equities salesman Terry Olin .
said Deutsche Boerse management board chairman Werner Seifert .
said Troika Dialog fixed income chief Robert Devane .
said Merrill Lynch commodity research director William O’Neill .
said White House national security adviser Sandy Berger .
said INC Barings chief equities trader Peter Kizenko .
said Bank MFK capital markets manager Oleg Surkov .
said Royal Commission industrial affairs director Mujahid Algain .
1.0.2.0.2.2.0.5.0.13.0.4.6.0
1.0.2.0.4.0.0.2.0.7.0.19.0.0
1.0.2.0.4.0.0.2.0.9.0.17.0.0
1.0.2.0.4.0.0.3.0.9.0.16.0.0
1.0.2.0.4.0.0.3.0.9.0.16.0.0
1.1.0.0.5.0.0.1.2.0.0.25.0.0
1.1.1.0.4.0.0.5.4.3.0.16.0.0
1.3.1.0.2.0.0.2.10.3.0.13.0.0
1.4.0.0.2.0.0.3.13.0.0.12.0.0
2.0.0.0.5.0.0.9.0.0.0.19.0.0
2.0.0.0.5.0.0.9.0.0.0.19.0.0
2.0.0.0.5.0.0.9.0.0.0.19.0.0
2.0.1.0.4.0.0.5.0.4.0.19.0.0
2.0.1.0.4.0.0.7.0.5.0.16.0.0
2.0.1.0.4.0.0.7.0.5.0.16.0.0
2.0.1.0.4.0.0.7.0.5.0.16.0.0
2.1.0.0.4.0.0.3.5.0.0.20.0.0
2.1.0.0.4.0.0.7.4.0.0.17.0.0
2.3.0.0.2.0.0.11.8.0.0.9.0.0
2.3.0.0.2.0.0.5.10.0.0.13.0.0
2.3.1.0.1.0.0.7.14.2.0.5.0.0
2.5.0.0.0.0.0.11.17.0.0.0.0.0
3.2.0.0.2.0.0.18.7.0.0.3.0.0
3.2.1.0.1.0.0.14.7.2.0.5.0.0
3.3.0.0.1.0.0.17.8.0.0.3.0.0
3.3.0.0.1.0.0.18.8.0.0.2.0.0
3.3.0.0.1.0.0.18.8.0.0.2.0.0 
.3,4,0,0,0,0,0,16,12,0,0,0,0,0
4.0.0.0.3.0.0.14.0.0.0.14.0.0
4.1.0.0.2.0.0.14.4.0.0.10.0.0
4.1.0.0.2.0.0.20.5.0.0.3.0.0
4.2.0.0.0.1.0.18.6.0.0.0.4.0
4.2.0.0.0.1.0.20.7.0.0.0.1.0
4.2.1.0.0.0.0.16.9.3.0.0.0.0
4.3.0.0.0.0.0.18.10.0.0.0.0.0
5.0.0.0.1.0.1.22.0.0.0.5.0.1
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Concordance L F V
said Elisabeth Asseth at broker Williams de Broe .
said Dalibor Cernicka of Bratisava-based Money Market Broker .
said Leonardo Torres Barsanti at analysts Rio Research .
said Joao Miguel Lourenco of Lisbon broker Siemca .
said Bharat Bhushan of brokers Nu Era Equity .
said Amit Sethi of Delhi brokers Vashisht Securities .
said Shree Bhagwan Garg of brokers Means Leasing .
said Gabriel Ruiz of broker Tavelli y Compania .
said Anthony Mannara at brokers Milla Sim here .
said Will Koeke at brokerage Dierickx en Cie .
said Bryan Baptist of brokers Bartleet and Co .
said Russell Hill of Austrian oil company OMV .
said Jose Napoli of brokers Ignoto y Napoli .
said Suresh Agarwal of brokers Jai Mata securities .
said Bo van Wijk at Swiss bank UBS .
said Vinod Kumar of metal company Donald Mcarthy .
said John McNeill at bond market strategists I.D.E.A .
said Arie van Dijk of market analysts Stigevo .
said Yevrofinans head of capital markets Alexei Rybnikov .
said Darko Ostoja of consultancy and brokerage I.F.C .
said Gustavo Bedoya of the local brokerage Prisma .
said Adam Czyzewski of the independent NOBE institute .
said Arie van Dijk of market statistician Stigevo .
said Cyorgy Pilaszy of grains trading company Agrograin .
said Satish Kapoor of brokers Marwah financial services .
said Mehdi Varzi at finance house Kleinwort Benson .
said analyst Takis Niarchos at Hellenic American Securities .
said analyst Vic Lespinasse of Dean Witter Reynolds .
said economist Sung Won Sohn at Norwest Corp .
said BCE trader Mihaly Eotvos of OTP Forex .
said Stephen Koukoulas chief econmist at Citibank Australia .
said UK equity strategist Scott Evan at UBS .
said dealer Peter Struk of Reynolds and Co .
said analyst Jack Scoville of The Price Croup .
said analyst Anthony Bird of Anthony Bird Associates .
said senior international economist Ros Lifton at HSBC .
said Owens at Julius Baer Investments in London .
said Mark Power at MMS International in Tokyo .
said Gregorio Gomez at All Trading in Madrid .
said Breta Tichanek of INC bank in Prague .
said Sergio Stevanato of the cooperative in Caratinga .
said Prior , a European economist at HSBC .
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,3,4,0,21,0,0
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,3,7,0,18,0,0
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,4,5,0,19,0,0
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,4,6,0,18,0,0
1.1.0.0.5.0.0.4.3.0.0.21.0.0
1.1.0.0.5.0.0.5.3.0.0.20.0.0
1.1.0.0.5.0.0.5.4.0.0.19.0.0
1.1.1.0.4.0.0.6.3.4.0.15.0.0
1.2.0.0.4.0.0.4.10.0.0.14.0.0
1.2.0.0.4.0.0.4.4.0.0.20.0.0
1.2.0.0.4.0.0.4.9.0.0.15.0.0
2.1.0.0.3.0.1.11.3.0.0.10.0.4
2.1.0.0.4.0.0.10.3.0.0.15.0.0
2.1.0.0.4.0.0.11.3.0.0.14.0.0
2.1.0.0.4.0.0.8.4.0.0.16.0.0
2.1.0.0.4.0.0.9.3.0.0.16.0.0
2.1.1.0.3.0.0.10.3.5.0.10.0.0
2.1.1.0.3.0.0.8.4.5.0.11.0.0
2.1.1.0.3.0.0.9.3.2.0.14.0.0
2.2.0.0.3.0.0.10.8.0.0.10.0.0
2.2.0.0.3.0.0.11.7.0.0.10.0.0
2.2.0.0.3.0.0.12.7.0.0.9.0.0
3.1.0.0.3.0.0.13.4.0.0.11.0.0
3.1.0.0.3.0.0.15.3.0.0.10.0.0
3.1.0.0.3.0.0.17.3.0.0.8.0.0
3.2.0.0.2.0.0.17.6.0.0.5.0.0 
0,1,1,0,4,0,1,0,4,1,0,17,0,6 
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,4,1,0,23,0,0 
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,5,1,0,22,0,0 
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,5,2,0,21,0,0 
0,1,1,0,5,0,0,0,5,3,0,20,0,0 
0,1,2,0,4,0,0,0,6,5,0,17,0,0 
0,2,1,0,4,0,0,0,10,1,0,17,0,0 
0,2,1,0,4,0,0,0,9,1,0,18,0,0
1.1.0.0.5.0.0.1.4.0.0.23.0.0
2.1.1.0.3.0.0.3.6.3.0.16.0.0 
0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,8,0,0,20,0,0 
0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,9,0,0,19,0,0 
0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,13,0,0,15,0,0
1.2.0.0.4.0.0.5.9.0.0.14.0.0
1.3.0.0.3.0.0.5.13.0.0.10.0.0 
0,2,1,0,2,1,1,0,9,5,0,8,2,4
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said John Teall , an analyst with Lipper . 0,2,1,0,3,1,0,0,10,5,0,10,3,0
said Ackerman , a market strategist at Fahnestock . 0,2,2,0,2,1,0,0,9,9,0,8,2,0
said Hugo So , an analyst at Yamaichi . 0,3,1,0,2,1,0,0,12,5,0,8,3,0
said Raiffeisen Bank , Austria dealer Alexander Losev . 0,0,1,0,5,1,0,0,0,5,0,20,3,0
said Arvind Subramanian , International Monetary Fund representative . 0,0,1,0,5,1,0,0,0,7,0,18,3,0
said Charles Miller Smith , ICI chief executive . 0,0,2,0,4,1,0,0,0,13,0,11,4,0
said Nobuaki Yanachi , Kankaku Research senior analyst . 0,0,2,0,4,1,0,0,0,13,0,12,3,0
said David Prosperi , CBOT senior vice president . 0,0,3,0,3,1,0,0,0,18,0,7,3,0
said Teresa Lee , Lippo Securities assistant vice-president . 1,0,0,0,5,1,0,6,0,0,0,19,3,0
said Fred Cesser , Weather Express Inc meteorologist . 1,0,0,0,5,1,0,7,0,0,0,18,3,0
said Sihle Mbongwa , Portnet head of security . 1,1,1,0,3,1,0,7,6,5,0,7,3,0
said Chuck Mansfield , Purdue University extension agronomist . 2,0,0,0,4,1,0,13,0,0,0,12,3,0
said Mike Malpede , Refco senior currency analyst . 2,0,1,0,3,1,0,11,0,7,0,7,3,0
said Harry Duff , ONS retail sales statistician . 3,0,0,0,3,1,0,18,0,0,0,7,3,0
said Weather Services Corp ’ s Joel Burgio . 1,0,0,0,5,1,0,5,0,0,0,19,4,0
said Mohaiyani Research ’ s Amin Abdul Manap . 1,0,0,0,5,1,0,4,0,0,0,21,3,0
said New York Broker ’ s Attila Cazdag . 1,0,1,0,4,1,0,5,0,3,0,16,4,0
said Bank of America ’ s Jeremy Hawkins . 1,1,0,0,4,1,0,5,2,0,0,17,4,0
said Société Cenerale Strauss Turnbull ’ s Davies . 1,0,0,0,5,1,0,6,0,0,0,17,5,0
said LC Economic Research Institute ’ s Lee . 0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,8,0,0,20,0,0
said broker Leslie Nicholas at CNI in London . 0,2,1,0,4,0,0,0,10,1,0,17,0,0
said Abitrigo ’ s president Antenor Barr os Leal . 1,0,1,0,4,1,0,3,0,4,0,19,2,0
said National ’ s Treasury Economist Kevin Smit . 1,0,1,0,4,1,0,3,0,5,0,18,2,0
said Capital Market ’ s broker Ricardo Marino . 1,0,1,0,4,1,0,4,0,5,0,16,3,0
said Crace ’ s managing director Douglas Crane . 1,0,2,0,3,1,0,3,0,9,0,14,2,0
said Macreconomica consultancy ’ s analyst Nicolas Dujovne . 2,0,1,0,3,1,0,6,0,5,0,14,3,0
said Commercial ’ s chart analyst Nick Kostopoulos . 2,0,1,0,3,1,0,7,0,5,0,14,2,0
aid Virgin ’ s chief spokesman Will Whitehorn . 2,1,1,0,2,1,0,7,6,5,0,8,2,0
said Zhelev ’ s economy advisor Kiril Velev . 3,0,0,0,3,1,0,12,0,0,0,14,2,0
said Kevin Lings , economist at Nedcor bank . 1,1,1,0,3,1,0,7,5,4,0,9,3,0
said dealer Poch Zamora , at Peregrine Securities . 0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,5,1,0,18,4,0
said Mohammed Magdi of EEC /  Herms brokerage . 1,1,0,0,4,1,0,7,3,0,0,13,5,0
said Artur Czerwonski of Bank Pekao SA brokerage . 1,1,0,0,5,0,0,7,3,0,0,18,0,0
said John Fitzgibbon of the IPO Aftermarket newsletter . 1,2,0,0,4,0,0,7,7,0,0,14,0,0
said Julio Alcalde of MCS and Asociados brokerage . 1,2,0,0,4,0,0,7,8,0,0,13,0,0
said Jos Mrquez of Abila y Calpe brokerage . 2,1,0,0,4,0,0,12,3,0,0,13,0,0
said Thomas Steinemann at Swiss Volksbank brokerage research . 2,1,0,0,4,0,0,13,3,0,0,12,0,0
said Alberto Arispe of the local Macrovalores brokerage . 2,2,0,0,3,0,0,12,7,0,0,9,0,0
said Stéphane Rozes of the CSA polling firm . 2,2,0,0,3,0,0,13,7,0,0,8,0,0
said Hernando Pastor of T &: J brokerage . 3,1,0,0,3,0,0,17,3,0,0,8,0,0
said Robert Va jo of Termin grains trading company . 3,1,0,0,3,0,0,18,3,0,0,7,0,0
said Eloi Hilgert of the state agricultural secretariat . 3,2,0,0,2,0,0,18,7,0,0,3,0,0
said Steve Wright , strategist at brokerage BZW . 1,1,1,0,3,1,0,6,5,4,0,10,3,0
said Mili Kus , head of brokerage Eastbrokers . 2,1,0,0,3,1,0,10,5,0,0,10,3,0
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said at a briefing on the March data .
said a foreign bank ’ s chief dealer .
said a dealer at the small retail brokerage .
said a European bank in a forex commentary .
said the general manager of a metal firm .
said an independent dealer with a local brokerage .
said in a report earlier in the week .
said at a debt conference in Hong Kong .
said in its December outlook on Hong Kong .
said one treasury manager : “ retirement ” .
said a major problem is the Chinese yuan .
said another dealer at an European bank here .
said during a breakfast meeting with foreign journalists .
said an official in a local flour mill .
said during a rubber industry dinner last month .
said in its latest global equities research paper .
said in an interview with the newspaper Reforma .
said the central bank in its fortnightly report .
said an experienced broker on condition of anonymity .
said Harold was not expected to touch land .
said one source in the precious metals industry .
said in a note to clients on Tuesday .
said one executive in a Philippine flour mill .
said at a meeting of Pfandbrief market players .
said a brief circular published in the newspaper .
said in an interview broadcast Wednesday on C-SPAN .
said an official from a northern member state .
said as players awaited further information from Tokyo .
said last week ahead of the Fukuoka meeting .
said a trader of the tensions in Iraq .
said in an interview with daily Le Parisien .
said at the World Economic Forum in Davos .
said at an economic seminar in Tel Aviv .
said a trader of the energy complex generally .
said a fixed-income analyst based in Sao Paulo .
said about the market ’ s renewed rise .
said in a paper prepared for the conference .
said when asked if the currency would last .
said during a committee hearing on the issue .
said in a report released at the weekend .
said the treasurer of an Istanbul-based private bank .
said in the latest Reuters quarterly economic survey .
said in an interview with the daily Izvestia .
0,0,0,0,5,2,0,0,0,0,0,16,12,0
0,0,1,0,5,0,1,0,0,4,0,23,0,1
0,0,1,0,5,0,1,0,0,5,0,19,0,4
0,0,1,0,5,1,0,0,0,4,0,19,5,0
0,0,2,0,4,1,0,0,0,3,0,20,5,0
0,0,2,0,4,1,0,0,0,7,0,16,5,0
0,0,2,0,4,1,0,0,0,7,0,16,5,0
0,1,0,0,4,2,0,0,1,0,0,15,12,0
0,1,0,0,4,2,0,0,1,0,0,15,12,0
0,1,0,0,4,2,0,0,1,0,0,15,12,0
0,1,0,0,6,0,0,0,4,0,0,24,0,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,1,4,0,18,5,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,2,4,0,17,5,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,3,2,0,18,5,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,4,1,0,17,6,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,4,1,0,17,6,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,4,1,0,17,6,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,4,1,0,17,6,0
0,1,1,0,4,1,0,0,6,5,0,13,4,0
0,1,2,0,3,1,0,0,3,6,0,14,5,0
0,1,2,0,4,0,0,0,1,13,0,14,0,0
0,1,2,0,4,0,0,0,3,3,0,22,0,0
0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,5,0,0,23,0,0
0,2,0,0,5,0,0,0,7,0,0,21,0,0
0,2,0,1,4,0,0,0,3,0,4,21,0,0
0,2,0,1,4,0,0,0,5,0,4,19,0,0
0,2,1,0,2,0,2,0,4,2,0,13,0,9
0,3,0,0,3,0,1,0,9,0,0,16,0,3
0,3,0,0,3,1,0,0,8,0,0,14,6,0
0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,10,0,0,18,0,0
0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,8,0,0,20,0,0
0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,9,0,0,19,0,0
0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0,9,0,0,19,0,0
0,3,2,0,2,0,0,0,9,6,0,13,0,0
0,4,1,0,2,0,0,0,14,2,0,12,0,0
1.0.0.0.4.2.0.6.0.0.0.15.7.0
1.0.1.0.5.0.0.2.0.4.0.22.0.0
1.1.1.0.3.1.0.1.3.2.0.17.5.0
1.1.1.0.3.1.0.2.6.5.0.11.4.0
1.1.1.0.3.1.0.3.5.4.0.14.2.0
1.0.2.0.4.0.0.3.0.9.0.16.0.0
1.0.2.0.4.0.0.6.0.5.0.17.0.0
1.1.0.0.4.0.1.1.4.0.0.18.0.5
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Banco Santander Treasurer Antonio Agcaoili said 0,0,0,0,5,0,0,0,0,0,0,15,0,0
Yamaichi European economist David Brickman said 0,0,1,0,3,0,1,0,0,3,0,10,0,2
Irish Farm Minister Ivan Yates said 0,0,1,0,3,0,1,0,0,3,0,11,0,1
Finance Secretary Roberto de Ocampo said 0,0,1,0,4,0,0,0,0,2,0,13,0,0
Central Bank governor Gabriel Singson said 0,0,1,0,4,0,0,0,0,3,0,12,0,0
Bundesbank chief economist Otmar Issing said 0,0,2,0,3,0,0,0,0,5,0,10,0,0
Most Bank dealer Alexander Rodionov said 0,1,1,0,3,0,0,0,1,3,0,11,0,0
Central Bank treasurer Sergio Edeza said 1,0,0,0,4,0,0,3,0,0,0,12,0,0
U.S. delegation head John Wolf said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,2,0,3,0,10,0,0
OWPMB secretary manager William McClounie said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,3,0,2,0,10,0,0
Petronas president Hassan Marican has said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,5,0,2,0,8,0,0
CNI financial consultant Frank Amador said 2,0,0,0,3,0,0,5,0,0,0,10,0,0
central bank Governor Gabriel Singson said 2,0,1,0,2,0,0,3,0,3,0,9,0,0
Darunee at Perigrine Fixed Income said 0,1,0,0,4,0,0,0,2,0,0,13,0,0
Francisco Trinidad of DBS Securities said 0,1,0,0,4,0,0,0,3,0,0,12,0,0
Alexander Pechovitch of brokerage Mignon said 1,1,0,0,3,0,0,4,3,0,0,8,0,0
Jorge Bonanno at Interfin traders said 1,1,0,0,3,0,0,5,3,0,0,7,0,0
BIP ’ s Owens Thomsen said 1,0,0,0,3,1,0,3,0,0,0,10,2,0
Hill Samuel ’ s Nicholas said 1,0,0,0,3,1,0,4,0,0,0,8,3,0
Standard & Poor ’ s said 1,0,0,0,3,1,0,5,0,0,0,6,4,0
CWB ’ s Lome Hehn said 1,0,0,0,3,1,0,3,0,0,0,10,2,0
Goldman Sachs ’ John Simpson said 0,0,0,0,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,12,3,0
French Finance Minsiter Jean Arthuis said 0,0,0,0,4,0,1,0,0,0,0,14,0,1
Foreign Affairs Undersecretary Federico Macaranas said 0,0,0,0,5,0,0,0,0,0,0,15,0,0 
Ganadian Trade Minister Art Eggleton said 0,0,1,0,3,0,1,0,0,3,0,11,0,1
President Lee Teng - hui said 0,0,1,0,3,1,0,0,0,1,0,10,4,0
Polish Privatisation Minister Wieslaw Kaczmarek said 0,0,1,0,4,0,0,0,0,3,0,12,0,0
German Finance Minister Theo Waigel said 0,0,2,0,2,0,1,0,0,5,0,9,0,1
Prime Minister Inder Kumar Gujral said 0,0,2,0,3,0,0,0,0,3,0,12,0,0
Junior Finance Minister Satpal Maharaj said 0,0,2,0,3,0,0,0,0,5,0,10,0,0
Chief Executive Officer Bob Ayling said 0,0,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,6,0,9,0,0
Japanese Ambassador Sakutaro Tanino also said 0,1,0,0,3,0,1,0,5,0,0,9,0,1
president and CEO Philip Seng said 0,1,1,0,3,0,0,0,2,1,0,12,0,0
Chancellor of the Exchequer Clarke said 0,2,2,0,1,0,0,0,5,5,0,5,0,0
fisheries spokesman Filippo di Robilant said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,1,0,2,0,12,0,0
deputy Riksbank governor Lars Heikensten said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,1,0,3,0,11,0,0
former Atlanta Fed chief Ford said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,1,0,4,0,10,0,0
Agriculture Minister Viktor Khlystun has said 1,0,1,0,3,0,0,5,0,2,0,8,0,0
deputy prime minister Danko Djunic said 1,0,2,0,2,0,0,1,0,5,0,9,0,0
Prime Minister Vaclav Klaus has said 1,0,2,0,2,0,0,5,0,3,0,7,0,0
stock exchange president Julio Macchi said 2,0,1,0,2,0,0,3,0,3,0,9,0,0
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” an eastern North Dakota dealer said 0,0,0,0,3,2,0,0,0,0,0,6,9,0
” German daily Handelsblatt on Monday said 0,0,0,0,3,2,0,0,0,0,0,8,7,0
” hardship ” companies , he said 0,0,0,0,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,13,2,0
” However , the investment bank said 0,0,1,0,3,1,0,0,0,2,0,8,5,0
” As an example , he said 0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,3,0,0,6,2,4
” Despite low imports , traders said 0,1,0,0,2,2,0,0,5,0,0,3,7,0
” Earlier , central bank officials said 0,1,0,0,3,1,0,0,1,0,0,10,4,0
” bizarre circularity ’ , Bloom said 0,1,0,0,3,1,0,0,1,0,0,10,4,0
” Eight of the economists surveyed said 0,1,0,0,3,1,0,0,1,0,0,11,3,0
” However , municipal market sources said 0,1,0,0,3,1,0,0,2,0,0,9,4,0
” In the circular , LIFFE said 0,1,0,0,3,1,0,0,3,0,0,10,2,0
” a south central Kansas merchandiser said 0,1,0,0,3,1,0,0,4,0,0,8,3,0
” pretty significant ” , he said 0,1,2,0,2,0,0,0,1,5,0,9,0,0
” Quality excellent , ” he said 0,2,0,0,1,2,0,0,3,0,0,4,8,0
” Because of that , Ehrlich said 0,2,0,0,1,2,0,0,6,0,0,2,7,0
” another raw coffee bean importer said 0,2,0,0,1,2,0,0,6,0,0,3,6,0
” another high - yield trader said 0,2,0,0,1,2,0,0,9,0,0,1,5,0
” Elsewhere in the market dealers said 0,2,1,0,1,1,0,0,5,5,0,2,3,0
” Elsewhere in Europe , analysts said 0,2,1,0,1,1,0,0,5,5,0,2,3,0
” dreadful ” debt performance , said 0,3,0,0,0,2,0,0,8,0,0,0,7,0
” In fact , as I said 0,3,0,0,1,1,0,0,10,0,0,1,4,0
” emergency ” over , and said 0,3,0,0,1,1,0,0,8,0,0,3,4,0
” breathtaking , ” but traders said 0,3,0,0,1,1,0,0,8,0,0,3,4,0
” local independent analyst Hie Serbanescu said 0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,9,0,0,6,0,0
” limited ” trend , dealers said 0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,9,0,0,6,0,0
” anchors , ” the group said 1,1,1,0,0,2,0,1,4,5,0,0,5,0
” Many delegates attending the convention said 1,1,1,0,0,2,0,4,1,2,0,0,8,0
” Making matters worse , traders said 1,1,1,0,0,2,0,4,1,2,0,0,8,0
” make waves ” , they said 1,1,1,0,0,2,0,4,1,2,0,0,8,0
” In these days we have said 1,1,1,0,0,2,0,4,1,2,0,0,8,0
” completely under control ” , said 3,0,0,0,0,2,0,8,0,0,0,0,7,0
” flex options , ” dealers said 3,0,0,0,2,0,0,10,0,0,0,5,0,0
” difficult trading conditions ” but said 3,0,0,0,2,0,0,9,0,0,0,6,0,0
” For this reason , he said 3,0,1,0,0,1,0,7,0,5,0,0,3,0
” forget the past ” he said 3,0,1,0,1,0,0,8,0,5,0,2,0,0
” foreigner prices ” , it said 3,0,1,0,1,0,0,8,0,5,0,2,0,0
” On Indonesia , the trader said 3,1,0,0,0,1,0,10,1,0,0,0,4,0
” But a senior Treasury official said 3,1,0,0,0,1,0,10,1,0,0,0,4,0
” On that assumption , Levenson said 3,1,0,0,1,0,0,12,1,0,0,2,0,0
” I think basically what he said 3,1,0,0,1,0,0,9,4,0,0,2,0,0
” one Paris stock market broker said 3,1,0,0,1,0,0,9,5,0,0,1,0,0
” an official from another bank said 3,1,1,0,0,0,0,11,3,1,0,0,0,0
” future ” meeting , Spicka said 3,1,1,0,0,0,0,9,4,2,0,0,0,0
” Further , the rating agency said 3,1,1,0,0,0,0,9,4,2,0,0,0,0
A ppendix D
Precision and Recall Scores for 
N Extract
This appendix contains the precision (PRE) and recall (EEC) scored by NExtract 
for PERSON and ORGANISATION name types against the data sets of Reuters and 
Wall Street Journal. These scores were generated by the scorer provided by MUC-7 
competition organisers.
C O R + iO .bx  PAR)P R E  = 
E E C  =
A C T  
COR +  (0.5 X PAR)
P O SS  
where,
COR'. Correct - the two single fills are considered identical.
PAR: Partially Correct - the two single fills are not identical, but partial credit should 
still be given.
ACT: Actual - the number of fills in the response.
A C T = COR  +  IN C  +  P A R  +  SPU  
POSS: Possible - the number of fills in the key, which contribute to the final score. 
P O SS  = COR + IN C  + P A R  +  M IS
INC: Incorrect - the two single fills are not identical.
MIS: Missing - a key object has no response object aligned with it.
SPU: Spurious - a response object has no key object aligned with it.
NON: Noncommittal - the alignment doesn’t contribute anything to the scoring.
UND: Undergeneration - UND  =
OVC: Overgeneration - OVG  =
SUB-. Substitution - SUB  =
ERR-. Error per response fill - ERR  =  ■
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D .l  The results against R euters data sets
The table shown here represent the results generated by MUC-7 scorer against each 
of the news articles of the first set (Set 1) of Reuters news texts. As shown at the 
bottom of second this table below, the F-measure of this set is given for three different 
value oi(3 = \  (P&R =  88.69), ^  =  0.5 (2P&R =  87.74), and /) =  2 (P&2R =  89.66). 
The overall precision and recall scores of person and organisation name types for this 
set are shown in the part of the table labeled as Task Subcategorization Scores. The 
part labeled as Document Section Scores expresses precision and recall scores on the 
structure of the evaluated texts.
O2Jan20O2_08ii4_BTkey: 02Jan2002_0844_BTresponse:02Jan2002_08W_BT
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NO Ml REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 31 311 30 0 0| 1 1 01 97 97 3 3 0 6
type 31 31| 30 0 0| 1 1 01 97 97 3 3 0 6
text 31 311 30 0 0| 1 1 01 97 97 3 3 0 6
TOTAL 62 62| 60 0 01 2 2 01 97 97 3 3 0 6
02Jan2002_1501_ FTSEkey: 02Jan2002_15 01_FTSEresponse: 02Jan2 002_15 01_FTSE
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 22 221 20 0 0| 2 2 0| 91 91 9 9 0 17
type 22 22| 20 0 0| 2 2 0| 91 91 9 9 0 17
text 22 221 19 0 1| 2 2 01 86 86 9 9 5 21
TOTAL U4 44| 39 0 11 4 4 01 89 89 9 9 3 19
03Jan20O2_1533_ ECBkey: 03Jan2002_1533_ECBresponse :03Jan2002l_1533_ECB
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND UUG SUB ERR
enamex 30 371 30 0 01 0 7 01 100 81 0 19 0 19
type 30 371 29 0 1| 0 7 01 97 78 0 19 3 22
text 30 37} 28 0 21 0 7 01 93 76 0 19 7 24
TOTAL 60 74} 57 0 31 0 14 0| 95 77 0 19 5 23
07Jan2002_0916_Arrivakey: 07Jan20O2_0916_Rrriuaresponse:07Jan2002_0916_ Arriva
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 6 6| 5 0 0| 1 1 01 83 83 17 17 0 29
type 6 6| 5 0 01 1 1 0| 83 83 17 17 0 29
text 6 6| 4 0 1| 1 1 0| 67 67 17 17 20 43
TOTAL 12 12j 9 0 11 2 2 01 75 75 17 17 10 36
O8Jan20O2 1036_Retailerskey: i08Jan2002_1036_Retailersresponse:iO8Jan2O02 1036 R<
SLOT POS ACT} COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 42 401 38 0 Oj 4 2 0| 90 95 10 5 0 14
type 42 40| 37 0 1| 4 2 01 88 93 10 5 3 16
text 42 40] 32 0 61 4 2 01 76 80 10 5 16 27
TOTAL 84 80} 69 0 71 8 4 0| 82 86 10 5 9 22
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08Jan2002_1624_Suedenkey: O8Jan2082_1624_Swedent*esponse:O8Jan2OO2_1624_Sweden
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 19 28| 19 0 0| 0 1 0| 100 95 0 5 0 5
type 19 20| 19 0 0| 0 1 0| 100 95 0 5 0 5
text 19 20| 18 0 1| 0 1 0| 95 90 0 5 5 10
TOTAL 38 40| 37 0 1| 0 2 0| 97 93 0 5 3 8
09Jan2002_1203_BoEkey: 09Jan2002 1203_BoEresponse :09Jan2002!_1203_BaE
SLOT POS ACT] COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NON) REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 22 24| 22 0 0| 0 2 0| 100 92 0 8 0 8
type 22 241 20 0 2| 0 2 0| 91 83 0 8 9 17
text 22 24| 22 0 0| 0 2 Oj 100 92 0 8 0 8
TOTAL 44 48| 42 0 2| 0 4 Oj 95 88 0 8 5 13
10Jan2 002 1020 BPkey : 10Jan2002_1020 BPresponse:10Jan2002 1020 BP
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NON} REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 3 31 3 0 0| 0 0 Oj 100 100 0 0 0 0
type 3 31 3 0 0| 0 0 0| 100 100 0 0 0 0
text 3 3| 3 0 0| 0 0 0| 100 100 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 6 61 6 0 0| 0 0 0| 100 100 0 0 0 0
10Jan2002_1218_ Rateskey: 10Jan20O2_1218__Ratesi*esponse:10Jan2 002_1218_Rates
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NON} REC PRE UND 0UG SUB ERR
enamex 21 221 21 0 0| 0 1 Oj 100 95 0 5 0 5
type 21 22| 19 0 2| 0 1 Oj 90 86 0 5 10 14
text 21 22| 18 0 3| 0 1 Oj 86 82 0 5 14 18
TOTAL 42 441 37 0 5| 0 2 0| 88 84 0 5 12 16
24Jan2002_1201. Nokiakey: :24Jan20O2_1201._Nokiaresponse:24Jan2002_1201_Nokla
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NON} REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 21 20| 19 0 0| 2 1 Oj 90 95 10 5 0 14
type 21 20| 18 0 1| 2 1 0| 86 90 10 5 5 18
text 21 20| 18 0 1| 2 1 0| 86 90 10 5 5 18
TOTAL 42 40| 36 0 21 4 2 0| 86 90 10 5 5 18
* « * TOTAL SLOT SCORES • *
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NON} REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
enamex 217 2251 207 0 0| 10 18 0| 95 92 5 8 0 12
type 217 225| 200 0 7| 10 18 Oj 92 89 5 8 3 15
text 217 225| 192 0 15| 10 18 Oj 88 85 5 8 7 18
ALL OBJECTS 434 450| 392 0 221 20 36 0| 90 87 5 8 5 17
P&R 2P&R P&2R
F-MEflSURES 88.69 87.74 89.66
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*  *  * TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES * * *
SLOT POS ACT 1 COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU HONj REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
Enamex:
organizati 184 192| 172 0 2| 10 18 0| 93 90 5 9 1 15
person 33 331 28 0 5| 0 0 0| 85 85 0 0 15 15
location 0 0| 0 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
other 0 0| 0 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
Timex:
date 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
time e 0| 0 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
other 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
Numex:
money e 0| 0 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
percent 0 0| 0 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
other 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
* * * DOCUMENT SECTION SCORES: * *
SLOT POS ACT! COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
HEADLINE 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
headline 0 0| 0 0 0j 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
HL 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
hi 0 01 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
SLUG 0 0I 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
PREAMBLE 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
DD 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
DATE 0 0I 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
DATELINE 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
TXT 434 4501 392 0 22} 20 36 0| 90 87 5 8 5 17
TEXT 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
IDS 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
TRAILER 0 0| 0 0 Oj 0 0 0| 0 0 0 0 0 0
As mentioned earlier the results shown above are for one set only. The following table 
shows only the F-Measure (Task Subcategorization Scores parts) scored by NExtract 
for person and organisation names against the other Reuters’ data sets (Set 2 to Set 
12).
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* * * Set 2 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 176 176| 161 0 1| 14 14 0| 91 91 8 8 1 15
person 26 251 20 0 5| 1 0 0| 77 80 4 0 20 23
* * * Set 3 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES « * *
SLOT POS ACT 1 COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 138 154| 131 0 1| 6 22 0| 95 85 4 14 1 18
person 40 411 28 0 12| 0 1 0| 70 68 0 2 30 32
» * » Set 4 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 186 194| 174 0 2| 10 18 0| 94 90 5 9 1 15
person 33 311 31 0 0| 2 0 0| 94 100 6 0 0 6
* » * Set 5 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES •
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 178 196| 167 0 0| 11 29 0| 94 85 6 15 0 19
person 58 561 51 0 3| 4 2 0| 88 91 7 4 6 15
*  *  *  Set 6 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 146 1431 133 0 3| 10 7 0| 91 93 7 5 2 13
person 35 35| 35 0 0| 0 0 0| 100 100 0 0 0 e
* * * Set 7 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACT 1 COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 173 173| 160 0 2| 11 11 0| 92 92 6 6 1 13
person 27 26| 25 0 1| 1 0 0| 93 96 4 0 4 7
* * » Set 8 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 115 1211 107 0 0| 8 14 0| 93 88 7 12 0 17
person 27 271 21 0 5| 1 1 0| 78 78 4 4 19 25
* * » Set 9 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES «
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON| REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 157 163| 148 0 0| 9 15 0| 94 91 6 9 0 14
person 22 211 20 0 0| 2 1 0| 91 95 9 5 0 13
17!
» » » Set 10 TASK SUBCATEGGRIZATION SCORES * * *
SLOT POS ACT I COR PAR INC | HIS SPU NON
organizati 161 167| 153 0 1| 7 13 0
person 35 31| 29 0 2| 4 0 0
REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
95 92 4
83 94 11
1 12 
6 17
* * * Set 11 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES • * *
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC I MIS SPU NON
organizati 101 111| 93 0 5| 3 13 0
person 43 45| 42 0 1 | G 2 0
REC PRE UND DUG SUB ERR
92 84
98 93
3 12 
0 4
5 18 
2 7
* * * Set 12 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES * » *
SLOT POS ACT I COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NON
organizati 204 197| 190 0 2| 12 5 0
person 34 32| 31 0 1| 2 0 0
REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
93 96 6 3
91 97 6 0
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D.2 The results against Wall Street Journal data sets
This table shows the Task Subcategorization Scores parts of the results obtained for 
Wall Street Journal’s data sets.
» * * Set 1 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES «
SLOT POS ACT] COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 76 114| 65 0 0| 11 49 01 86 57 14 43 0 48
person 77 74| 70 0 4| 3 0 B1 91 95 4 0 5 9
* * * Set 2 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES «
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 76 114| 65 0 0| 11 49 0| 86 57 14 43 0 48
person 77 741 70 0 41 3 0 81 91 95 4 0 5 9
* » * Set 3 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 104 1061 84 0 31 17 19 01 81 79 16 18 3 32
person 45 431 31 0 51 9 7 8| 69 72 20 16 14 40
* * » Set 4 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES «
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 73 901 60 0 01 13 30 81 82 67 18 33 0 42
person 40 361 30 0 61 4 0 81 75 83 10 0 17 25
* * * Set 5 TASK SUBCATEGGRIZATION SCORES «
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 106 1201 88 0 0| 18 32 81 83 73 17 27 0 36
person 92 871 58 0 251 9 4 81 63 67 10 5 30 40
*  *  *  Set 6 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES *
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 139 1821 125 0 41 10 53 8| 90 69 7 29 3 35
person 95 881 82 0 41 9 2 8| 86 93 9 2 5 15
* * * Set 7 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES «
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 155 1781 126 0 101 19 42 8| 81 71 12 24 7 36
person 38 331 26 0 71 5 0 01 68 79 13 0 21 32
* » * Set 8 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES * « *
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 MIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 155 1781 126 0 101 19 42 8| 81 71 12 24 7 36
person 38 331 26 0 7 1 5 0 81 68 79 13 0 21 32
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» « « Set 9 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES « * »
SLOT POS ACT I COR PAR INC | HIS SPU NONl REG PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 142 1471 116 0 2| 24 29 81 82 79 17 20 2 32
person 67 63| 58 0 4| 5 1 81 87 92 7 2 6 15
* * * Set 10 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES
SLOT POS ACT 1 COR PAR INC | HIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 99 136| 76 0 14| 9 46 81 77 56 9 34 16 48
person 28 24| 21 0 1| 6 2 81 75 88 21 8 5 30
» « » Set 11 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES
SLOT POS ACT| COR PAR INC | HIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 148 144| 85 0 271 36 32 81 57 59 24 22 24 53
person 69 631 53 0 61 10 4 81 77 84 14 6 10 27
» « » Set 12 TASK SUBCATEGORIZATION SCORES
SLOT POS ACTl COR PAR INC 1 HIS SPU NONl REC PRE UND OUG SUB ERR
organizati 85 971 68 0 21 23 35 81 71 62 27 36 3 50
person 59 521 36 0 161 7 0 81 61 69 12 0 31 39
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